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1. 0 WTROOUCTIOr~ AND SUMlIARY 
This report describes the effort performed under the first phase of a NASA 
contract entitled "Development of Design, Qualification, Screening, and 
Application Requirements for Plastic Encapsulated Solid-State Devices for 
Space Equipment" (NAS8-33079) for NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center. The ob-
jectives of this phose were to: 
o Gather field usage failure rate data on the reliability of plastic encap-
sulated semiconductors. 
o Gather data from manufacturprs of plastic encapsulated semiconductors on 
the anticipated failure rates of their parts. 
o Determine the optimum screens suggested by the manufacturers, as necessary, 
to achi~ve high reliability at low cost. 
a Compile these data into a guide for use by NASA program managers, design 
managers, and parts engineers in the selection and use of plastic encapsu-
lated semiconductors. 
As a result of telephone conversations with approximately 50 users, plant 
visits to 14 users, and plant visits to seven manufacturers of plastiC encapsu-
lated semiconductors, a definite pOSition can now be taken as to the viability 
of the use of plastic encapsulated semiconductors in selected NASA applications. 
It h,s been found from field usage data that the reliability of plastic en-
capsulated semiconductors is now adequate to support their consideration for 
use in NASA systems, particularly in low-cost s}stems. By the application of 
strong parts engineering diSCiplines, the problems of the relative looseness 
of control of the manufacturers can be satisfactorily addressed. It is impor-
tant to note tnat only part types that are in high volume continuous production 
may be 'Gnsidered under this concept. This implies that NASA should procure the 
plastic encapsulated devices for their application~ (low volume buys) from 
standard manufacturers' high volume lines and apply sr.reens (as defined later 
in this report) to obtain the required device performance. 
Section 2 summarizes the significant findings of the program with a summary 
for each of the categories of reliability, manufacturer selection, qualification 
testing, cost. and screening. Sectio~ 3 describes the actual data search pro-
~- gram, both at users and manufacturers of plastic encapsulated semiconductors. 
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Section 4 su~r1zes the data f1ndillgs from each source, users and manufacturers. 
Analysis of the data findings is presented in Section 5, which covers the time-
related factors of the failure rata data and incorporates the manufacturers' pro-
jections of the failure rates for d1fferent part types. Section 6 covers the 
cost factor! determined in the course of the conversations with both the users 
and the manufacturers and treats both procurement costs and parts engin2ering 
costs. The unique factors of qualification invoked by the use of plastic en-
capsulated semironductors are discussed in Section 7, and Section 8 treats the 
special screening requirements that must be considered for th! development of 
high integrity pJrts for NASA applications. 
This report contains four appendices. Appendix A includes the data sources 
that were found to be most useful in the analysis of the users data and includes 
much of the raw data obtained from thp users. Appendix B comprises a complete 
selection criteria document for use by NASA project manJgers, designers, and 
parts engineers in the selection and application of plastic encapsulated semi-
conductors. This selection guide is a distillation of the significant findings 
of the main ~ody of the report into a treatise that is intended to be usable in 
the field of NASA parts selection and control. Appendix C contains the biblio-
graphy. Appendix 0 contains the tabulated field usage data. 
With the publication of this document, the objectives of the first portion of 
Contract NAS8-33079 have been met. 
z 
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SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS OF THE PROGRAM 
Reliability Summary 
The reliability data obtained during this program were obtained from users of 
plastic encapsulated devices who had actual. docijmented field reliability data. 
There was no interest in obtaining predicted reliability from in-htJse relia-
bility tests. Over one dozen users had field reliability data that they were 
willing to share with this program. The data were reviewed objectively and -
showed that these users are producing quality products with the use of plastic 
encapsulated devices. In addition, those users contacted that did not have 
field rellability data expressed overall favorable comments about the use of 
plastic encapsulated devices. There were no "nerror stories U uncovered during 
these interviews with the users. 
The environment in which the devices were used was. in most cases, benfgn 
Applications included telephony, computer products. cOmMercial products, such 
a~ televisions and microwave ovens and test measurement equipment. Most of 
these products are utilized in air-conditioned, dry environments although some 
products did see high heat (microwave ovens and test equipment) and humidi~y 
(outdoor TVs and test equipm2nt). The use of these products with plastic en-
capsulated devices has demonstrated that there are certain applications where 
these devi~es can be used with a high degree of confidence. Most of the users 
contacted intend to strive for 100% plastic encapsulated devices in their pro-
ducts, where practical (linear devices in the only exception). 
As for NASA applications, plastic encapsulated devices may possibly be used 
reliably for benign environments or low cost experiments. This would be better 
defined as applications that allow HIL-STD-8B3. Class C devices (a NASA Grade 3, 
if established. would control the use of these devices for NASA applications). 
Where cost is a factor and mfssfon success is not placed in jeopardy. plastic 
encapsulated devices now seem to be a possible alternative. 
It should be noted that the data. to date. on the field experience of plastic 
encapsulated devices are not sufficient to support using these devices in all 
NASA applications. Grade 1 as well as Grade 2 devices should remain hermetically 
sealed. 
3 
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An important finding of this program was that plastic encapsulated devices 
c&n be used reliably in selected applicatior.s. if selected and applied correctly. 
These factors are discussed in the following subsections. 
2.2 Hanufacturer Selection Sunmary 
Great care must be exercised in the selection of plastic encapsulated semi-
conductor manufacturers to ensure that they are in continuous volume production 
of mature products for which they are willing to make a reliability commitment. 
T~e manufacturer must have in place an in-house reliability screening program and 
must establish a track record of high integrity parts which they can demonstrate 
when the parts are subjected to specific qualification tests. 
2.3 Qualification Tests Summary 
Qualification tests ha~e been identified that meet the criteria of effectiveness 
and low cost. Lot qualification is not normally performed but instead a manufac-
turer's products are subjected to qualification testing at 9-month to l-year 
intervals. Qualification tests found to be cost effective are autoclave tests, 
temperature cycling, and extended life test burn in. The tests must be severe 
enough to induce failure in a significant number of the parts so that ~aningful 
comparisons between manufacturers can be made. 
2.4 Screening Su~ary 
Low cost reliability effective screens are available that can be performed either 
by the part manufacturers or by screening laboratories. Rurn in and lOO~ electri-
cal measurement can result in a 5:1 improvement in field usage reliability. The 
baseline for cost effectlve screening is the typical manufacturer's own in-house 
program such as PEP, Better, or Matrix 6. However, because of minor differences 
between these in-house programs, it would b~ desirable to establish a NASA Standard 
Flow for screening of each part type in the same manner, independent of the 
manufacturer. This NASA Standara Flow would encompass the important features 
of each of the in-housp. programs e~ooused by the manufacturers. 
2.5 Cost S~.ary 
In spite of the er.,phasis that must be ~laced on use of strong parts management 
disciplines in the application of plastic encapsulated semiconductors, the cost 
benefits that IIi11 result will still be significant as co~~ared to the application 
4 
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of hermetic parts. The basic plastic encapsulated part cost is three-fourths 
~ to one-half the cost of hermetic parts. and the screening costs would be signi-
ficantly less than JAN screening costs if standardized simplified screening were 
employed. The cost factor precludes the use of custom or unique semiconductors 
in plastic encaps~lation, since the low costs only accrue for the industry stand-
ard part types for which there is cor.tinuous production in very large quantities. 
Typically, the users surveyed ind1cat~d at least a 30% cost saving of screened 
plastic encapsulated devices as compared to the equivalent hermetic device. 
5 
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3.0 DATA SEARCH AND CONTACT 
The first phase of this contract was directed towards the gathering of data on the 
field usage reliability of plastic encapsulated semiconductors and on the manu-
facturer-predicted reliability and cost of screened plastic encapsulated semicon-
ductors. A large number of telephone calls was made to possible user data sources 
and supportive manufacturers, and plant visits were made to the contacts who 
indicated they had data or would be cooperative in the compilation of data. 
3.1 Users of Plastic Encapsulated Semiconductors 
The investigation of the available data on field use of pl~stic encapsulated semi-
conductors began with a thorough review of the published documentation on the 
subject. A list of the technical papers and articles that were read is presented 
in the bibliography section. From thi~ review, a significant number of authors 
were identified who appeared to have data that could be applied to the definition 
of field usage reliability, a~ opposed to screening test data. A series of 
telephone calls was initiated that was to continue oOler a period of three months, 
to search for users who would be willing to share their data with this program. 
Table 1 is a list of the companies who were contacted by telephone in the course 
of the investigation. Only fourteen of these companips turned out to have data 
that could be shared. The rest of the companies could not participate in the 
program for a variety of reasons. Most of the nonparticipants do not have any 
data collection system and hence do not have any way of keeping track of the field 
failure rates of their semiconductor devices. Apparently in the commercial world 
of plastic encapsulated semiconductors. many companies find the cost of data 
collection to be too high for the expected benefits. However. the parts engineers 
in these companies usually expressed the wish that they could set up a system to 
track their field usage relfabil ity performance. 
Two companies indicated that they had significant amounts of field usage relia-
bility data but their company policy would forbid them from divulging this data 
to any outside agencies. even in the event of promises to protect their proprietary 
interests. It appears that there is a fear that their competitors will use the 
field uSige reliabilfty to gain a competitive advantagp. if they were to gain access 
to the data. One data source who indicated that he had a significant amount of 
data that he was just beginning to collate later disclosed that a fire and flood 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
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TABLE la: TELEPHONE CONTACTS MAOE 
Amdahl 
Burroughs 
Burroughs 
Burroughs Corporation 
Chrysler electronics 
Compugraphics 
Control Data Corporation 
Control Dat& Corp. Small Systems Division 
Delco Electronics 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
General Electric 
General Electric S~~iconductor Products Dept. 
Harris Computer Syste~s 
Harris Data Systems 
Harris RF Communications 
Harris Satellite Co~~unfcations Division 
Hewlett Packard 
Honeywell Information Systems 
IBM Comrnerfcal Systems 
IB~t Commercial Systems 
IBM Commercial Systems 
IBM Federal Systems 
Intal Systems 
John Fl uke Co., tnc. 
Litton Microwave Ovens 
Mohawk Data Sciences 
Mostek 
NCR 
NCR 
Polaroid Corpcration 
PRO Harri s 
Reliabfli~y Analysis Center 
Sanders Associates 
Sperry Flight Systems 
Sperry Univac Communications and Terminals 
Sperry Untvac Information Systems Division 
Sylvania TV 
Synertek Systems 
Tektronix 
Tel tone 
Teradyne 
Teradyne 
Texas Instruments Systems Dfvision 
Theta Instruments 
Vidar TRW 
Wang Associates 
Xerox 
Xerox Data Systems 
Zenf th TV 
8 
Palo Alto, California 
Downingtown, Pennsylvania 
Plainfield, New York 
Plymouth, rHchigan 
Huntsville, Alabama 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Minneapolis, Mfnnesota 
La Jolla, California 
Kokomo, Indiana 
Maynard, llassachusetts 
Utica, New York 
Syracuse, New York 
Ft. lauderdale, Florida 
Ca11as, Texas 
Rochester, New York 
Melbourne, Florida 
Palo Alto, California 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Endicott, New York 
Fishkill, New York 
Poughkeepsie, New York 
Owego, New York 
Santa Clara, California 
Mountlake Terrace, Washington 
Mfnneapolis, Minnesota 
Herkimer, New York 
Carrollton, Texas 
Miamisburg, Ohio 
Wichfta, Kansas 
Cambridge, ~~ssachusetts 
Syossett, New York 
Rome, New York 
Nashua, New Hampshire 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Sunnyvale, California 
Ba'avia, New York 
Santa Clara, California 
Beaverton, Oregon 
Kirkland, Washington 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Sunnyvale, California 
Houston, Texas 
Fairfield, New Jersey 
Mountain V,ew, California 
lowell, Massachusetts 
Webster, New York 
Los Angeles, California 
Glenview, New York 
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in the factory has so disrupted the angineering operations that he would not be 
able to get back to start the data reduction f~r six months, and this contact 
had to be omitted. 
In all cases of data discussion, the proprietary interests of the respo~dees were 
protected. The data discussions that follow have been sanitized to remove the 
identities of the responding companies. with the companies being coded for 
reference. 
The field of plastic encapsulated semiconductors encompasses a large number of 
device types beyond the co~mon dual-in-line packaoed small scale i~tegrated circuits 
such as nand gates and flip flops. Table 2 gives a breakdown of the categories of 
parts that were considered in the data gathering. The amounts of data that were 
uncovered varied from part type to part type and from user to user. and where 
anyone category was found to have very little data available it would be combined 
with others to create a reasonably sized data base. 
3.2 Manufacturers of Plastic Encapsulated Semiconductors 
The main thrust of the contacts with the manufacturers was to define the in-house 
screening programs possible and to identify potential standardized screening that 
could be applied to plastic encapsulated semiconductors. Manufacturers' published 
• information on their in-house screening programs (e.g. I PEP. Better, A+) were 
studied to determine the appropriate manufacturers to visit. A letter of intro-
duction to the problem was then sent to seven senliconductor manufacturers along 
with a chart that summarized the information that would be discussed on a subsequent 
plant visit. The letter and chart are shown in Appendix A.S. 
Plant visits were then made to the seven manufacturers ",ho W'i!re located at eleven 
different facilities. The emphasis in the plant visits was to find out what 
products were covered by the in-house screens. to define costs if possible, and 
to determine the resultant reliability predicted by the manufacturers. Table Ib 
lists the semiconductor companies that were contacted. 
9 
Fairchild Semiconductor 
Intel 
Intel 
Motorola 
Motorola 
"'.otorola 
Nati~nal Semiconductor 
Raytheon 
$ignetics 
Texas Instruments 
Texas Instr~men~s 
D180-25325-1 
~untdin View. California 
Aloha. Oregon 
Santa Clara. Ca)lforn~a 
Austin. Texas 
Hesa. Arizona 
Ph,enix. Arizona 
Santa Clara. Calif,rnia 
~untain Viel-f. Ca.ifvrnia 
"'.ounta i n Vi ew. Cal iforni a 
Dallas. Texas 
Houston, Texas 
TABLE lb. Semiconductol' Manufacturer Plants Visite-:l 
10 
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MICROCIRCUITS 
Bipolar 
SSI 
logic 
TTl 
LSTTl 
STTl 
Hm 
Eel 
linear 
Amplifier 
Voltage Regulator 
MOS 
HSI 
LSI 
logic 
TIL 
lSTIl 
STIl 
"TIL 
Eel 
logic - sm 
RAM 
PRO' ... 
Linear 
55I - logic - CMOS 
MSI - logic - PMOS 
LSI 
Uicroprocessor - NMOS 
RAl~ 
NMOS 
PHOS 
logic - PMOS 
ROI'1 - PMOS 
TRANS ISiORS 
Bipolar 
FET 
Small Signal 
NPN 
PNP 
Power 
NPN 
PNP 
Sma 11 Sf gna 1 
N-Channel 
P-Channel 
DIJDES - Small Signal and Zener 
SCRs 
TABLE 2: CATEGORIES OF PARTS COVERED BY TIllS DOCUMENT 
11 
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There is a significant problem in the incorporation of the manufacturers' in-house 
screens into the NASA rel~ability assuranc~ regime. The problem stems from the 
fact that each of the manufacturers performs the in·house screening on large numbers 
of parts and is unwilling to make any revisions to the way in which the screening 
is performed. However. since the scr~ening is a little different from manufacturer 
tu manufacturer. the manufacturers cannot meet the NASA desire to have a single 
p4rt numcer procurable from each or several manufacturers. unless there is a 
custom speciffcation wrftten for each part type. Thus. the emphasis tn the 
~nufacturer pl~~t visits was to define areas of agreement and reasons for 
dfsagreement in what the opt1r.1Um. eff'?ctfve, and low cost screens should be for 
NASA purposes. 
12 
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4.0 SUMMARY OF DATA FROM EACH SOURCE 
4.1 Users 
4.1.1 User A Data Findings 
User A conducted a controlled measurement of the reli4bility of plastic encapsulated 
microcircuits by installing operating time meters on a nu~b~- printed circuit 
cards so as to generate a record of the r.umber of operating hours for each type 
of part before failure. The details of the program are discussed in the Appendix ~.1. 
where the complete report of User A is reproduced. Th~ report covers failures 
removed and analy;:ed from 490 printed circuit cards. ·i.le part types covered 
incllJde 551. HSI. dnd LSI microcircuits that were fabrica'.:ed in 1974. The 
technology included standard TTL. S~hottky TTL. and HTTL. Table 3 summarizes 
the data from the 490 metered cards, and Table 4 su~,riles data that was calculated 
from an additional 2900 circuit cards that were not m~t~red but were failure 
analyzed. These data were calculated by using additional inforr.lJtion given to 
Boeing by User A during the plant visit that permitted the assessment of the 
number of devic~s of each type in each circuit card. 
The large number of M51 TTL microcircuits that failed in both the metered and 
unmetered circuit cards were attributed by User A to the fact that one particular 
microcircuit manufacturer (referred to as Vendor A) did not have glassivated 
• surfaces on his products until late 1n the program. As a result. there was a 
large number of corrosion failures that occurred. When the Vendor A switched 
to a glassivated product, the number of corrosion failures dropped to zero. 
The data of Tables 3 and 4 have been tabulated onto a summary listing that also 
includes the identification of the screening the parts received and the environment 
in which they were used. The codes for the screening and environment are shown 
in Table 5. The listing is described in Appendix D. 
The parts used in User A's program did not receive any screening except 2SoC 
electrical measurement. The environment in which the parts and systems are used 
is a benign office environment. User A has since instituted limited screening 
of the type available through the part manufacturers' in-house screening 
programs. 
13 
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TABLE 3. User A Metered Circuit Card Failure Rates 
SSI MSI LSI 
TIL STIL HTIL TIL STIL HTIL L1n:!ar STIL NHOS 
Plastic Encapsulated 
Microcircuits 
1 ;; 
I ' 
I '" 
I,. \ 
, Device Hours 1. 54E7 1.88E7 1.33E8 9.67E7 2.21E7 5.1E6 1.6E6 1.6E6 
, Fa l1ures 5 0 15 22 1 0 0 0 
· 
, .. ~~ 
,i ) 
~ 
'1 
Fail ure Ra te 0.042 .0049 .013 .025 .039 .018 .058 .058 %/1000 hrs 
I~ 
• < 
· '~t 
! ' 
-. 
Hermetic Microcircuits 
, Device Hours 2.3E6 3.6E6 2.0E7 1.5E7 3.3E6 8E5 2.4E5 3.2E6 9.3E5 
, ,< 
.' ,
J,f 
1 
, Failures 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 a ..-co 
Fa 11 ure Ra te 
.04 .025 .0045 .014 .028 .25 .38 • 029 .1 X/lOaD hrs 
~ 
N 
U'I 
W' 
N 
.... c. . 
... • ...
I-! /', .~ 
. '
I 
I: 
~: .. 
" 
f' -!' I ,1 
1-" 
I 
r 
, . 
! "IIi. 
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TABLE 4. 
SSI 
ITL SITL HITL 
Plastic Encapsulated 
Mfcrocircufts 
, Devfce Hours 1.3ES LIES 7.0ES 
, fa l1ures 5 2 19 
Fa 11 ure Ra te 
.005 .0029 .003 %/1000 hours 
... 
U'I 
Hermetfc Hicror.ircufts 
I Devfce Hours 1.9E7 1.5E7 1.lES 
I fa l1urcs 0 0 0 
fa 11 ure Ra te 
.005 .006 .0008 %/1000 hours 
User A Unmetered Circuit Card failure R~tes 
HSI 
ITL SITL HITL Linear 
7.3ES 1.lE8 2.3E7 7.4E6 
53 7 5 0 
.0076 .0076 .027 .012 
1.US 1.1E7 3.5E6 1.1E6 
0 0 0 0 
.0008 .0055 .026 .082 
LSI 
SITL "~S 
9.6E6 
3 
.044 
1.4E6 4.2E6 
0 0 
.063 .022 
a 
-
en 
~ 
N 
U'I 
W 
N 
U'I 
• 
-
t 
I 
t ~ 
----------------
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TABLE 5: CODES FOR DATA TABULATION FORMAT 
ScreeninQ Code (entered in Screening Column) 
Code 110. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Abbreviation 
JA 
A-I 
A-2 
JB 
B-1. 
B-2 
B-l/JB 
B-2/N 
JC 
C-l 
C-2 
X 
None (N) 
NR 
D.O. 
RT 
HR 
Meaning 
HIL-M-38510 Class A (JAU) 
HIL-STO-S83. lIethod 5C04 Class A 
Vendor Equivalent of A-1 
MIL-H-38S10 Class B (JA~) 
MIL-STD-e33. :leth01 5004 C1 ass B 
Vendor Equlvalent of B-1 
Combinatlon of J~~ and B-1 
Vary; ng bet~:eEn B-2 and lIone 
MIL-II-38510 Class C (JAN) 
MIL-STD-S83, :Iethod 5004 Class C 
Vendor Equiva1ent of C-l 
tlon-Standlrd screen that includes Burn-in 
No screening beyond normal vendors QC 
Not Report('d 
Data Omitted 
250C Electrical Mtasuremsnt Only 
Hot nail ElectrIcal :leas'Jrer.lent 
Environr.lent Code (entered in Environ~ent Colu~n) 
1 AI Airborne, inhabited 
2 AIU Airborne, inhab't~d/uninhabited 
3 AU Airborne, uninhabIted 
4 Gn Ground, benign 
5 GSC Ground, benIgn. commerci al 
6 GF Ground, fi xed 
7 CM Ground. mobIle, inhdbited 
8 G1lU Ground, mobtle, uninhabited 
9 GP Ground, portable 
10 GT Ground, transportable 
11 MRB Missile, ground, benign 
12 Ml Missile. launch and fl ight 
13 NS Naval, sheltered 
14 NSS Naval, submarine 
15 NU Naval. unsheltered 
16 SF Satellite. flight 
17 Sl Satellite. launch 
18 SPl Spacecra ft. launch and f1 i ght 
16 
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4.1.2 User B Data Findfngs 
This user must use parts in an application that represents a fairly severe environ-
ment: ground, mobile. inhabited. In addition. there are severe pressures to ensure 
high customer satisfaction with extremely 10\1 faibre rates required. Table 6 
shows the failure rates befng achieved by this user in the first year of field 
usage of his parts (warranty returns). These failure rates are being achieved 
on very large numbers of parts: usage quantities of microcircuits are on the order 
of 180 millfon parts per year. Five and a half million systems were sold in 1977 
alone. User B feels that the second year of usage will see these failure rates 
decrease oy a factor of th~. All parts receive a 100~ hot rail test. and in 
addition. their part manufacturers rr.ust perform periodic lot qualitication tests 
such as 24-hour autoclave tests. This user meets Quarterly with his manufacturers 
to discuss lot rejectfons. lfne removals. and field removals. 
4.1.3 User C Data Findings 
User C employs an extensive data gathering system to track the failure rates for 
16 different types of semiconductors. Not all of the detailea data was obtained. 
but User C did provide detailed data on eleven of the device types in both plastic 
and hermetic configurations. The data are gatherej from warranty returns and are 
based on an average annual operating time for each system of 2400 hours. The parts 
used by User C do not receive any type of screening at all except for what the 
manufacturers perform on their own. 
Table 7 summarizes the field usage warranty removal data that were provided by 
User C. The actual data sheet from which these data were obtained is reproduced 
in Appendix A.2. The data are collected every six months so that the trends of 
the removal rates can be plotted. as shown in the curves plotted and reproduced 
in Appendix A.2. Table 7. however. only summarizes the data every year over the 
last half of 1976. all of 1977. and the first half of 1978. From the data. 
User C feels that n-channel FETs are not acceptable in plastic and that variable 
voltage regulators would be undesirable in plastiC. 
4.1.4 User 0 Data Findings 
The p~rts discussed with User 0 were not of the conventional novolac plastic 
encapsulation. Instead they were of the polymer sealed configuration in which 
the ceramic package (air cavity) is assembled using organic polymer material for 
17 
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1977 
1977 
1977 
1978 
1977 
1978 
1977 
-
1977 
CD 
1977 
TABLE 6. 
Part Type 
Genmanium Power Transistor 
Small Slgnal NPH Transistor 
Axial Lead Diode 
Light Emitting Diode 
PMOS LSI 
PHOS LSI 
3ipolar Linfar SSI 
'ipolar Fixed Power Regulator 
Bipolar Power Audio A~plifier 
, 
, 
\ 
User B Field Usage Failure Rate Data 
Packa~ Device Hours 
hermetic '3.6 x 109 
Plastic 2 x 109 
Plastic 2.8 x 109 
Plastic 1.1 x 109 
Plastic 2.0 x 108 
Plastic 2.0 x 108 
Plastic 8.1 x 109 
Plastic 2.2 x 109 
Plastic 4 x 107 
" 
I ,. 
1':' 
I 
Fa 11 ure Rate 
.03%/1000 hrs. 
.OU 
.0074% 
.012% 
.25% 
• I; 
• 016% cr i .. 
-
CD 
.05% 0 
• N 
.11% U1 Col 
N 
.05% U1 
I 
-
/, 
''10 
I 
I , ~ 
1-' 
I 
! , 
~-, 
TABLE 7. User C Removal Rate Data 
1976 Parts (Data 5/77) 1977 Parts (Data 5/78) 1978 Parts (Data 11/78) 
Failure Rate Failure Rate Fa il ure Rate 
Part Type Fa 11 s Device 'l.lyr. Fail s Device ""/yr. Fails Device '!o/yr. 
prev. hrs. (2400 'f.1 prevo hrs. (2400 '!ol pre'{ • hrs. (2400 1./ 
6 mo. hr.) lKHR yr. hr. ) lKHR 6 mo. hrs.) lKHR 
Transistor 55-NPU (H) 335 1.44E9 .0592 .025 703 2.92E9 .0576 .024 396 1.60E9 .0595 .Cl25 
Transistor 55-UPN (P) 598 3.5'5E9 .0404 .017 1093 7.0E9 .0384 .016 4G8 3.62E9 .0310 .013 
Transistor 55-PUP (H) 315 1.15E9 .0659 .027 585 2.25E9 .0624 .026 280 1.13E9 .0595 .025 
Transistor 55-PUP (p) 550 2.44E9 .0541 .023 1041 4.95E9 .0501 .021 460 2.66E9 .0415 .017 
Transistor 55 HFET (H) 94 3.37E8 .0670 .028 356 7.0E8 .1424 .051 182 4.10E8 .1066 .044 
Transistor 55 NFET (p) 173 2.13E8 .1951 .081 339 3.95E8 .2064 .086 152 2.01E8 .1814 .076 
Tran~istor 55 PFET (H) 0 1.87E7 .005 2 1.35E7 .0720 .030 0 7.85E6 .012 
Transistor 5S PFET (P) 29 9.2E7 .0755 .031 35 1.1E8 .0792 .033 23 5.54E7 .0997 .042 
Transistor Pwr HPII (H~ 18f3 2.91E8 .1553 .065 390 5.95E8 .1584 .066 274 2.80E8 .2346 .098 
Transistor Pwr IIPII (I' 146 1.89E8 .1855 .077 246 3.8E8 .1560 .065 87 1.73E8 .1204 .050 
_Transistor Pwr PUP (H) 32 6.85E7 .1121 .047 131 1.5£8 .1120 .055 44 7.31E7 .1445 .060 
~ Transistor Pwr PIlP (P) 56 9.68E7 .1388 .058 68 2.0E8 .1600 .034 38 1.06E8 .0858 .036 
0 I' .... 551 Linear Op Amp (H) 393 7.66E8 .1231 .051 726 1.45E9 .1200 .050 304 7.72E8 .0944 .039 0) I ? 5S1 Lfne~r Op Amp (P) 59 8.66E7 .1635 .058 139 1.8E8 .0624 .026 24 1.09E8 .0529 .022 N I 
Volta9~ Reg - Fixed (H~ 30 3.33E7 .2164 .090 50 4.45E7 .1488 .062 35 5.03E7 .1669 .070 '" I w 
Voltage Reg - Ffxed (p 38 4.13E7 .2220 .092 112 1.11E8 .2472 .103 33 7.36E7 .1075 .045 N 
'" Voltage Reg - Adj. ~H) 147 1.20E8 .29n .122 296 2.63E8 .2688 .112 118 1.18E8 .2407 .100 • .... 
Voltage Reg - A1J. P) 20 6.25E6 .7685 .320 44 1. 47E1 .7152 .298 16 1.14E7 .3359 .140 
S5I ECl ~H) 11 1.67E7 .1585 .066 26 6.8E7 .OQI2 .038 35 1.00E8 .0837 .035 t, 
55I ECl p) 38 9.26E7 .0985 .041 70 2.5E8 .0696 .029 51 2.46E8 .0498 .021 
5SI/HSI CM05 ~H) 20 3.59E7 .1337 .056 34 1.07E8 .0792 .033 25 8.14E7 .0737 .031 t" 
5SI/HSI CH05 P) 101 3.54E8 .0685 .O2~ 170 6.8E8 .0600 .025 99 4.11E8 .0578 .024 I 
~ 
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the sealant. In this sense, the technology of polymer sealed devices is different 
from plastic encapsulation, in that there is no encapsulant in intimate contact 
with the surface of the silicon dice. However, from the standpoint of the effect 
of moisture on the reliability of the parts, the polymer sealing process presents 
the same problems as the plastic encapsulation. 
The parts for which data were obtained were multfchip random access memoriesi 8 
chips were used per module, and each module (a 1" square polymer sealed package) 
thus incorporated from 12K to 25K bits of memory. The parts were screened bl 
User 0 (the manufacturer) with a burn in of undetermined configuration. T~e 
environment in which they ~ere used was an cffice en~ironment. Table 8 summarizes 
the data that were obtained from User D covering s~veral different time periods. 
4.1.5 User E Data Findings 
This user employs four basic microcircuits in his small systems which are sold in 
the 5 to 6 million quantity annually, Because the electronics operates only 
seconds per year, the primary operating environnlent is storage. The environment 
that the systems see i~ not benign but may run a wide ran~e of temperatures and 
humidities. In spite of this, User E has experienced so few semiconductor failures 
that they do rot even bother to track the failures. In all the time that they have 
been using electronics in their systems, !here has only ~een one failure that could 
. 
be attributed to the plastic encapsulation. The rest have all been due to conven-
tional die-related problems. This may result from the fact that User E requires 
qualification testing to be performed every 9 months to control the manufacturer 
of their microcircuits, and performs 100~ electrical measurement of the circuit 
assemblies as an incoming inspection. 
4.1.5 User F Data Findings 
User F shared the data they had gathered for an electronic system that uses a 
large amount of plastic encapsulated microcircuits. An in-house test was recently 
conducted on ten of these systems for 1000 hours to gather reliability information. 
Although the data were not from actual field usage. they were derived from simulated 
field u~age of the complete systems, and are thus flet to be appli~able. The parts 
in thp system were all bought in 1978 from local distributors with no qualification 
testing perfor.med. All parts were electrically measured at 2SoC and one circuit 
type (of the type for which the one failure occurred) was subjected to a 168-hour 
20 
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TABLE 8. User D Faflure Rate Data 
Year ~.odel 
1973 Adv. Development 
1974 
1975 
1973 
1974 
Adv. Development 
Service Test and Small 
Processing System 
Adv. Development 
Adv. Development 
(a) Not Seal Related 
Hemorl TlEe 
12K (8 chips) 
25K (8 chfps) 
25K (8 chfps) 
12K (8 chfps) 
25K (8 chips) 
No. of Devfce Hours 
1.458E6 
1.463E6 
9.243E5 
8.748E6 
8.718E6 
flo. of Fa 11 ures 
0 
0 
1 (a) 
25 (b) 
17 (b) 
Failure Rate 
UI000 Hours 
.062 
.062 
.22 
.31 
.20 
(b) Page Failure, but not all analyzed. Repafr action did not preclude failure being caused by RAM 
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burn in. Table 9 summarizes the results of the test. Th~se data were obtained 
by analysis of the make-up of each of the circuit cards ~n the system. User F 
had established the categories ~hown in Table 9. The quantity of each circuit 
card that was used in the system was then multiplied by the number of parts in 
each category to obtain the total number of parts used. The cause of failure of 
the CHOS part was not determined. 
4.1.7 User G Data Findings 
This user has t:le best data collection system known for the tracking of w4rranty 
returns on al I electronic parts us~ in field deliverable systems. User G employs 
a computerized system to track the reliability performance on over 9000 part 
numbers on a rnonth-by-month basis. and they are able to compute and identify the 
removal rate for any part in use (ver the last three years. They estimate that 
their systems are in use an average of 100G hours per year. so the removal rate 
in percent per year translates directly into percent per 1000 hours. 
Approximately half of the removals are failure analyzed and the results show that 
approximately 2/3 of the removals are verified failures. 
Only a small amount of the large available data base was recorded for this program. 
An entire morning was spent at User G recording the data on just certain basic part 
types that corresponded to the parts also reported by User C. Only the most 
highly used part types were recorded. resulting in 23 sets of data shown in 
Table 10. The quantities of each part used by User G range from 50.000 to 1.000.000 
parts per year. so the data represent a large number of part hours. The data for 
each year were obtained by look~g at the December printout. using the assumption 
p 
that the cumulative parts tabulated in that month were of the vintage of that year. 
User G generally does not use any screening other than 100~ electrical measurement 
at 250 C at incoming receiving inspection. The 25 high \ Jume part types are 100~ 
tested but many othel· part types are not. The environment that the systems are 
used in is a benign office or laboratory environment. 
This user represents an extremely valuable data source. and If it were necessary 
to generate additional data it would be wise to investigate the possibility of 
researching this data source at greater length to analyze the other part types 
22 
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TABLE 9. 
Circuit T~ 
SSI Gate TTL 
SSI Flip Flop TTL 
:-lSI Gate TTL 
HSI Flip Flop TTL 
Linear Amplifier 
LSI RAM tlMOS 
LSI PROM Bipolar 
SSI CI10S Gate 
User r Failure Rate Data - 1978 Parts 
Number ~er S~stem Device Hours 
2072 2.1 x 107 
545 5.5 x 106 
768 7.7 x 106 
663 6.6 x 106 
339 3.4 x 106 
330 3.3 x 106 
B38 8.4 x 106 
28 8.4E5 
'., 
Failure Rate 
Failures %/1000 Hour~ 
0 .0044 
0 .017 
0 .012 
0 .014 
0 .027 
0 .028 
a .0105 
1 .24 
"I 
s 
Q) 
? 
N 
Con 
W 
N 
Con 
I 
.... 
"~ 
1 
I' 
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1976 1977 
PART NUHBER PART CLASSIFICATION DEVICE HRS R/R DEVICE IlRS 
2t13904 TO-92 Transistor tlPtl 55 «IOOv) 1.4 x 109 .0238 1.8 I. 109 
2;15551 TO-92 Transistor ~PI SS (>lOOv) 3.2 x 108 .085 4 x 108 
lIP3lA TO-220 Transistor NP~ PWR «100v) 6.2 x 106 .022 1.2 x 107 
TlP47 TO-220 Translstor NPN PWR (>100v) 1.6 x 107 .053 1.5 x 107 
2112219 TO-39 Transistor tlPtI 5S «100v) 7.2 x 107 .096 8 x 107 
2113439 TO-39 Iransistor tlPN SS (>100v) 7.8 x 107 .129 8.2 x 107 
1---- 5.3 x la' 7 x 108 2112222 TO-18 Translstor tlPN SS «lOOv) .022 
C10682 SCR 1.6 x 107 .092 1.8 x 107 
Plastic N-Channel JFET 1.1 x 108 .131 1.2 x 108 
!letal N-Channel JFET 8 x 106 .032 2.0 x 107 
. 
TO-220 5v Fixed Volt keq (Plastic) 1.4 x 107 .127 1.7 x 107 
Variable Voltage Req. (Ceramic) 4.8 x 107 .195 4.5 x 107 
74LSOO SS} Gate low Power Schottky 3.8 x 10' .01 1.0 x IDS I 74LS74 11~I FF Low Power Schottky 3.6 x 107 .013 .8 x lll8 
7400 SS! Gate Standard TTL 3.4 x lOB .021 3.5 x 108 
7474 MSi FF Standard TTL • 2.4 x lOB .024 ?3 x 108 
74S00 SS! Gate Schottky TTL 3.6 x 107 .017 4.5 x 1\/ 
74S74 !lSI fF Schottky TTL 5.4 x 106 .04 1.5 i< 107 
10102 SSI Gate ECl (llermetic) 3.9 x 107 .039 6 x 107 
10131 liS I (lIerrneti c) 2.9 x 107 .10 7.2 x 107 
Ll1741 SSI Op Amp linear 3.0 x 108 .101 3 x 108 
2102 LSI 1K Stdtic RAI1 tUlOS 5.2 x 107 .06 1.2 x 108 
\I P6800 LSI liMOS Hicroprocessor ----- ----- 1.1 x 107 
TABlE 10. User G Failure Rate Data 
1978 
R/R DEVICE IlRS 
.0197 2.3 x 109 
.080 5 x 108 
.059 1.2 x 107 
.23 2.5 x 107 
.043 1 x 108 
.098 1 x 109 
.0215 9.4 x 108 
.116 1.9 x 107 
.126 1.6 x 108 
.065 2.1 x 107 
.12 2.7 x 107 
.17 5.9 x 107 
.005 2.0 x 108 
.OOB 2.0 x lOB 
.020 4.6 x 108 
.021 3.2 x lOB 
.018 8.1 x 107 
.007 2.2 x 107 
.031 7.5 x 107 
.033 7.8 x 107 
.067 3.9 x 108 
.07 1.0 x 108 
.05 1.4 x 107 
--, 
,J 
R/R 
.0146 
.063 
.069 
.127 
.03 
.105 
.019 
.09 
.075 
.026 
.073 
.124 
.002 
• 005 
.03 I 
.0235 I 
.02 
.0142 
.039 
.044 
.0867 
.055 
.157 
,-
s 
Q) 
cr 
N 
U1 
W 
N 
U1 
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that are logged. When one considers that the removal rate for over 9000 part 
types is tracked every month. the data analysis possibilities are staggering. 
User G does employ a considerable amount of lot qualification testing to ensure 
that high integrity lots are being shipped. The primary test used for qualifica-
tion testing is accelerated stress testing. Burn in of 1500 C is commonly used 
and for linears it has been found that a high voltage stress life test with a 
24-volt diff~rential applied to the inputs gives an acceleration factor of 1000. 
4.1.8 Us:!r If Data Findings 
This user is a small company that manufactures a complex small system for use in 
an office environment. They have data on all failures that have been sent back 
by field service includfng the number of hours on the system at the time of failure. 
Table 11 shows the distribution of failures reported in the last three months of 
1977. Data were obtained from User H on the reliability performance of two 
different versions of their systpm. The first set of data resulted from parts 
that were of the 1976 vintage and were installed in the older model of their 
system that has been in continuous production since 1974. In fact over 100.000 
units of the older design have been sold. The datl resulting from the 1976 vintage 
parts are shown in Table 12. Thi~ table also show: data resulting from 1977 
vintage parts that were installed in a newer model of the system. Data taken 
as of October. 1978. provided 8 months of operating life experience. resulting 
in 32.546 service months. 
User H subjects all parts to a 100~ hot rail electrical measurer.ent at incoming 
inspection. 
4.1. 9 User J Data Findings 
This user manufacturers an electronic system that gets installed into an office 
environment. T~~ different versfons of the equipment have been developed. The 
first was originally built in the 1973 tfme frame and used older cfrcuit technology. 
The second was built in the 1975 time frame and uses some newer circuit types such 
as low power Schottky. Data from all of the installed systems have been collected, 
~roviding an extremely large number of part hours as a data base. Table 13 
summarfzes the data that were collected as a result of the plant visit. The PMOS 
LSI parts are all hermetically sealed ceramic packages. The linear SSI parts are 
zs 
-. ..,.-....~ 
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TABLE 11. User H Failure nodes Found October-December. 1977 
LSI Chip Fa.ilures lOS 
-. 
eRa Diode Failures lOS 
Diodes (Other than eRa) 3~ 
Transistor Failures 9% 
820 pF Silver-Mica Capac1tors (Drift) 8~ 
CJpac1tors (other than 820 pF) 3: 
CMOS Device Failures 5: 
Op f.mp Fa i1 ures 3: 
Potentiometers Intermittent. etc. S~ 
'\ 
Line-Split Relay Contact Welding 9~ t 14% 
Line-Split Relay Coil. Timing. etc. 5~ 
Pulser Relay Failures 4S 
Battery-Feed Relay Failures 3S 
Resistors 2S 
Workmanship/Quality Problems 5: l 8% 
Mechanical (8ro~~n Wires. etc.; possible. but not 3S 
definite Wor~~anshlP/Gual1ty Problem~) 
Fuses 2S 
Hf see 11 aneous 2S 
Uo Trouble Found 117; 
26 
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TABLE 12. User H Failure Rate Data :. : 
l' h 
r Failure Rate ~, 
· .' Year Part Type Ilf'odule ~ndul e Hours Device Hrs , Faflures %/IKHR ~;, 
1976 551 CMOS 7 3.6E8 2.52E9 
.004 l-f; 1976 40-Pfn Cust~~ PMOS LSI 1 3.6E8 3.6E8 
.045 '. 
" 1976 S51 Linear Op ~p (single) 741 10 3.6E8 l' 3.6E9 
.001 /. 
· SSI Linear Op Amp (dual) 1458 1" 1976 11 3.6E8 4.0E9 
.002 ',1 ,. 
1976 Transi~tor SS UPH 8 3.6E8 2.9E9 .0045 ~j' 1976 Transistor SS PUP 8 3.6E8 · 2.9E9 .0045 ~ 
.' 1976 Dfodes Small Signal & Zener 47 3.6E8 1.7EI0 
.001 ' ~ I~ 
1977 SS I C,..:OS 2 2.56E7 5.1E7 4 .0026 l 
1977 LSI PMOS 2 2.56E7 5.1E7 31 .065 ,{ 
c::J 1977 SSI Linear Op ~"p (dual) 1458 8 2.56E7 2.0E8 4 .010 .... (D 
'? ~ ;, 1977 Transfstor SS HPH 5 2.56E7 1.3E8 6 .0026 N (It 1977 Transistor SS PHP 5 2.56E7 1.3E8 6 .0026 w N 
ut 'Iii N 1977 Diode Sr.~ll Signal & Zener 34 2.56E7 8.7E8 28 .0016 • .... "'-4 
~1\ 
,~ 
J 
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TABLE 13. User J Removal Rate Data 
Failure Rate 
Year Part Type , Fal1ed Device Hours 60% Conf1den,e level 
~/1()OlLh()Urs ; 
1973 Di ode. PO\ler 62 1.90 E9 .0034 ~ 
Dfode, Switching 1571 2.7 Ell .00058 f, ( 
Dfode, Reference 337 5.6 EI3 .062 r \ 
Dfode. Zener 6 4.0 E8 .0018 ~ <1' 
Diode. Light Emitting 8 9.1 E8 .0010 11 r;' 
Diode. Bridge Assembly 0 1.1 E8 .00089 " , 
Transistcr S5 NPH 456 4.6 E9 .010 f .,..: 
Transistor Power HP~ 68 5.6 F8 .013 
" 
i'l 
Transistor Power PNF 100 4.5 E8 .023 
Transistor SS PUP 102 3.6 EB .029 ! 
Photo Isolator 611 2.0 E9 .030 t: 
SSI LnL 656 1.4 EtO .0047 S 
.-
t 
SSI TTL 807 9.1 E9 .0090 Q) 
HSI L TTL 242 3.7 E9 .0066 '? N 
HSI TTL 351 3.1 E9 .012 (It w 
LSI PHOS (1404. 1101) 236 2.3 E9 (Hermetic) .011 N UI 
N 5SI LInear Volt. Reg. Fixed 307 2.8 E9 • 011 • Q) .... 
1975 551 TTL 0 1.02 E6 .090 
HSI TTL 0 5.78 E6 .016 
551 STTL 0 1.77 E6 .052 t - S5I l5TTL 0 1.80 E7 .0051 551 linear 0 4.0 E6 .023 
LSI pr~5 (1404. 1101) 0 4.2 E6 (Hermetic) .022 
551 linear 0 4.0 E6 (Hermetic) .023 
I 
I 
i 
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half plastic encapsulated and half hermetically sealed. No difference in failure 
rate has been observed between the two packages. The 1973 parts were not screened 
other than for 2SoC electrical measurement, but for the 1975 parts, extensive 
part~ control procedures were instituted, including the use of 168-hour 12SoC 
burn in. This user employs extensive lot sampling tests on incoming part types, 
with a pressure pot test being the primary separator. They measure the median 
time to fai1ure in a 96-hour pressure pot test and look for corrosion. 
One additional point in the User J success story is that they invoke strict tests 
and inspections of the co~pleted circui~ cards and complete systems to weed out 
the early failures before they are installed on the customers' facilities. Thus, 
the removal rates in Table 13 result from the use of strict parts engineering 
disciplines for the entire system assembly process. 
4.1.10 User K Oa ta Fi ndi ngs 
This user has field failure rate (removal rate) data on plastic encapsulated micro-
circuits that are removed from circuit cards in the first year after introduction 
of a new system. Sixty-one systems were monitored for one year. Each system 
employed 40U microcircuits and was turned on 16 hours per day, 21 days a week. 
Thus. approximately 98.000,000 device hours were accumulated in the first year of 
operation. These device hours were about evenly split between CMOS SSI and TTL SSI 
parts. Seven CMOS parts and 6 TTL parts were removed from the systems in the 
year's time resulting in the following failure rates: 
CMOS: 49.000,000 device hcurs, 7 failures, 0.017~/1000 hours failure rate 
TTL: 49,000.000 device hours, 6 failures, 0.015%/1000 hours failure rate 
The systems are used i., a benign office ~nvironment. The screening to which the 
parts are subjected consisted of the part ~anufacturers' starodard in-house reliability 
scre~ning such as PEP or A+. In addition, U~er K performs extensive qualification 
testing and monitoring of the manufacturers to maintain the integrity of the 
plastiC encapsulated devices. In the LSI area, User K insists on 100% burn in of 
plastic encapsulated microcircuits, and has found that the reliability of plastic 
encapsulated devices is better than for the ceramic packaged devices because they 
are more rugged and can take normal handling with less package breakage. 
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4.1.11 Other Data Sources 
Signfficant data were obtained from sources other than those associated with 
direct plant vis1ts to users of plastic encapsulated m1croc1rcuits. The most 
voluminous of these was the Reliability Analysis Center at RADe, and other data 
were found by telephone contact to sem1conductor manufacturers who 1dentif1ed 
customers of the1rs who had given them data. F1nally, the 1,terature search 
uncovered one source of published data. 
Reliab1lity Analysis Center 
PAC publishes scver~l documents that summarize the exper1ence reported by numerous 
companie~ and agencies in testing ard reliability measurement of microcircuits. 
The two documents most applfcdble to this study are HDR-S, Digital Failure Rate 
Data, and MDR-7, Memory/LSI Data. A personal visit was made to RAe to discuss 
the availabi11ty of any additional data that might ~ave become known since the 
last editions of these t~ro documents, and it was fcund that RAe had new data that 
could be shared. A handwritten copy of the data new since HDR-8 was received, and 
proved to be quite useful because it could be assumed that the parts listed were 
of a 1977 vintage, whereas the data listed in MDR-8 does not have any ind1cation 
of the date of the parts reported. A tabulation of the data 1n this handwr1tten 
data set was made to sort out the various technologies (e.g., TTL, STTL, etc.) and 
the various compl exitie .. (SSI, r1SI, etc.). Table 14 sumarfzes this tabulation 
and represents a summation of the device h~urs and failures for each of the cate-
• gories listed. This was n~cessary because in many cases the number of device hours 
was less that 106 with zero failures, which g1ves an erroneously large failure 
rate. By combining all of the device hours and failures for each category a 
realistic picture of the overall reliability for each category could be established. 
The complete handwritten set of data is reproduced in Appendix A.3. 
It was also found that a complete update of MDR-7 (MemQry/LSI Data) is in the works 
and RAe provfded a computer printout of the data that will be published. The 220 
page printout was dnalyzed for entries labelled "FI~LD" that had plastiC encapsulated 
devices called out. Twenty-nine entries were found, plus 8 more that covered 
hermetic devices. These are listed on Table 15. 
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TABLE 14. RAe-Reported Data on 1977 Dfgital logfc I Failure Rate Packagp. Device Technolo9l Scref:n Envi ronment Devfce Hours I Failures %/1000 Hours I 
1 Plastfc lSI PMOS 13 7 2.4 E8 67 .029 
,< Plastfc SSI SITl 12. 13 4 6.8 E6 0 .014 Plast fc SSI lSITl 12. 13 4 1.3 E6 0 .07 I Plastfc 5SI TTL 12. 13 4 5.5 E6 0 • 017 j • Plastfc KSI STTl 13 4 1.1 E7 16 .019 
. Plastfc MSI lSTTl 12. 13 4 2.3 E7 0 .004 ~ ,,1 Plastic liS I TTL 13 4 3.2 E6 3 .13 Plastfc MSI TTL 12 4 4.9 E6 0 .019 
Hermetfc SSI STTl 5 6. 10 4.4 E6 0 .021 Hermetfc SSI TTL 4 6. 10 7.4 E7 1 .0027 Hermetfc SSI TTL 5 3 1.7 E7 1 .012 0 Hermetfc 5S1 TTL 6 3 5.8 E6 5 • 11 ... OJ Hermetfc SSI TTL 10 2 1.7 E7 '3 .025 '? hermetfc S5I TTL 13 7 2.6 E6 0 .036 N U'I w Hermetfc HSI STTL 5 7. 10 2.4 E6 0 .038 w - N Hermetfc HSI T~L 5 3. 6. 10 4.8 E7 0 .0019 U'I I Hermetfc MSI TTL 6 3 1.3 E6 1 • 16 ... Hermetfc HSI TTL 4 6. 10 8.3 E7 0 .0011 Hermettc HSI TTL 10 2. 3 3.4 E7 7 .025 Hemetic HSI TTL 13 7 1.7 E6 0 .054 f~ 
r ~ 
", 
TABLE 15. RAe-Reported Data on Memorfes & Mfcroprocessors 
Devfce Part Devfce , Paclca~ Year TechnolO9l Number TlEe Screen Envfronment Hours Fa 11 ures 
Plastfc 76 HSI STIL 13 5 5.2 E7 17 Plastic 77 HSI LSTIL 25L315/2907 12 5 2.6 E6 0 Plastic 76 LSI ECL 1307 PRO~I 13 5 8.8 E6 1 Plastfc 76 LSJ lI~OS 2102 RAIi 13 5 1.2 E6 0 Plastfc 77 LS. NMOS 4096 RAH 13 5 6.4 £6 2 Plastfc 76 LSI PKOS 5007 SIR 13 5 2.5 E7 28 Plastfc 71 HSI PI10S 13 9 2.6 E9 1321 Plastfc 76 LSI ,mos 3850/3851 liP 12 9 4.3 E7 462 Plastfc 77 LSI !WOOS l80 lJ P 13 5 4.7 £6 6 Plastic 76 LSI CHOS 4020 Counter 13 5 4.5 £6 0 
3207A 13 5 3.5 £6 
w Hermetic 76 I-tSI STn 0 N Hermetic 76 LSI PHOS 5009 13 5 1.2 E7 16 Hermetic 76 LSI PI'.oS 1013 13 5 1.0 E7 9 Hermetfc 75 LSI PMOS 13 6 1.8 E7 22 Hermetic 77 LS I liI'IOS 4096 RAM 13 5 3.1 E6 4 
Faflure Rate 
%[1000 Hours 
.036 
.036 
.023 
.076 
.049 
.12 
.052 
1.1 
.16 
.021 
.026 
.15 
.11 
.13 
.17 
c 
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Singer Business 1-1achines 
Telephone contact with one manufacturer of plastic encapsulated microcircuits 
resulted in the information that Singer Business Machines had performed some 
research on the field use reliability of plastic devices and had published the 
data. A copy of the paper is included in Appendix A.4. The data from this paper 
are also reported by RAC in MDR-S. Table 16 summarize~ the significant data from 
this paper. The data are interesting because they are from the 1972 vintage and 
thus antedate the period of the widespread use of the novolac plastfcs. Yet even 
fn this case the plastic parts do not show any difference in failure rate between 
hermetic parts and plastic encapsulated parts. 
User L 
The same microcircuit manllfacturer also disclosed data from a major commercial 
system manufacturer whose systems are subjected to a very severe environment. 
These 1977 vintage parts were screenpd by the IC manufacturer to his in-house 
reliability screening program that included temperature cycle, burn in, and 
electrical measurement at 2SoC and 1000 C. He reported that the parts (SSI linear 
microcircuits) had accumulated 52 million device hours with a failure rate of 
.0079~/I000 hours. 
Sanders Associates 
The literature review turned up a paper* by Sanders Associated that had data on 
field usage failure rates for plastic encapsulated microcircuits. Table 17 
summarizes the data from this paper. Again, the vintage of the parts is 1972, 
which is very early for the considerations of this report. 
4.2 Summary of Data From Each Manufacturer 
4.2.1 Manufacturer (1) Integrated Circuits Division (Bipolar Products) 
Manufacturer (l) presented the optimal screens for digital bipolar ICs (SSI, MSI). 
They have found that a 14SoC 40-hour burn in is very effective, especially when 
combined with temperature cycling from -25 to lS00 C. The burn in should be static, 
not dynamic, to save money; static burn in is good for uncovering migration and 
inversion problems. The most effective screen for digital parts, however, is 
*J .. J. Harrahy. "Assessment of Plastic, Commercial Grade IC Failure Rates Achieved 
in Field Operation". Proceedings of the Symposium on Plastic Encapsulated/Polymer 
Sealed Semiconductor Devices for Army Equipment. ~~y 10-11. 1978. Ft. Monmouth. NJ. 
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TABLE 16. Singer Business Machines Field Usage Data (1972 Parts) 
Failure Rate Part Class~ffc~tfon Scrp.enfng Environment Package Devfce Hours %0000 Hours SSI TTL 12 4 Hennetfc 1.5 E7 
.028 SS J TTl 12 4 Hennetfc 9.9 E6 
.054 SSI TTL 17 4 Hennetfc 4.7 E6 
.043 
0 
SSI iTl 12 4 Plastfc 3.3 E6 
.028 ... C» SSI TTl 12 4 Plastfc 8.4 E6 
.024 ? N 
'" 
SSI TTL 17 4 Plastfc 1.5 £7 
.022 w N 
U'I 
W 
A 
• ...
, ~ 
-........ 
TABLE 17. 
Sanders Associates Field Usage Data (1972 Plastic Encapsulated Parts) 
Fa 11 ure Ra te 
t ~ 
Part Class1fica~ Screenin9, 
Environ.~ Device Hours 
"l1000 Hours 
SSI TTL G3te 16 
6 1.9 E9 
.012 
SSI TTL FF 16 
6 3.2 E8 
.022 
MSI TTL Gate 16 
6 1.7 E8 
.023 
MSI TTL FF 16 
6 5.6 E8 
.022 
SS I L1 near 16 
6 1.6 E7 
.028 0 
LSI PMOS ROM 16 
6 5 E7 
.0078 
.... 
Q) 
cr 
, 
LSI PMOS Char Gen 16 
6 8.2 E6 
.029' 
I 
N 
, 
Ut' I 
LSI PMOS SIR 16 
6 1.6 E7 
.041 
w \ N Ut 
LSI PMOS RAM 16 
6 5.0 EB 
.019 • 
\ J 
....
W 
U1 LSI Btpolar RAM 16 
6 4.1 E6 
.128 ! 
! . 
!' 
r 
f 
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temperature cycling which uncovers bad bonds. Manufacturer (1) feels that at 
least 30 cycles should be used, even though their in-house plastic reliability 
program uses only 10 cycles. There is a severe penalty in deviating from 10 
cycles from -2SoC to +lS00 C because that is the way their offshore production 
facilities are set up and deviation requires the work to be done onshore. 
It was felt that double testing of digital bipolar ICs (repeating electrical tests 
to weed out testing escapes) would not be particularly effective, but would not 
be costly either. The data show the reject rate to be .8% on first test and .S% 
on second test. 
Ther~l shock (OOC ice water to 1000 C boiling water) shQuld not be allcwed as a 
screen because Manufacturer (l)'s data shows that reliability is degraded by the 
shock: corrosion is made worse in 10,OOO-hours tests. 
Manufacturer (1) discussed the optimal screens for linear bipolar microcircuits. 
They said the most severe problem in linear ICs is the effect of high voltage on 
reliability and hence a static burn in is the best screen for linears. They should 
be burned in at 14SoC for 40 hours, or some other temperature that would keep the 
junction temperature at lSSoC. The use of overvoltage screens (zero time screens) 
are not effective with linears because often the linears have onboard voltage 
regulators that absorb any overvoltage. So normal voltage combined with high 
temperature is best. Temperature cycling is also valuable and, combined with 
(preceding) burn in, the reliability is maximized. However, linears with Bi Fet 
technology cannot be operated at high temperatures. For linears, it appears that 
tne burn-in screen ~ust be tailored to the individual procpsses, rather than 
applying blanket rules. Static burn in is also preferred for linears over dynamic 
burn in. Double testing was felt to be very effective for linear ICs. 
Manufacturer (1) then developed approximate cost adders for performing reliability 
screening above and beyond the in-house screening which has a cost adder of lS¢ 
per part. A fundamental po1nt was made in the approach to NASA plastic parts. in 
that a standardized specification should be written for use by i'.ll contractors 
with no deviation, so that quantities of mixed parts could be increased. The 
digital cost adders reflect such an assumption while the linear cost adders assume 
a nonstandard flow for the NASA screening. See Table lB. 
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TABLE 18. Manufacturer (1) Screening Data ~ Based on Based on 
Standardized Nonstandard 
Mfr. (1) Flow For NASA Flow 
Screen In-House Screening NASA Digital Ie Linear IC 
Temp Cyc1 e 10 cy - 25/1500 e 30 cy - 25/1500 C $.10 $.50 
Functional and DC Parameters 100°C .05 .15 
Burn In (Static) 40 hrs @ 145°C 87 hrs @ 145°C .10 .15 
c Post Burn In Test .... ():) 
25°C Functional & DC 250 e Ho charge No charge ? N 
Repeat Funct i ona 1 ! DC 25°C .04 .15 
(It 
w 
N 
Repeat Functional & DC 1000 e .05 .15 
U1 
• .... 
w Repeat Functional & DC 100°C .05 • 15 ...., 
TOTAL COST $.15 $.39 $1.25 
~, '" 
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For LSI devices such as bipolar memory or bipolar microprocessor devices, the cost 
would be obtained by merely doubling the cost of the part. Thus, the adder for a 
$4.00 part would be $4.00 and for a $25 part the adder wou1d be $25. 
The digital ICs would have a post burn-in percent defective allowable (PDA) of 10~. 
The linear parts would not be subject to PDAi Manufacturer (1)'s linear organiza-
tion does not have any system for working the PDA operation. 
4.2.2 Manufacturer (1) Discrete Semiconductor Division 
The in-house screen program is not useo with discrete semiconductors. The on~ 
most effecti~e reliability screening test for zener diodes is a 100% surge test 
of lOOms, 20 watts (or so) followed by 100% V~ and IR measurement. This test 
catches oxide faults. This test is n~t performed on plastic zeners unless required 
by customers. The only 100% screen test performed at present is a 250 C ~1~ctrical 
measurement of zener diode parameters. Burn in at full rated power for 48 hours 
is another highl) effective screen that could be imposed. However, this has a 
$5000 minimum lot charge plus $1 per part. Thus for small lots (say 1000 parts), 
the cost per part would be prohibitive1y expensive. The surge test can be performed 
for a 5¢ per part adder. Double measurement would add 5¢ per part for each 
temperature/measurement cycle. 
The failure rate for zeners is felt to be 0.1%/1000 hours at full rated power. 
The application of the surge test would reduce this to 0.05%/1000 hours, and 
burn in would result in several orders of magnitude of improvement. 
Operation of zeners at derated power is the preferred way to achieve improved 
reliability. using a 1.0ev activation energy applied to the junction temperature. 
For rectifiers Manufacturer (1) routinely performs a 100% dou~le voltage dc test 
(100 volt rectifiers are tested at 200 volts). There really isn't an optlmum 
screen for rectifiers. Instead, the application determines the preferred screen. 
For DC blocking applications. an HTRB (high temperature revers~ bias) test would 
be good, but HTRB would not be important for AC rectifying applications. 
Double testing was not felt to be a useful test because Manufacturer (l)'s escape 
rate for rectifiers at final test is only 0.08%, including marginal parameters and 
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the catastrophic escape rate is only O.OOl~. The immense quantities of rectifiers 
that must be tested works against the use of double testing because of limitations 
in additional throughput capability. 
The standard tests performed on polter trailsistors include 100% DC tests at 2SoC 
and 100% test of the safe operation area (SOA) as exemplified by second breakdcwn. 
The SOA test detects bad die-attach devices and is much more effective than power 
burn in, which is not performed. In fact. since P~nufacturer (1) does not perform 
burn in of po\~er transistors. they do not have experience on its effectiveness. 
Manufacturer (I) is not facilitated to perform burn in in-house. Double testing 
is performed (effectively) on all parts which are tape-and-reel packaged. once at 
final test and once after mounting on the tape. Other parts cannot be double 
tested in production but would have to be tested onshore by ~anufacturer (1)'s Q.C. 
Another effective test applied to power transistors is a pcwer VeE test. which 
uses a 3 amp. 3 usec pulse thr~ugh the base-emitter junction. with measurement of 
the res~ltant Vf giving good indication of wfrebond integrity. 
The failure rate on outgoing power transistors is predicted to be 0.1% per thousand 
hours at full rated power. No cost adders were given because Manufacturer (1) 
cannot perform any of the additional tests desired in production. However. the 
Vbe test and the SOA test should be called out in any NASA specification. 
For small signal transistors (TO-92 packaged). Manufacturer (1) normally performs 
100% temperature cycling (7 cycles from +250 to +1500 C) and 100% measurement of 
DC parameters. 
It was determined that several additional tests could be performed 100% at a 
minimal cost of 5¢ per part for each screen. These are double measurement of DC 
paramet£:;"s. measurement of the power Vbe (forward). measurement of lIVeE on (for 
two different base currents - ~easures die attach integrity). and lOCoC hot 
continuity test. 
It was mentioned that the TO-92 transistors (small signal) use novolac plastic. but 
the power transistors and axial lead diodes and rectifiers use silicone encapsulant. 
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The in-house screening program contains a requirement for 10 temperature cycles 
from OOC to 100o~. They feel that expansion to -25/150oC would not achieve anything 
useful and ~~uld be very difficult to perform; since offshore production screening 
uses the narrower temperature range. the wide temperature ra,~~A would require 
performing the tests onshore. resulting in special handling charges. 
Burn in is performed at 1550C for 21 hours and uses a 0.S6ev activation energy for 
the acceleration factor. Because hand wire bonding has now been replaced complet~ly 
by automated wire bonding, bond defects have been reduced by t~~ orders of 
magnitude. 
In discussing multiple testing of functional and DC electrical parameters, Manu-
facturer (2) said that statistically each pass through electrical test catches 92% 
of the defects. So if the defect rate were 2%, 0.16% of the parts would still be 
defective after one pass and .013~ would still be deiective after two p:}sses. They 
feel that because they impose a 2% PDA after burn in. double screening would not 
be necessary. particularly in view of the fact that a 0.1% AQL is imposed by QC 
on a sampling basis before lots are shipped. A 0.1% AQL translates to a 0.14% 
defective rate allowable. The discussion resulted in postulating that perhaps the 
NASA reliability process document could call for either redundant function/DC parameter 
testing or .1% AQL. at the manufacturer's option. No otner manufacturer uses 
this low an AQL (0.1%) or this low a PDA (2%). 
Overvoltage testing was discussed. Manufacturer (2) imposes a lOO~ overvoltage 
test at wafer probe except for Schottky and MOS products. It was f~lt that imposi-
tion of overvoltage testing on TTL devices would be acceptable (7 volt Vce for 
zOms) as a screen for oxide faults after burn in. 
I~nufacturer (2) then discussed reliability screening of Nr~S dynamic and static 
memories. Dynamic RAMs are all routinely subjected to: 
100% temp cycle (10 cycles. -55/1500 C) 
100% pre-burn-1n continuity test (VCC to ground at 25°C) 
100% burn in at 1250e (8 hours at up to 50% overvoltage, 32 hours at nominal 
voltage) 
100% functional, DC and AC parnmeters at 2Soe 
100% functional, DC and AC parameters at 700 e 
The parts cannot be tested at 10DoC. 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILME:O 
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This gives a predicted failure rate of O.025~/I000 hours. For static RAMs whose 
reliability is much better (O.013~/I000 hours). burn in and temperature cycling 
are not used. ~lnufacturer (2) discourages the imposition of burn in on static 
RAMs. Double testing would be very good for static RAMs. however. because of the 
lack of pre-burr-in testing. 
4.2.5 Manufacturer (2) Discrete Products Division 
All power transistors arc made by ~~nufacturer (2) in the USA with no offshore 
produ'.:tion, because of the highly automated fabrication process. Normal 100: 
screens are: 
DC parameters at -400C. 2SoC, and 12~oC ambient 
Safe Operating Area (SOA) power rating tests 
VSEF at 10 amps 
Burn in is not performed and cannot be performed at Manufacturer (2). Thermal 
cycling can be performed for a 2¢ per part adder and is good for catching mechanical 
problems. They can also provide a sample test AQL of O.l~ on outgoing products. but 
lot charges would be entailed on small (1000 part) lots. They said they felt 100~ 
high temperatura testing is the best screen for power transistors. The escape 
rate at power transistor final test is 0.4~ when there is no AQL control. but by 
imposing AQL control the escape rate can be reduced to 0.1:. 
Manufacturer (2) feels that redundant testing would be helpful. For example. where 
a 0.4% AQL is imposed. l5~ of all lots of parts fail. It is felt that this would 
be reduced to S~ of all lots failing if redundant testing were imposed, a 3:1 improve-
ment. The cost adder for redundant testing would be about S~. 
The small signal TO-92 transistors are all manufactured offshore. This raises a 
problem with imposing 100~ DC parameter measurement at high temperature. because 
currently only a hot rail continuity ~est is performed at high temperature. 
Manufacturer (2) feels that full DC parameters should only be medsured at 2SoC; 
at lOOoe the test should only include limited parameters. 
TO-92 burn in cannot be performed by t~nufacturer (2). They have no small signal 
transistor burn-in facilities. Temperature cycling from -65 to ISOoC can be perf~rmed 
for a 3~ to 5~ cost adder and would be effective in catchfng fntermittent opens. 
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4.2.6 Manufacturer (2) Bipolar Products Division 
Low power Schottky (LSTTL) parts us( the in-house reliability process screening 
when requested. Additional te~ting suggested by Manufacturer (2) ~s helpful would 
be ac parameters at 250C. This would have to be performed in the U.S., however, 
implying special handling charges, since all in-house screen testing is done off-
shore. Temperature cycling could be done over a wide temperature range of -250 C 
to +1500C, but would also cause special handling costs. The QRA engineering manager 
indicated that the thermal cycling performed with the in-house screen program (10 
cycles, OOC to lOOOC) is actually water to water, but this was later disputed hy 
the linear product marketer, who insisted that temp cycli~~ w~s air to air. Water 
to water would be very dangerous from a reliability standpoint, according to 
Manufacturer (1) test results. Manufacturer (2) feels that redundant testing would 
be very effective in catching defects. The escape rate of O.l~ to O.2~ at final 
. 
test could be reduced to O.05~ by redundant testing. Cost adders will have to be 
obtained through the Seattle sales office. 
Reliability screening for linear microcircuits using the in-house screen program 
is available. The full in-house screen program costs lOt per part for linears and 
is currently performed in the USA but will soon be moved offshore. 
Because of the way that the temperature cycling is performed, a wider temperature 
range could not be accommod3ted, but a larger number of cycles could be. Redundant 
testing could be performed as follows: 
Continuity test only at 700 C: 5¢ per part adder 
DC parameters at 250 C: 5¢ to 7¢ per part adder 
4.2.7 Manufacturer (3) 
The Manufacturer (3) in-house screen program provides a degree of reliability 
assurance and is similar to the in-house screen programs of other manufacturers. 
The program has not been used for their NMOS products but there was no objection 
to providing the program for NMOS products. Manufacturer (3) feels that temperature 
cycling is not a very effective screen, but is will ing to perform extended numbers 
of cycles (say 30) as opposed to changing the range of temperature to greater than 
their O/IOOOC air-to-air range. Manufacturer (3) feels that it would be very 
costly to go to a different temperature range because it would entail changing 
their standard operations overseas. 
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For pre-burn-in tests. Manufacturer (3) recommends that 2SoC functional and DC 
parameters be used but that 1000 C testing would not be necessary. 
For burn in Manufacturer (3) often uses 40 hours at lS00C rather than 168 hours 
at 12SoC. based on an activation energy of 1.0ev. For certain high voltage devices. 
they recommend that the burn in be limited to no more than 48 hours. The feeling 
is that 9S~ of the early failures are caught by this time and longer burn in will 
result in the migration of contami"ants which will shorten the useful 1 ife. 
Overvoltage testing is felt to be very useful for CMOS parts as a screen fer oxide 
defects. Manufacturer (3) performs CI10S overvoltage testinq at wafer probe on a 
100~ basis and would be 11i11ing to add this test at fi0111 electrical test as a 
100~ screen for the NASA reliability flow. 
For post-burn-in elpctrical test, Manufacturer (3) could live with a 2% POA. They 
also indicated that the current practice of only functional tests at 10QOC could 
be extended to fur.ctional and DC parameters at 1000 C if the electrical limits were 
widened at the lOOoC temperature. Redundant or double testing could be added easily. 
The cost adders for performing the in-house screen program or the augmented NASA 
flow testing would have to be obtained by written request to the marketing organi-
zation through the Seattle office. 
4.2.8 Manufacturer (4) 
Manufacturer (4) has a reliability assurance program to perform screening on plastic 
encapsulated bipolar TTL products, but the program does not extend to NMOS micro-
processors or memory nor to bipolar memory products. Manufacturer (4) feels that 
their approach is one of total commitment to reliability, and thus the in-house 
screen program is only a marketing gimmick. Since the busine~s at Manufacturer (4) 
is extremely good and they are having difficulty keeping up with the demand for 
their products, marketing gimmicks are not really needed and they are unwilling to 
extend the in-house scree~ program to any other products. In addition, they are 
unwilling to perform any special testing over and above the in-house screen testing. 
such as redundant testing. It was apparent that it will be difficult to consider 
participation by this manufacfurer in a NASA standard flow for screening of plastiC 
encapsulated parts. This is regrettable because their devices probably would be 
very reliable because of the tight feedback they use to correct processing problems. 
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But since there would be no assurance of the actual integrity of the outgoing 
product, it would be necessary to trust the manufacturer completely fOt'reliability, 
and this has historically proven to be a dangerous position for parts procurement, 
no matter how good the manufacturer claims to be. 
One test that r~anufacturer (4) uses would be considered very undesirable. This is 
thennal cycling which, in their case, is a \'1atar-tl)-water thermal shock. It is 
, . 
felt that this is quite dangerous, since tests by Manufacturer (1) have shown that 
such an approach caused serious problems after 10,000 hours of life testing. Even 
though Manufacturer (4) claims they have no problems, it is felt that water-to-water 
should be avoided in all cases. 
4.2.9 Manufacturer (5) 
Manufacturer (5) has available a reliability assurance program for screening plastic 
encapsulated microcircuits. 
Manufacturer (5) is·willing to be very flexible in performing special screens that 
may be desirable for NASA parts. In fact, surprisingly, ~anufacturer (5) suggested 
that two effective screens would be to perform precap visual and x-ray inspection 
of all partsi these tests were previously been felt to be very expensive to 
perform on a commercial plastic part and have been avoided in previous discussions. 
The in-house reliability screening is all performed onshore, but sometime in the 
future this may be moved offshore. Because of the onshore testing. the performance 
of special tests is easy to implement. 
The temperature cycling performed by Manufacturer (5) is 0/1000 e liquid to liquid 
(nonwater). For this reason it would be difficult to go to a wider temperature 
range, but they would be willing to go to a larger number of cycles such as 30. 
Pre-burn-in testing consists of 250e functional and DC parameters measured for the 
purpose of making class sorts. Burn in is generally 1250C for 168 hours, but some-
times 1500 e for 80 hours is used. Post-burn-in testing could easily be performed 
twice (redundant tests) at both 10QoC and 250 C. MJnufac~urer (5) would be willing 
to lfve wfth a 2~ PDA rather than the current 10% PDA. 
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It was suggested that for linear devices one of the ~~st effective screens would 
be measurement of delta changes in certain parameters. This would cost SOt per 
part but would be very desirable. 
Overvoltage tests are not performed to any great degree by Manufacturer (5) beyond 
measurement of the devices at their maximum rated voltage. Implementation of a 
100% overvoltage test would require a $1500 per part type charge to cover the cost 
of making a new test tape. 
The only transistors that are plastic encapsulated are quad arrays. They recommend 
that the JANTX devices be used instead of plastic transistors since the cost of the 
hermetic JAr~TX parts is very low. This should be verified by an actual cost comparison. 
Preparation of a budgetary cost estimate to cover the proposed NASA standard flow 
will have to be coordinated through t~e Seattle representative. The current cost 
adder for performing the in-house screen program ranges from 15¢ to $1.00 depending 
on the product type and complexity. 
4.2.10 Manufacturer (6) 
This manufactUrer has run extensive reliability tests on their bioolar TTL-type 
products that show that in the first 1000 hours of accelerated life te~t there is 
little difference between plastic and hermetic parts but after 4000 hours there is 
a significant difference between the two, with plastic having twice the failure 
rate. 
Manufacturer (6) has an in-house program for reliability screening of some of their 
products, with a version that calls for burn in of plastic parts. They are willing 
to supply the following part types screened to this version: 
TTL 
LSTTL 
STTL 
A.~TTl 
Bipolar Memory 
NMOS Hemory 
CMOS 
Linears 
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There was some question and hesitancy about providing in-house screening for the 
following part types: 
NMOS Microprocessors 
Bipolar Microprocessors 
In-house screening cannot be provided at all for transistors or diodp.s. 
For lot sizes in the range of 1000 parts such are envisioned for NASA procurements, 
no special testinq such as redundant measurements or special temperature cycling 
can be performed by the commercial organization. Instead, the high reliability 
organization would have to perform the testing for significant additional cost. 
It i~ Manufacturer (6)IS contention that if special testing is required to achieve 
desired reliability goals, then NASA should use JAN Level B parts instead, because 
the cost would be lower. The following table shows the cost comparisons for 
various TTL parts, one an SSI part and the other an MSI part. 
SSI (7400 type) 
Commercial Temp Range Plastic 
Commercial Temp Range Hermetic 
Military Temp Range Hermetic 
JAN Class B Military Qualified 
Commercial Temp Range Plastic 
with Double Testing Added 
to the in-house screen 
MSI (74181 type) 
Commercial Temp Range Plastic 
Commercial Temp Range Hermetic 
Military Temp Range Hermetic 
JAN Class B Military Qualified 
Commercial Temp Range Plastic 
with Double Testina Added 
to the in-house screen 
Basic 
Cost 
17¢ 
19~ 
30¢ 
Sl.80 
$2.50 
$3.00 
$4.00 
$6.00 
Adder for In-House 
Screening 
25¢ 
25ft 
$1.00 (883B Screened) 
35¢ 
35¢ 
Sl.00 (883B Screened) 
Total Cost 
4U 
44¢ 
$1.30 
S1.80 
$2.00 + minimum 
order value of 
$1000 per lot 
$2.85 
$3.35 
$5.00 
$6.00 
$8.00 
It can be seen from this pricing structure that Manufacturer (6) would not want 
to participate in any standardized testing of plastiC parts that differed from 
their in-house reliability testing. 
4.2.11 Manufacturer (7) 
This manufacturer has a policy of performing reliability demon~tration tests on 
all new products followed by a monitoring program ~hat ensures that the products 
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do not fall away from t~e desired failure rates. The typical failure rate number 
goal for Manufacturer (7) parts is 0.05%/1000 hours at 550C with a 60~ confidence 
1 eve1 • 
Nonnal flow for all Manufacturer (7) parts, plastic or hermetic, fs as follows: 
o 100% classification tests using tight guard bands. Consists of functional and 
DC parametric tests at 850 to 900C to allow for die thermal rise over 70oC. 
o Final electrical tests. Microprocessors are tested at high te~perature and 
memory devices are guard band tested at 2SoC. 
o Sample tests to a 1% AQL. 
If burn in were required on a 100% basis, it would be performed after final test 
and then another electrical post-burn-in test would be performed. Burn in has 
been found by Manufacturer (7) to give a 5:1 improvement in the failure rate. 
They do not consider a PDA (Percent Defective Allowable) after burn in. All parts 
that pass are deliverable. Manufacturer (7) faiors a burn in of 44 hours at 12SoC. 
Temperature cycling can be performed but they do not feel that it accomplishes 
anything and would prefer not to perform temperature cycling. A possible flow for 
NASA screened parts by Manufacturer (7) would be: 
- Double electrical measurement at 85°C 
- DynamiC burn in: 44 hours at 125°C 
- Electrical measurement at 85°C 
- Sample testing at a 1% AQL 
The cost adder for performing this test program on a 100~ basis in small lot 
quantity (IOOO parts) would be an increment of SOX to whatever the basic part 
cost is. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Field Use Failure Rate Data Versus Time 
The data gathered from the users of plastic encapsulated semiconductors described 
in the preceding section were tabulated in a single listing for analysis on a year-
by-year basis. This tabulation appears in Appendix D. The results of this tabu-
lation are plotted in Figures 1 through 28. Each plot depicts the failure rate 
of the particular part classification as a function of time. In cases where 
data for hermetlc parts were available these data are plotted on the same plots. 
5.2 Manufacturers Projectlon of Failure Rate 
In the course of the plant visits to the part manufacturers. a number of relia-
bility reports were obtained that projected the expected in-service failure rates 
for certain parts as a function of the type of screening the parts received. 
Table 19 summarizes these data. It must be noted that these data items are not 
based on actual field failure rates but only on the results of accelerated stress 
testing performed by the manufacturers at their own facilities. Most manufacturers 
project a significant improvement in the failure rates if burn-in is performed. 
This improvement is on the order of 5:1. 
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FIGURE 1. SSI TTL LOGIC 
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FIGURE 2. SSI LSTTl LOGIC 
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FIGURE 3. SSI STTL LOGIC 
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FIGURE 4. S5I HTTL LOGle 
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FIGURE S. sst ECl lOGIC 
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FIGURE 6. SSI LINEAR AMP 
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FIGURE 7. SSI LINEAR VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
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FIGURE 8. MSI TTL LOGIC 
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FIGURE 9. HSI LSiTL LOGIC 
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FIGURE 10. HSI STTL LOGIC/RAM 
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FIGURE 11. MSI HTTL LOGIC 
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FIGURE 12. MSI ECl lOGIC 
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FIGURE 14. lSI Eel PROM 
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FIGURE 15. SSI CMOS LOGIC 
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FIGURE 16. MSI PMOS LOGIC 
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FIGURE 18. LSI NMOS RAM 
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FIGURE 19. LSI PMOS LOGIC 
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FIGURE 20. LSI PMOS RAM 
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FIGURE 21 • LSI PMOS ROM 
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FIGURE 23. TRANSISTOR SS PNP 
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FIGURE 24. TRANSISTOR NPN FOWER 
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FIGURE 25. TRANSISTOR PNP POWER 
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FIGURE 26. SCR 
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FIGURE 27. FET TRANSISTOR 
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FIGURE 28. DIODES. SS, AND ZENER 
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5.3 Failure Rates Versus Technology and Screening 
In order to make a comparison between the reliability of plastic encapsulated 
semiconductors and hermetically sealed semiconductors, several different summaries 
of the available data were performed. First, the data plots of Figures 1 through 
28 were analyzed to determine the range of the failure rates for the most recent 
two years, 1977 and 1978. The results of this summary are shown in Tables 20 and 
21. These tables also show the computed failure rate that could be expected if 
burn i~ were used giving a 5:1 improvement in failure rate. 
Next, the data published by RAC were searched for comparable fi~id data on her-
metic parts that could be compared to the plasti~ encar-~ulated parts. Four 
categories of parts were found for which th€re were data on the JAN equivalent 
screening failure rates: bipolar 55I and MSI TTl. bipolar lSI STIt, and NMOS lSI.Ther 
were not enough data available to make the co~parisons for any of the other 
categories. The RAe data covered parts that were qualified to JAN Cl:ss B, or 
which had been screened to the equivalent of JAN Class B (Categories 4, 5, 3nd 6 
in Table 5). Tha results of the RAC summary are shown in Table 22. 
With these data in hand. it then became possible to construct a plot of the 
comparative reliability of plastic encapsulated microcircuits versus screened 
hermetic parts. Figure 29 shows these comparisons. For each category. the left 
hand box shows the results of the field usage data with no screening applied to 
the parts. The next box in each category shows the anticipated reliability that 
would result if the parts were burned in. The third box shows the pt'ediction of 
the manufacturers for the reliability of the parts with no burn in. Note that 
the manufacturers seem to be very optimistic in their predictions, since their 
predictions seem to match closely the field usage data for burned-in parts, 
rather than for non-burned-in parts. Finally, the last box represents the RAe 
data for hermetic parts screened to JAN Cl~ss B. The failure rates for these 
parts are more comparable to the unscreened plastiC encapsulated parts. The 
reason for this may be that the environment for the hermetic parts is much more 
~ sever~ There is not enough information available for definitive identificatlon 
,. 
I ~ of the reasons for the differences. 
78 
...... 
\Q 
TABLE 20. Manufacturer Production of 550 C Failure Rate Range 
Part Classification Mfr. , 
Bipolar SSI 
TTL 2 
TIL 1. 4 
LSTTL 5 
LSTTL 1 
LSTTL 2 
L f near Amp 4 
1 
Bipolar HSI 
TTL 2 
STTL 2 
Bipolar LSI 4 
CMOS SSI Logic 1 
NMOS LSI 
Logic (Microprocessor) 3 
1 
7 
Memory 3 
2 
4 
7 
Failure Rate With 
No Burn In: %/1000 hr 
Min 
.00068 
.C03 
.0005 
.0039 
.0041 
.0041 
.0088 
.0012 
.0065 
.0051 
.013 
Max 
.0041 
.003 
.0012 
.0135 
.0125 
.138 
.005 
.037 
.05 
.025 
.0066 
.05 
Mfr. , 
2 
4 
5 
4 
2 
2 
1 
3 
Failure Rate 
With Burn In: %/1000 hr 
Min 
.00035 
.00015 
.00015 
.0005 
.0031 
.0038 
.00088 
.0023 
CJ 
-
()) 
o· 
• N 
"" W 
N 
"" I 
-
J 
" 
~ 
~ J 
, ~ -; ~ / 
1 
1 
TABLE 21a. Summary of Microcircuit Field Usage Failure Rate Data (1977-1978) 
1 , Actual Field Failure Expected Failure Rate Range ~ Rate Range in %/1000 hr. If Burned In: %/1000 hr. 
11 
Part Classification Year Min Max Hin r~ax 
Bipolar SS! 
11 
TTL 197B .OC45 .03 .0008 .006 
lSTTl 1978 .002 .005 .0004 .001 
STTl 1977. 1978 .018 .033 .0036 .033 
ECl 1978 .02 .04 (Hennetic) .004 .008 (Hermetic) :1 linear Amp 19?8 .025 .09 .005 .0018 CI \ 1 linear Volt. Reg. (Fixed) 1978 .045 .075 .009 .015 .... CD linear Volt. Reg. (Variable) 1978 .1 .15 .02 .03 ? ; 
N I 
en I Bi pol ar HSI w N I TTL 1978 .013 .024 .026 .0048 en ! 
• I lSTTl 1978 .004 .042 • 001 .008 .... 
STTl 1977 .007 .045 .0014 .09 
ECl (Hermetic) 1977. 1978 .036 .044 .0072 .0088 
CD Bipolar LSI 0 STn (Hermetic) 1974 .03 .07 .006 .014 
CMOS SSI 
Logic (Plastic) 1977. 1978 .01 .25 .006 .01 
LJgic (Hermetic) 1977. 1978 .03 .05 .002 .05 
NMOS LSI 
logic (Hicroprocessor) 1977.1978 .05 .17 .01 .034 
Meroory 1977. 1978 .046 .07 .009 .014 
..---
--'------
..... 
./ 
, " 
-' 
co 
.... 
-' r 
. ---:------....,. 
TABLE 21b. Summary of Discrete Semiconductor Field Usage Failure Rate Data (1977. 1978) 
Part Classification 
Transistor Bipolar 
Small Signal NPN 
Small Signal PUP 
Power NPN 
Power PUP 
Transistor JFET 
Year 
1977. 1978 
Small Signal N Channel & P Channel 
Actual Field Failure 
Rate Data in %/1000 hr. 
Mill Max 
.0053 .08 
.017 .025 (Hermet1r) 
.05 .13 
.036 .06 (llermetic) 
.045 .075 
Expected ~ailure Rate Range 
if Burl11..,: in: %/1000 hr. 
Min Max 
.0011 .016 
.003 .005 
.01 .0;::6 
.0072 .012 
.009 .015 
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TABLE 22. Summary RAC Field Usage Data on Failure Rates of JAN Class B (or Equivalent) Hermetic Parts 
P~rt Clas~iffcat1on 
Bipolar 5SI TTL 
Bipolar MSI TTL 
Bfpolar LSI TT~ 
NMOS LSI Memory 
I 
.' " 
Hin 
.0022 
.0068 
.016 
.087 
", 
Faflure Rate %/1000 Hours 
/ 
I 
I 
Max 
.11 
.15 
.71 
.12 
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6.0 COST ANALYSIS AND COST FACTORS 
6.1 Procurement Cost and Screening 
One of the excuses for avoidance of plastic encapsulated semiconductors has been 
the position that by the time these parts are screened to the sa~e level of rigor 
as the JAN parts they would be just as expensive and, therefore, there would be 
no point in their use. The experience of the users of plastic encapzulated semi-
conductors seems to contradict this in that these users have not found is necessary 
for employment of t~e rigorous screens of HIL-STO-883 to achieve the respectable 
reliability numbers they require in their systems. 
In an attempt to get a handle on the cost picture, the manufacturers were inter-
rogated during the plant visits concerning the additional costs that would be 
incurred to perform both the in-house screens and the proposed NASA Standard Flow 
screens listed in Table 28. In most cases, the manufacturers stated that firm cost 
figures could only be provided through the sales offices. For this rea30n, formal 
price estimates were requested from the manufacturers through Boeing Purchasing 
for budgetary pricing on 1000 qua~tity prices of a representative mix of spmicon-
ductor device: Unfortunately, at the time of writing of this report, none of the 
manufacturers have responded. 
A perspective on th~ cost picture can be reached, however, as a result of some of 
the informal priCing information that was obtained during the plant visits. Table 24 
summarizes the pricing that was indicated by one manufacturer and care be used to 
draw conclusions as to the general posture o~ the manufacturers concerning pricing. 
In this table, it is seen that there are significant differences in the costs for 
the commercial temperature range plastic or hennetic parts compared to the JAN-
qualified or JAN-equivalent-screened parts, both for the SSI parts and for the HSI 
parts. 
In both cases, JAN screening costs 3 to) 4 times as much as the standard in-house 
screening, and Z to 2~ times as much as the proposed NASA Standard Flow. If it is 
assumed that low cost is the primary drivpr in the use of plastic encapsulated 
semiconductors. then the commercial temperature range hermetic parts are seen to 
be almost as cost effective. More important, though. is that the NASA Standard 
~ow is seen to be a reasonable priced alternative ~o JAN screening and could 
become a viable process for achieving low cost reliabflity assurance. However. it 
\ 
/ 
SSI_(54L/74L TYPE} 
PLASTIC (a-70°C) 
HERMETIC (a-70°C) 
HERMETIC (-55 - t12SoC) 
JAN CLASS B (-55 - +12S0C) 
PLASTIC (O-700 C) 
BASIC COST 
.17 
.19 
.30 
$1.80 
.17 
ADDED FOR MFR 
IN-HOUSE REL 
SCREEN: Tmp 
CYCLE. BURt!-Ul 
100% ELECTRICAL 
MEASUREMEUT 
.25 
.25 
$1.00 11 
.39 y 
TOTAl COST 
.42 
.44 
$1.30 
$1.80 
.56 
, , 
0· 
-
CD 
? 
N 
.---------------.------------------------- ------------------~--• W 
MSI 54l/74L TYPE) 
en PLASTIC (O-70oC) $2.50 U1 .35 $2.85 
HERMETIC (O-70oC) $3.00 .35 $3.35 
IIERMETIC (-55 - +1250C) $4.00 $1.00 !I $5.00 
JAN CLASS B (-S50C - +1250 C) $6.00 $6.00 
PLASTIC (O-70oC) $2.50 .49 Y $2.99 
!I 883B Screene~ 
£! Screene~ to 4 NASA Stan~ard Flow. See Table 28A for proposed NASA Standard Flow. 
TABLE 24 RELATIVE COST FACTORS FOR BIPOLAR 11ICROCIRCUITS 
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must be remembered that some manufacturers will refuse to bid on anything other than 
their in-house reliability scree~ir.8 and thus certain sources of supply would be lost 
by the imposition of the NASA Standard Flow. The solution to this would be the purch 
of unscreened parts with subsequent screening by screening laboratories using the NASA 
Standard Flow • 
Probably the most important factor to be considered in the cost analysis of the 
use of plastic encapsulated semiconductors is that only those semiconductor devices 
that are in continuous production should be considered for use in low quantity 
NASA applications. 7he objective of low cost with reasonable reliability cannot 
be met for device types that are only produced sporadically or are essentially 
custom devices. All of the users visited stated that they only select device types 
and m~nufacturers that met the criteria of "continuous production". 
o Parts are tn high volume production 
o Parts are avaIlable from more than one source 
o Parts are distributor stock items 
This constraint should be particularly emphasized for NASA since the quantities of 
parts used on anyone program are generally going to be very small compared to the 
production quantities of modern semiconductors. Where it is felt necessary to use 
part types that are only batch processed or are more custom oriented devices, NASA 
should decide that the cost consideration cannot enter in and ignore the cost 
advantages of plastic encapsulation, in the interest of assured reliability. 
6.2 Cost of Parts Management and Control 
An additional factor to be considered in the cost of plastic encapsulated semicon-
ductors is the cost of the engineering staff required to perform the parts engineering 
and control functions associated with the procurement of reliability-assured r~rts. 
It turns out that a relatively small staff of parts engineers can perform the periodic 
qualification testing and manufacturer coordination necessary to maintain adequate 
control over the manufacturers of plastic encapsulated semiconductors. This might 
require a staff of 4 or 5 personnal, as seen to be used by many of the users. 
However. if this staff must be duplicated for each contractor and subcontractor 
that attempts to use plastic encapsulated semiconductors. then the cost would become 
prohibitive. Either there must be set up a central NASA organization that would be 
responsible for the qualification and selection of manufacturers and part types, or 
I 
/ 
/ 
.. , . 
D180-25325-1 
the tasks of ql1al1fication and manufacturer coordination must be distributed among 
the various contractors and subcontractors who are currently participating in NASA-
contract programs. 
-
87 
1 
I 
/ , 
j 
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QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 7.0 
7.1 Initial Qualification of Manufacturers Products 
Qualification Considerations. In addition to the imposition of reliability screening 
requirements on plastic encapsulated semiconductors. it will be necessary to conduct 
qualification testing on all parts intended for use in deliverable electr.onics 
systems. rtlany of the users of plastic encapsulated devices have in-hou'ie programs 
of device qualification aimed at searching ~or possible lot oriented problems in 
the products being purchased. 
The qualification approach recom~ended is one of comparative evaluation of the 
integrity of the products. This means that plastic encapsulated products would 
be purchased from several sourc€s, subjected to qualification testing and then 
compared as to their relative performance capabilities in the qualification tests. 
Any manufacturer's product that is markedly poorer in the response to the tests 
would be eliminated from the set of parts to be used on the program. 
Table 25 defines a set of qua11fication tests that have been suggested as useful 
by users and manufacturers of plJstic encapsulated semicorductors. It is recom-
mended that thesp. tests be built !nte a NASA standard document for the control of 
the reliability of plastic encapsulated semfconductors. 
The qualification process for a new part type will have to be tailored to each of 
the technologies considered for use in any NASA program. Dffferent device types 
require different tests to be applied to uncover any unique process or performance 
anomalies. There are some basic qua1fffcation tests. however. that can be applied 
to all products fn plastic packages. These are as sho~n in Table 25. consisting 
of autoclave (pressure pot) tests. temperature-humidity bias (850 C. 85% RH) and 
some form of h1gh temperature operating lHe. In addition to these tests. certain 
device typ~s would require exploratory testing using such stresses a~ temperature 
cycling. ~hermal shock. overvo1tage stress testing. and extensive application of 
three tem~erature testing (-40°C. 25°C. and 125°C or lOOOC) of electrical parameters 
and tr~th tabie functionality. 
As an examp1~ of spec1al t~5!S that ~1ght be applied to perform qualification of 
dH~'.!rent devices. it has been found by erie user company that 1 inear op amps can 
be accelerated to failUl"e by application of a differential lnput of 24 volts to the 
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input leads. This causes an acceleration factor of 1000 and can be used to compare 
the relative perfonTiance of different manufactur2rs p'roducts under identical tes'~ 
conditions. It is also recommended that delta measurements be made on linear 
microcircuit parameters. As another example, on~ Manufacturer recoll111ends that in 
addition to the Table 25 qualification tests, an effective qualification test for 
power transistors would be power cycling tests. 
The reason for performing qualification tests is to obtain data to be used in 
evaluating the integrity of the vari~us manufacturers' products. ~bst user companies 
that perform qualification tests compare the results from the different companies 
and reject the manufacturers whose products seem to deviate from the norm estab-
lished by the other manufacturers. The decision as to the degree of deficiency 
must be made by parts engineering organizations on a case-by-case basis. 
7.2 Continuing Qualification Testing 
After the initial qualificati~n of a manufacturer and his product, there must be 
established qualification procedures that will ensure that ~he reliability levels 
are mainta~.i~d as a function of time. Host users achieve this by the periodic 
requalification of their purchased parts at intervals of approximately 9 ~~~ths. 
At this interval, the initial qualification tests are repeated, with emphasis on 
seal'ching for any differences in the device perfonnance as compared to the previous 
. 
testing. 
Remembering that the users vIsited generally are using parts in quantities measured 
in the millions, the nine-month interval seems to be appropriate for them. However, 
for small lot procurement as i~ common for NASA, it would be necessary to invoke 
lot-by-lot qualification testing regimes. Typically, the parts for a project would 
all be purchased at the beginning of the program and, in the event that additional 
quantities had to be purchased. then the requirements of lot qualification could 
be reinvoked. 
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8.0 SCREENING CONSIDERATIONS 
Once the parts from a particular manufacturer are qualified. then they must be 
100% screened to assure the integrity of the parts. The two options that are 
availabl e are the use of the manufacturers' in-house screening (such as "PEP 3" 
or "Better") or the use of a standardized screen that would be the same for all 
manufacturers. 
8.1 Manufacturers' In-House Screens 
Each part manufacturer has his own in-house screen he makes available as an extra 
cost option to purchasers of his parts. Table 26 summarizes the various screens 
performed by the manufacturers vi sited durl.'g the program. It can be seen that 
these screens differ widely from manufacturer to manufacturer. and no real 
standardization can be found. In addition. these screens are not available for 
all products from each of the manufacturers. Table 27 shows the products for 
which the in-house screening is available. 
The only way that these screens can be obtained is to purchase the specific part 
number assigned by each manufacturer to his product that identifies the specific 
screen. This means that there is no single number to be called out on drawings 
that could result in similarly screened parts being purchased from different 
manufacturers. Thus. the use of manufacturers' in-house screens could only be 
used if a NASA project were willing to list all of the individual part number 
variations for a single part to cover the part from different manufacturers. This 
part number callout problem would exist even if there were no screening called for. 
because of the I ·anufacturers unwilt ingness to develop any .jEDEC numberi ng systems 
for microcircuits as they have for discrete semiconductors. 
8.2 NASA Standard Flow 
As a result of the discussions with the manufacturers during the plant visits. it 
was possible to define certain relatively oniversal scr~ens that a majority of thp 
manufacturers mi ght be wi 11 i ng to perform instead of thei r normal i n-hollse screens. 
This definition was determined by discussion of the cos~ factors of performing 
"nonstandard" (to the manufacturer) screens and the capabil ity to communicate the 
screen test parameters to their offshore test facilities whe-e tne 
screening is performed. Tables 28A and B spells out the proposed NASA Stand~rd Flo\1 
screening procedure that might have a tolerable degree of acceptability to the 
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manufactt'rerr.. Several of the manufacturers indicate~ that they would not be 
interested in performing any screens that they do not have covered by their in-
house screening program. It must be noted that there was no full commitment by 
any manu factl'rer to perform the NASA Standard Flow screens. Such a commitment 
could only be obtained by direct contractual negotiation with each of the 
manufacturers involved. 
e.2.l Temperature Cycling 
Ther~ was evidence put forth by Manufacturer (1) indicating that 30 cycles of 
te~perature cycl1ng does a significantly better job of intercepting weak bonds 
t:lan does just 10 cyc1es. This manufacturel' also indicated that water-to-water 
the~ll shock shoulc be avoided because of the possibility of introduction of water 
into the package lIy su<.h a process. This nlanufacturer also believes in the 
telTlpe"aturc cycl ing temperatu"e range of -?SoC to +IS0oC. but this would impose 
severe pr~blems to the other manuf~cturers who universally use OoC to 100°C. 
Thus, the use of 30 cycles, from OoC to leOoC, gas to gas is the preferred 
temperature cycling screen. 
8.2.2 100% Pre-Burn-In Electrical Measurement 
The manufacturers perform functional test ann parametric measurement to differing 
tem~2ratures. It was decided thdt pre-burn-in measurement is an important test 
and shoulj be performed both at 700 C an~ ~Soc, with functional test (truth table 
test) and DC parameters both being measured at both temperatures. The basic 
intent of all of the electrical measurements is to screen out the parts that have 
defects built into them at the outset. 
8.2.3 Burn In 
For microcircuits. standard static burn-in techniques should be used to subject 
all parts to 100~ burn in. Static burn in is recommended for two reasons. First. 
it provides the capability to detect migration and inversions; and second. it is 
muct- easier and much cheaper than dynamic burn in. InstE.'ad of 168 hours at 12SoC, 'j 
many manufacturers employ accelerated testing that assumes a 1.0ev activation 
energy, and this results in such variations such as 40 hours at 14SoC or 21 hours 
at ISSaC. Any of these equivalent arrangements would be permissible as long as 
the ju~ction temperatura is restricted to less than ISSaC for linear and MOS and 
17SoC for bipolar digital. 
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For discrete s~iconductors, none of the ~nufacturers provide for burn in with 
their in-house screen programs. Instead, a variety of special screens were recom-
mended, because they were felt to be more effective in intercepting problem parts 
thnn '~4S burn in. 
For power transistors, the manufacturers recommend that all devices be tested for 
Safe Operating Area (SOA) at one point on the characteristic curve to ensure that 
there are not problems with the die attach, and th~t they receive d 300 microsecond 
pulse of r.1ted collector current "pplied to the base-emitter junction to look for 
b"d wire bends. 
For sm~ll slgn.11 tr"nsistors, the VOEr tost is olgain recommended. \19\1in performed 
at the r\1ted collector current. Zener dnd reference diodes should b~ subjected to 
a 100 millisecond 20 W\1tt surge test to l(1ok for oxide (,UlltS. Full power burn in 
of 1 watt for ~s hours Is felt to be most effective but is too costly in the lArge 
quantities and is generally "voided. 
For rectifiers. there is no one special trst felt to be most effective. For blocking 
-volt"ge applicoltions. ~TRO is (elt to be the most effective screen. but for AC 
rpctffler "ppl1cationi HTRO is not felt to be important. The reconmended dUI .. ,tion 
of HTRO is 48 hours at 125°C. 
8.2.4 Post-Burn-In Electrical MeHurements 
Following burn in. electrical measurement of the truth table and DC parameters 
should be m\1de not once but twice at both 700 C and 25°C. This me,,,~s a toul of 
four passes through the tester', and more I f functional te .. tlng must be done 
separately from DC p~r~meter testing. 
The reason for the double testing is that It holS been found th3t each Ih'SS through 
the tester C3n yield a slgnlfic~nt number of esc~pes of parts that test good ~ut 
are In fact defective. In general. 3pproxlmatcly 10~ of the reject parts escape 
detection at ~ny PdSS through the tester. U~cr n i"dic~ted th~t ~(ter the first 
PASS through the tester there would still be O.it ~d parts I., any given lot of 
p.1rts. Oy subjecting the lot to a second PHS through the tester the num~er could 
be reduced to O.01t (this is 100 parts per million) 3nd It would taLr 3 third P455 
to rt'duce the percent d!!(ccttve to .oon 01' 10 p"rts per million. the numb~r th.,t 
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is being achieved by the Japanese. On this basis. it was determined that two 
passes would be the minimum number allowable for NASA parts. with the additional 
proviso that the testing also be performed twice at 70oC. 
As can be seen from Table 24. the additional cost for screening commercial plastic 
encapsulated parts to the NASA Standard Flow would be only $.39 to $.49. depending 
on the relative complexity of the parts. This dollar figure must be firmed up for 
each of the various part types. however. an~ should not be used as a general 
indicator for all part types. 
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PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study .. as to: 
Determine the fa llure rate of bipolar I Cs encapsulated in Novolac plastic packages. 
1 NTRODU CTI ON 
This report summarizes the field phase results of the Novolac Plastic Bipolar IC Study. 
The rield phase mvolved monltormg Novolac encapsulated ICs from four vendors ldentuied 
as A, B, C, and D m equipment. the MP .. hlch .. as deSigned by Company land manufactured 
by both Company I and Company 2, that has been mstalled 10 the field. The CirCUits selected 
fo~ this evaluatlon .. ere standard TTL SSt and MSI CirCUits, high speed TTL SSI and MSl 
circuits and Schottley TTL SSl and MSI CirCUitS. 
Nine dlfrerent types of MP related Prmted Wiring Assemblies (PWAs) .. ere selected as the 
vehicle to perform the evaluatlon. All PWAs of the nme types manufactured bet .... een 6/1/74 
and 6/1/77 by either Company 1 and Company 2 became a part of thiS evaluation. A sample 
or four hundred and nmety (490) PWAs .... ere metered .... lth elapse ttme meters have a range 
or ten thousand (10,000) hour!'. All meters .... ere installed bet .. e~n 1/1175 and 3/1176. 
Although failure mformatlon .... as obtained on all PWAs, metered and not metered, the failure 
rate for Novolac encapsulated bipolar I Cs estabhshed by thiS report is based solely on the 
metered PWAs. The failure information on the PWAs not metered IS mcIuded to support 
these findmgs. 
For the purpose of thiS report, the collection of failure data .... as dlsccntmued on 8/1/77 
with the fmal meter readmgs bems taken m January of 1978. The operating enVironment, 
although orlgmally expected to be variOUS, resulted m almost totally computer room envI-
ronment domUlatlon. Therefore, for the purposes of thiS report, all conclUSions are more 
r 
applsc.able to a computer room envrronment than other categories of envrronments. 
A-6 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. The failure rate of Novolac encapsulated Integrated Circuits (ICs) with 
protective die glass passivation is calculated to be 0.04 failures per 
million device hours at a 60% confidence level. 
2. The failu~e rate of Novolac encapsulated res without protective die glass 
passivation is calculat.ed to be 0.2 failures per oillion device hours at 
a 80% confidence level. 
3. No broken wires due to the expansion/contraction properties of the materials 
making up a Novolac plastic encapsulated Ie we~ found. Therefore, the 
intermittent open failure mode previously assoc1ated with Pla~tic packages 
is no longer ~ major failure mode. 
4. No metal corrosion was in evidence in Novolac plastic encapsulated Ies that 
had a protective glass passivation over the die; however, for die that does 
not have a glass passivation metal corrosion is the major failure mechanism. 
5. The failure information from the ~iAs that were not metered supports the 
findings of this study. 
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During the period of 6/1/'14 through 6/1/77. 33S9 of the nine tya1es of MP 
PlIAs were manufactured. 490 of these were metered for the purpose of 3.C-
cUQulating device hours so as to accurately predict the failure rat~ of 
Novolac enc3psul3ted bipolar Ies. The 3399 PWAs ~present 394,203 b~polar 
ICs. The 490 metered P\'lAS represent 13% of th~s count. See Appenjix I, Tables 
I aild II for details of the IC distrlbution by ~~A type, package type and 
manufacture. 
All ~As returned to Company 1 for any' type of dispositi\Jn were tracked from 
receipt until final disposition. Table I is a sumoary of all PWAs, by PWA 
typo, returned to Company 1 during the period 6/1/74 through 8/1/77. 
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ORIG!NAL PAGE rs 
OF POOR QUALrTY 
._-. -'-TABLE I RETURNED J?WA SUMMARY BY ASSEMBLY TYPE 
c .. FAILURES 
· -
. 
-
. No.of . No • of • No. of 
J?WAs J?WAs No. of Ies 
1\ssemblv Built Returned Failures Reolaced 
~ -
ALU 415 . 86 49 45 
· 
. 
-
· . -
. -
-. .. . -
-
-
-
... -...... 
-
. 
C_ontrol 1 365' 57 · 29 19' 
. 
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~MJ: . . 545 31 14 14. 
rrransform 323 1.60 .51 :s.r 
~emory I/F . 0 () . 117 13 
lPanel I/F 492 69 31 27-
I/O TTY 248 84 :S2 26 
CP/LP 311 15 8 7 
TOTALS 3399 .569 244 19~ 
• Includes nnll tiple returns of thc S:lmC FHA 
• J. 
~emarks 
Includes 
17 82516 fW.1 
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24 PWAs 
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Includes 9 
825123 PRmtS 
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The three bipolar devices referenced in the remarks section of Table I were 
specifically excluded from the s~Jdy at the onset because of potential prob-
lems associated with each device type. The 82S16, a 256 X 1 RAM, was under-
going a design change due to a problem whiFh;esulted in device pattern 
sensitivity, the 825123, a 32 X 8 PROM, was subject to pattern changes through-
out the study and both devices dissipated in excess of 600 MW of power. The 
82S115 is a 24 pin 512 X 8 PROM and was supplied in ceramic and CERDIP only. 
Table II is the same data sumcary inforoat~on organized by returning organi-
zation • 
. 
Th~ purpose of Tables I and II is solely to show the amount of activity that 
occurred over the length of the program. This dat~ is strictly raw return 
data. That is·, it includes P1'lAs returned for Engineering change only, re-
turned with no problems found, returned that had ICs with propagation delay 
problems and returned with non-IC problems. The pertinent bipolar IC failure 
data is contained in the next two portions of this section. 
TABLE II RETURNED P\'lA SUMMARY BY ORGANIZATION 
Facility Totals NPF IC Non-IC • l~ 1/ "flssln -
• CD( 211 104 68 2:t 16· 
• STAOPS 259 129 107 19 4 
-. VF" - - ~O - 40 9 1 0 
. 
• LJLOPS 14 8 4 2 0 
- - " -- ---
• Others 3~ 23 11 0 1 
Total 
569 304 199 45 21 
NPF • No Probletl Found 
11 3 of the 21 tlissing Failure Re~orts are fratl metered PWAs. (Two 
Transforms and one ALU) 
A-IO 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
the 490 PloIAs metered for this study resulted in 51,122 Ies being monitored with 
the four principle vendo:.s (A, B, C, and D) accounting for 95% of 'the 
total sample. Table III is s summary of the ~endor/package dist,i7ution and 
. 
Tnblo IV gives each vendor's percentage of contribution by package ~1Pe. 
TAnLE III. 
VE!roQR/PACKAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE res USED IN THE 490 HETE:u:D BOARDS 
VENDOR 
. 
. 
. A B C D OTHERS TOTALS PACK/,GE ;F 7. 
UQV(i1ac 13,912 27.2 
Cerdip 5,909 11.6 
Others 37 0 
Totals 1!?,858 38.~ 
• 
. - ----
:r 
16,388 
170 
10 
16,568 
. 
, 
-~ :: 
32.1 5,487 
.4 24 
0 1 
32.4 5,512 
" 
-. 
~ :: . :: v~ ~ . 
10.7 6,562 12.8 1,786 3.5 44,135 86.3 
0 8 0 546 1.1 6,657 13.1 
0 73 0.1 209 0.4 330 .6 
10.8 6,643 13.0 2,541 5.0 51,122 100.0 
., 
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TABLE IV \'ElIDOR" OF THE TOTAL SAMPLE BY I'AC1O\GE 'l'YPE 
% Of Total Sample 
packaae A B C D 'ro'!'1\L (%) 
trovolac 131.5 37.1 12.4 14.9 95.9 
Ccrdip 88.6 2.7 0.4 0.1 91.8 
-
As can be seen by Table III Novolac accounts for only 86.3% of the total saeple. 
The CERDIP sample, accounting for 13.1%, thus allows for a cocparison of the two 
types of packages in the same operating environment. 
the first PWAs were metered and mapped in January of 1975 with the last PWA 
metered and capped in March of 1976 (11 IC pl~cecent chart was filled out for 
each of the 490 monitored PWAs;information in~l~ded vendor, date code and 
package type). Since there were two canufacturing facilities ir.volved with 
the MP program PWAs froe both facilities were included as part of the monitored 
s~le. Table V is a summary of the monitored PWAs manufactured by the two 
facilities as well 3S a s~ry of the failure infJrmat10n accumulated on these 
l'11A!l. 
• 
! 
• : .,. 
1 
., 
.. 
Asscmbly 
Gen~ric Nar.te 
ALU 
~ontrol 1 
!Control 2 
~MJ: 
trransform 
M.emory I/F 
Panel II? 
I/O TTY 
cR/LP 
TOTAL 
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TABLE V 
SUMMARY OF COMPANY L AND COMPANY 2 
METERED PNAs 
Hetered PWA Quantl.tl.cs 
nanufacturcd Returned Prob'.ems Found 
ro , r:O.? Total CO 1 CO.2 Total CO 1 CO.2 Total 
32 24. 56 10 8 18 4 :3 1 
46 24 70 10 5 15 6 4 12 
30 41 11 8 U 21 1 ~ 14 
34 39 73 4 4 8 1 4 S 
29 29 58 18 16 34 ~ 6 11 
1 1J 14 0 1 1- 0 0 0 
4<! 31 73 15 2 18 10 2 12 
26 34 60 6 16 22 3 7 10 
7 8 1~ I :5 3 6 2 2 4 
247 24l 490 . 7S 68 143 36 39 15 
. 
. 
. i 
• I 
I 
I 
.•. 
·' 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUAlIlY 
As can be seen froe Table V that the metered PWAs were dvenly distrlbuted 
. 
between the/two companies and the number of PWAs returned and the number of 
problems found were approxi~tely the same. The following is a description 
ot all of the failure information by PitA type-and Table VI summarizes this 
int'oI"!!lation. 
Control 1 
The 70 Control 1 PWA:l accounted for 8 IC failures and 4 non-IC failures. Two 
of the ICs (74HI0 and 74175) were infant mortality failures with 100 ana 300 
hours respectively. Of the useful life failures five were 55I circuits (74H08(2), 
14810, 7414, 74H20) and one was an MSI circuit (74H74). The failures occurred 
at 4200, 7500, 3500, 5400, 3400 and 1000 hours respectively. The 74874 failure 
was in a CERDIP package. 
Cont~ 2 
The 11 Control 2 Pi'/As accounted for 13 IC failures and 1 non-IC failure. 
Two of the ICs (74136 and 745175) were infant mortality failures wlth 300 hours 
-on each, ~ was an Epoxy "A" package (745175) which failed at 300 hours, .tix. 
were 74191s with AC proble:s and ~ 74155s had supply margin sen~~tivity pro-
blems (both wel'e marginally good). Of the useful life failures all were ~t51 
circuits (74155(2), 74156, 74191, 745175). The failures occu~d at 900, 10,000, 
2000, 1500 and 3000 hours respectively. The 74191 was in a CERDIP package • 
• 3nI 
The 73 SKI PWAs accounted for 5 IC failures. ~of these, a 74175 was an infant 
wortality failure which had 300 hours on it. Also a ~was removed Wh1Ch had 
3300 hours on lt but could not be verlfied as a failure by DSLD or CQL. Of the 
Ul!cful life failures two were 5SI circuits (74H51 and 1437) and one was an ~f5I 
circuit (74115). The failures occurred at ZOOO, ~OOC and 3300 hours respectlvely. 
The 74H51 was in a CERDIP package. 
A-14 o 
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J,fel:l0ZOY I/F 
No fnilure~ were recorded against the 14 PWAs. 
. -
Panel I/F 
Tho 73 Panel I/F Ph'As accounted for 8 IC failures and 4 non-IC failures. Two 
.,.--
of the fa1lures (9309 and 82S123) were 1nfant mortality failures w1th 10 and 50 
hour! on them respectively. One failure, II 74161, with 600 hours on it could 
not·be verified by DSLO or CQL, ~e waS ~2@ with 2500 hours on it (82S123s 
Here excluded from the study) and one failure, a 9602, with less than 10 hours 
on it WIlS an AC failure. Of the three useful life failures, one was an SSI cir-
cuit (74H51) and two were MSt circuits (9309 and 74194). The failures occur~d 
at 1400, 3500 and 6500 hou~ re~pectively. 
Trunsform 
The 58 Transform PWAs accounted for 7 !C failures and 4 non-IC failures. Three 
of the failures ~~re 825115 failures. Of ~~e four useful life failures one 
was an SSt circuit (74H04) and three were ~ISI circuits (74151(2) and 74150). 
the failures occurred at 500, 1500, 3000 and 1000 hours respectively. 
ALU 
Th~ 55 ALU FHAs accounted for 7 IC failures. One of these, a 7489 with ~OO 
hours on it was in an Epoxy "A" p:lckage, €was II 8:!SiV one, a 74151, had ,U\ 
AC problem, one, II 74S181 with 300 hours on it, could not be verlfied by OSLO 
or CQL and one, II 14S1~4. was an infant mortality failure with 200 hours on it. 
Of the two useful life failures one MilS an SSI circuit (7402) with 500 hours on 
it and the other an MSI circuit, 74175, in a CERDIP package wlth 600 hours on It. 
1,./0 TTY 
the 50 I/O TTY PUAs accounted for 10 IC failul'Cs. Two, a 74HOO and a 74H04, with 
100 hours on each of them were infant mortallty failures. Of the eight useful 
. . .. 
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lifa failures four wera 55I circuits (74H20(3) and 74Hl0) and four were KSI ) 
circuits (71175(4}). The failures occurred at 900, 500, 900, 50oo;f6000, 6000, 
1000 and 3500 hours respectively. I 
Card Reader/Line Printer 
The 15 CR/LP Pl'lAs accounted for four failures, all useful lif: fallures. Two 
uore 5SI circuits (74HOO and 74H04) and two were MSI circuits (74157 and 74175). 
The failures occurred at 3700, 8000, 4000 and 4COO hours respectively. The 
74157 was in a CERDIP package. 
TABLE VI HETERED "'fA FAILURE SIDtMAR'l 
-f!cLItf..l'O 'I IF et (1.6'J1.r) 
- . 1 
I , 
, 
I 
!{o. of No. of Non- Non-Catastrophlc Infant J Useful Llfe Fallures 
ICs Reolaced ICs Reolaced IC Reolacement Mortalitv 
" 
SSt MSI LSI 
.$ fII ~ ,r:,.~ 
8 4 0 2 ~ !5 1 0 
13 1 8 2 7GHT 0 ('~4) 3 0 
5 0 1 1 
~ (IUy~) 
~2 1 0 
0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 
8 4 :s 2 ~ 1 2 0 
1 4 3 0 ~ 1 3 0 
1 0 4 1 b7to 1 C'1~ a 
I/O TTY 10 0 0 2 bbl;u J 'It 4 • .)"lQ 1."4)0 4 I.ICIQ) O· 
I; ',S1:I) 
CR/LP 4 0 C 0 ft;-5?;.. 2 It"' L..t a 
:J7(,o V6tJO'. S ~~ 
toTALS 62 13 19 10 »J1cj 16 Ii 0 
'y~ }'l7, 
If 1101 u C)S I 
I b",J~ sSZ 
13 '/I5h< Vt'>r 
q ~~'1 J1.SL I 
'1 
• A-I6· 
.\ 
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• 
P?lAs NOT f.IETERED 
There were a total -of 2909 PWAs of the ninq Me types manufactured betw~en 
the period of 6/1/74 and 6/1/77: 426 were returned for various reasons, in-
cluding ECO updates, with 116 problems fcund of which 131 were IC replacements 
(see Table VII for detalls). ~emoving the failures from the three IC~ described 
in Table I and the 745194 and 74194 AC proble::s assoclated With the ALU PI;A 
~lere was 89 suspected functlonal and/or parametrlc failures wlth six of these 
bci~ CEr~IP failures. rhe following is a descrlptlon of all of the failures 
information by ~~A type and Table VIII summarizes thlS information. 
Control 1 
The 29~ Control 1 PWAs accounted for 11 IC failures (10 Novolac and 1 CEnDIP) 
and 6 nun-IC failures. The IC failures w~re seven SSI circuits (74H08(4), 
14H04, 74504, 74S1!.) and four M5I circuits (741174(2), 8214(2». All IC failures 
were verified to be functionally and/or parat:!etrically defective however none 
ot tho circuits were failure analyzed. 
Control 2· 
The ~12 Control 2 PWAs accounted for 14 IC failures and 2 non-IC failure~~ 
IC failures were two S5I circuits (74504, 74H10) and twdve MS1 circuit~ (74191(3) , 
74156(3),745175(3), 9309,74157, 74H74). All IC failures were verified to 
functionally and/or parametrlcnlly defectlve, however, none of the Circults 
were failure analyzed. The 74191 ~ailures were AC parameter fallures. 
Tho 472 SHI PWAs accounted for 9 IC failure~. These failures were two S5I cir-
cuits (7437, 741104) and seven MSI circuits (74175(3),741174(2),745175, 9318). 
I 
1 j 
I 
1 
" 
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All failures were verified as functional and/or parametric failures however, \. 
none were failure analyzed. 
Memory I/F 
!(o failures were recorded from the 103 nemory I/F boards. 
PMcl I/F 
Thc.419 PM~l I/F PWAs accounted for 19 IC failures. These failures were four 
SSI circuits (74H01(2). 74HOO, 74H51) and Qfifteen M5I Circuits([825123(!I) 
74161(3). 7486. 74174. 74175. 9602). All failures were ver~fied as functional 
and/or parametric failures. Two circuits were failure analyzed and both were 
found to contain oxide defects. 
Tr:utuform 
The 265 Transform PWAs accounted for 27 IC fa~lurcs and 13 non-IC failur~s. 
The IC failures were three 55I circuits (74H04, 14500. 74HOO), nine M5I failures 
(8123(5). 74174, 745175. 74157. 74150) and fifteen LSI CircuitS({8~5115(15»~ 
All sst and M51 failures were ver~fied as functional Md/or parametr~c failures. 
One circuit was failure analyzed and found to contain a mask defect. 
Th, 359 ALU PWAs accounted for 38 IC failures and 4 non-IC failures. The IC 
fAilures were two 55I circuits (74H04(2». sixteen M5I circuits ~--;:;;;.,~~_ 
(i4§1S4(3}j 9309(3), 74175(2). 745182. 8214) 
745181(3». ~he 82516 ~~5, as prevl0usly stated, were fcund to be pattern 
aensitive problems and the 14194/745194 problems were found to be AC problems 
aAlSociated ~ith a left or ri&ht shift operation. 
A-I8· 
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I/O TTY 
" -The 188 I/O TTY PWAs accounted for 16 IC fallures and G non-IC failures. The 
IC failures were four SSI circuits (14H21. 14HOO. 1401(2» and twleve MSI cir-
cuits (14115(3).8214(3).14101(2).14191,1491, 14H14). 
C~l Reader/Line Printer 
The 29G CR/LP ?WAs accounted for 3 IC failures and 1 non-IC failure. The 
IC failures were two SSI c1.rcuits (14H04(2» and one ~{SI circuit (9615). 
-A-19-
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PliA 
TV!lC 
~Iem. IIF 
ALU 
Panel IIF 
control 1 
1/0 TTY 
sm 
control 2 
CR/LP 
Transform 
TOTALS 
... ~"',. . , 
No. of-PIlAa 
J.lnnufnctured 
117 
415 
492 
365 , 
248 
.' 
545 
583 
311 
323 
3399 
No. of 
Control I-1tfAo 
14 
56 
73 
72 
60 
73 
71 
15 
58 
490 
.. 
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TABLE VII 
RETUnNED PWA STATUS 
No. of Assem- Number of , 
blicB Returned Failureo • 
TOTAL 
13 0 0 
86 49 45 
69 31 27 
57 29 19 
84 32 28 
31 14 14 
54 30 27 
15 B 7 
160 51 34 
1569 244 
• IC Failures include both AC and C: and Infant Mortality failures. 
~ 
Number of 
Failed ICs * 
I METERED 
0 
7 
8 
S 
10 
6 
13 
4 
7 
132 
I. The _ three missing failure reports from the metered PItAs wero exolude. dnao the 
probnbili ty of any one of the three containil"S a Non-Vendor A Novolac IC wae 
twu to oontoin leo wao 0.5% and all three only 0.03%. 
-: •• f' ,., 
II 
Number of Fallure 
I Reoorts lIi:Jnino •• 
HOT METERED 
0 1 ,~ 
.38 3 l~. 
19 2 
11 1 
16 4 • 0 
N 
9 0 I < 
14 2 
3 1 
27 7 
137 21 
00 
'T1~ 
-,,5 Oz 
0> ~r 
7%, for .0-" , c> 
>0 
r-m ~cn 
_____ -- '-- _ . ----,------ ~--.,-.. -~-~. --.~-- -----.-- t. -_. lfa 
. , 
1tA~ f!J. , Assembll 
2q) C1 
512.. C2 
lf12...- snr 
IbJ MI./F 
~/q PI/F 
z,> Tx 
'351 ALU 
I 'b<6 I/O TTY 
'). ~, cR/LP 
TOTALS 
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TABLE VIII 
FAlLllRE SUMMARY OF PWAs NOT ~r£TEru:D 
flo. of ICs No. of Non-
Reelaced ICs ReElaced 
11 5 
14 -2 
9 0 
0 a 
19 0 
21 13 
30 4 
Useful L~fe fa11ures 
55I MSI LSI 
1 4 0 
2 12 a 
2 1 0 
0 0 0 
" 
15 0 
:s 9 15 
2 15 20 
- - - - _.- - . 
15 5 4 12 0 
:s 1 2 1 0 
131 33 28 76 35 
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FAILURE ANALYSIS 
During this phase of the program there were a total of thirty-two lCs failure 
analyze~ from metered PWAs including three~inrant mortality failures. Sixteen 
of these were A's devices of which three were CERDIP. Of the remaining sixteen 
failures analyzed. three could not be confir.:ed by CQL. eight were overstl~ssed. 
four had oxide defects and one had a lifted bond. 
Rxcl\lding the A's Novolac encap:;ulated fulures the primary failure cecr.an1St1 
were overstress conditions which res\llted from p1n hole defects and cask de-
fects, the mest common non-package related defects found in bipolar lCs. 
During the early manufacturing phase of the program A's Plastic encapsulated 
teD did not have a protective pass1vation over the die. This lack of die pro-
tection was initially discovered V1a observing numerous failures during the 
qwalificat10n phD.se of this program. For this phase. of the thirteen (13) A's 
Hovolac devices analyzed at CQL eleven did not have pass1vation over th, die. 
nine of thes~ deV1ces were aetermined to be non-functional with metal corrosion 
being either the failure cechanisc or in e~idence. The tenth could not be veri-
fied as a failure by CQL and the eleventh had an overstress cond1 tion. Both 
of the A's passivated devices analyzed had an overstress condition. The re-
Eaining seven A's failures, whicb were not analyzed including 4 infant mor-
~lity failures. were of the same device types and date codes as those analyzed 
and fcund to be non-passivated (dated coded between 7350 and 1415). 
The significance of this failure analysis is that for the vendo~s which supplied 
ICa encapsulated it. No\'olac and having a glass pass1vatlcn over the d1e there 
were not any corrosion problems detected. Al~o. none of the fa11ures exhib1ted 
any broken or stressed wires due to expansicn/contraction propert1es of the 
various materinls caking up the package. 
Tho apparent dlfference in ratio of failures from metered ?WAs and PWAs not 
catered can be explained by the nueber of CERDIP devices being used and the 
-A-ZZ -
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usage of A's die passivated circuits. That is, the majority of PWAs built 
after the metered PWAs were shipped were manufactured by Company 2 where the per-
centage of CERDIP circuits were less than ~ of the tctal as compared to 13% 
-tor the metered ?WAs. Also, A's Novolac e~capsulated circuits manfactured 
after mid-1975 were passivated thus removing the corrosion failure mechanism. * 
Taking these two factors into acco~t the ratios of failed Novolac and CERDIP 
packaged ICs are reasonably proportionate for the metered and not oetered P\'IAs. 
That is, of the 27 Novolac Failures. out of 490 cetered PWAs. 9 were non-A'5 
fl1i.iures and of the 89 failur('s for the 2909 Pl'IAs not m .. tered 60 were non-A' s 
failures (see Appendix 1 Figure 1 for the distribution of A's failures by date 
code and metered/not metered PWAs). The ratio of nor.-A's Novolac failures to 
both metered Pl'IAs anQ ?WAs not metered is approximately 2%. 
• Although A's stopped processing non-passivated wafers in mid-197S their 
non-passivated wafer 1nvent~ry resulted 1n some non-pass~vated die be1ng 
packaged, date coded and shlpped to customers, as lat as the fourth quarter 
of 1976. 
.• A-23· 
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FAILURE RATE PREDICTION 
Cbncrved 
Of the 490 eetered PWAs shipped during the period 1/1/75 through 3/1/16 one 
hundred and seventeen (117) ~eters were read between 8/1/77 and 1/31/78. The 
majority of these, 67, were read in the field by Custoeer Engine~ring between 
10/1/77 and 1/15/18. The time froe the reQaining thirty was taken froe in-
house ~chines (10) and PWAs that had been returned to DSlO during this same 
pcr£od (20). This data along with readings from an additional one hundred ruld 
one metered PWAs that had been returned to DSlO prior to 8/1/77 were used as 
a basis from calculation the Novolac failure rate. The readings from these 
two hundred and eighteen PWAs accounted for 123,896,400 device hours being 
accumulated, exclusive of the package type. 
'the observ~d fr...ilure rates for Novolac and CERDIP are given in Table IX. 
It coo be seen in Table IX that Vendor A I s Plastic encapsulated IC data was 
removed from the other vendors data in order to determine the failure rate of 
. 
Novolac encapsulated lCs curre~tly being manufactured (lCs with passivated die). 
1 
.J 
. 
, 
.. 
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Calculated 
The calculated failure rate was determined by making two assumptions concerning 
the remaining 212 metered PWAs. These assumptlons were: 
1. 30% of the PWAs are spnres and therefore did not accumulate hours. 
2. An average system installed FHA receives a minilllUttl of 500 oI=eration hours 
per conth. 
These assumptions are considered to be very conservative in that (1) of the 87 
meters re.ld by customer engineering only thre~ were classified as spares 
(2) seventy of the 87 meters read by customer engineerlng had exceeded 10,000 
hours (3) all ten meters read from DSLO in-house machines ~ad exceeded 10,000 
hours and (4) s~/eral special site monitoring programs performed by the DSLO QA 
Department over the last two yeats indicated that the average site, independent 
of the cla~s of machine installed, re"Ceived in excess of 500 hours of on time 
every month. 
Based on these two assumptions a minimum of 396.632,400 operating hours were 
accUI:lUlated over the life or the program. txtracting CERDIP hours (13.1%) and 
A's Novolac hours (27.2%) 250.922.349 ope~ting hours were accumulated on 
Hovolac encapsulated ICs with a total of 9 failures occurring. This equate~ 
to a failure rate of 0.042 failures per 1 x 105 operat:ng hours at a 60% con-
fidence level (see Table IX). 
• A-25. 
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TABLE IX 
IC FAILURE RATE C4LCULATIONS 
NUMBER OF 1t FAILURE RATE 60"'. 
Observed PACKACE DEVICE HOURS FAILURES Confidence level (Fallures 
per tXl0600eratlnQ hrs) 
. 
NOVOLAC and CERDIP 123,896,400 32 0.3 ,0") ~o/lttu h.{ 
CERDIP ONLY 115,230,428 :5 0.39 .bJ q 
NOVOLAC ONLY 107,156:5,972 27 0.28 • () 19 
NOVOLAC-F5C ONLY 29,285,144 18 0.68 ,()b~ 
. 
NOVOLAC-LESS FSC 78,380,828 9 0.13 ,013 
- -
Calculated 
NOVOLAC and CERDIP 3!l6,63l,400 32 0.0815 .06&6 
CERDIP ONL! :51,958,844 :5 .12!S ,01'Z \" 
NOVOLAC ONLY 344,673,556 27 .084 ,OO~V 
.. 
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. NOVOLAC-LESH FSC :!~O,922,349 9 .042 ,fIJI{ l 
• Sec Appendix I, Table III fo~ the distr1but10n by vendor and package type 
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PWA IC count 
\ 
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cR/r..p 1,725 34,040 35,765 
I/o TTY 5,680 19,616 25,296 
TX 6,090 57,825 63,915 
MIfF 1.638 12,051 13,689 
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mu 
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INSTRUMENT GROUP WARRAHTY REPLACEMENT RATES 
S/YR (6 MONTH AVERAGES) 
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~/Yp. (6 MONTH AVERAGES) 
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%/YR (6 MONTH AVERAGES) 
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~ Ccm~Jra:lve Evalu~t .~ of IC PJ:ka~cs 
In C~~er;l~1 ~eal-Tl~, :~~ter Te~!nals 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUAUTY C. H. Hall Jr., E. E. Srace, J. R. ShuklS 
~:: Descr!ptors: om, 8~~~~~DING PAGE SLANK NOT FflMED . 
"'e~ .,"ords: :nte9r~t!!d Clrcult~, F'ailurc R~:es. F'allure ~·,,~cs. Cc.T~oncnts, Burn-In, :leli~bt:l:y. 
A~strJct 
In tre ~Jst f~~ felrs t~~re r~~ ~(en CUI~C a ~it 
~~ ~lSCtlSS'C'" o .. ~r ~ .. ~ r('ldt ," .. , r'·s of t"'le nco ... 
:~,.' E/\~v= ac :C :!,IJCes we ~_. t~~ older s:yl~ of 
.,'. tlC~ 11"': CI'1r'":i: Ce(JrlC~ :'1'" IJr"ller ;:--;t!1"" oy 
: .. $w"~ ... s t~ef. :; :resc,:ej ·3~1",rc d.ltJ on :~e :l1.! 
·:.le pIa,: : ~~Ckd"r~ versus ~~ral~ ,e~J~IC ~JCkdQcd 
-: \ an~ conclw~~~ t~l: tre old ~id~tlC~ fter~ In'=~Q~d!C 
4;: .. curre": Cc. •• 1rC't' rell-t,1-C cv-pt.:cr ~J~~E.r.S rclia-
=.: Ity re~1I1 re--ents. 
7hlS L::er ~escr'~~s a roor .. rt'('~t pl'"o,.ra;'1 ev.l .. a-
:'~g .11 !r~~e PJCk.~~ ty~es. ~~~n cvaluatlrg tne ~ata, 
~~~ c:ncl~s'~~ 1S prese"te~ that. A~"re3S the rellabll-
'~J of t~e old stJl~ pllstics was "a~e~uate. the n~w 
::~IY 3/~~,o:ac ~JCkl~'S are ecul,d'ert to t'e stln~ard 
:_-~jps 'cr ~IPJIJr ::'s :n COorr~r, a1 co~~ .. tcr ec;ulp-
~,t. 
~ly P'~stl=S ?ro~'~'s 
:~I'"inc :~7: a-: elrlfe', t~e :lastfc m;ICln1 
-;:Oloncs .. t,J I zed bj' thl! IC rar\. ~~C _urers were (0""";-
~t:ons of l Slllcore. ;hcnnllc ~r £~oxy A In ~hlCh tre :~lSs trJ"SI:1Jn tL"';Cl"atur"s ,~re lround liS":: or less. 
-.~ prt~O~lnant fJl1 .. r~ ~ecnanl~~ 'n trese cariy pi as-
: ~ p~cka~!s "as O~~~ ~r lrterrittcnt bonds ~we to 
"tiler ~oor ~ordirq :rocess ,~r:rcl or to ~~cn3n",al 
~~rcs\ ~a4~p~ bv \1~~·4'car.~ ~.'(~renc~s '" tk~~al 
:~~Ific.e~·~ of ea~!~S10n of ~~e Ilr 1CJ\ ~a'ka~e con-
.:Itwents lrc:\.~lr. t~e ~aldini car.~OJ~dS. 
~not~rr ~~;ar 'l.lure ~oCe wlS ~ackage lea.s due 
to ~o~r 4~-eSIC~ 0' t~e plast·cs tJ ~~P -etal lead 
I~,.~. ;~~~~ leaK) ~J~(a~es r~!~ ~e~ 1n fal Jres ~~~ 
!Ie con:l-."ratl:·, Cjrro~':n, -e:31 m<;rttIOr., ~tc. 
·'In prc~lC'" :ed t: ie/pra: lC ~rC'ccs~ varfatlors d"'~G 
1! re~~c r; :re P14$t c ~er-~~b'l ty and olu ~ln9 t~e 
-:rackS· 4(o.~d t'e l~JC (rarc>, Suc~ a~ b4c~fll1lrq 
:r 1~~rc~r,atlng :h~ -c:~ed pac.are wlth ni-tC'l'~~r4ture 
-lC :c~~o_r~S ar~/~r CJatlr.r t"C ~Ie wIth a crop of 
~ • !StlC !'~el" ·el:: :f"Irdtt"Q ~ .. :: ~r'or to enca;'.-;ulaticr.. 
·.one of :~ -.. -eas.rt!~ w~re a"cc'..atclv succe;sful In 
~~kl~J :te J': ~I~S:I~ P4r:s lS rcl~J~le a~ t~e Cfr~~o. 
.~ur1~~ :972 •• ~~ I: n~r~"~·JrA~S ~~rp ~!V~'C~lrg 
tt"e ~e-"c" £;:>lI.y Jr.; c'ac C1J~tlC '::'rToJ1JtlGn'i wt\1cn 
r;le qia\~ :r!r~l:~C~ t~~er~·~r~s dr~urd :,~oC and 
~ ~~.r .~ ~ ~l;~e~ 4'l~~ tr3~~1:'O~ :~-~~rJ:~rc rcc~ce~ 
l-:~rrl· -e:~a~·c3~ s:r~sses ~Je :0 t~~~c~~t~re c~ar~e 
c,~r tke :,-perlt.'t rJn9~ ':--~llJ w~~d ':r :~-rerCl~1 
J1P"en: Ir ~:; : cn, tke ~~rlrk fJctors of t~~ 
::~') ~ \ovc'acs ~~~4~Cp ~ ~J:~ :'c~trr ~~'P en t~e 
-e!a; ;~!! fra-es. J t~?u1t\ '! f, \tl;l not a ~rnjcJl 
: .. r-et.l" .. fQ·ca: ~Gt"I'. an':! t"e~! "e"" ('H""'J~a.tl\;ns tt4ve 
4 "loCh ~:we~ ;e""~l: llty after --cldlnQ 
The ver~ors also ~Jd ~ade Si~~l!'~~nt i·~rove­
'r"ts In theIr l~ad f·a-as, ~te att ~~ a~d ~'r, ~ordf·~ 
ITlter,als •• r"c~sse) anj ~roccss n·:rols "l'st::Jf 
:~~~ n~~ dc,pl~~ed s~rc 'r~ of g13~~lvat!Cn :J ~aSS1-
#lte the Jctl~e surfJcc ~f t,e d ~ ~-~ ;rc:e~: It frc~ 
.~~ ~ut~lde ~~rl~. 1n15 :e~'nla~~ ~'iJ =r:Yljc~ 3 
:e~rpc of ~ro~~ctlon :j :~e dle ~ -~ ~O~:J~l~!"·S :~at 
lq~t be l~ tne ~lastlc c~~.a .. rJ cr tt~t ~l~rt ~-t~1'" 
the p~c~age ~y dlffuSfQr. thrOU~h t"c ~lastl' case. 
By !97:? Jr.d early 1973 • .111 r.J;or Ie man"fJct~re~~ 
"ere Jtll1zll'Q thes~ n<",er .,idHI'S ~~ sc.-e :c<1rce aN 
c~e extolllrQ tte ~~\~"tl~PS of E~~'y J/Nc/01 4 c In 
ell~lnJtl~~ tl'e old pr:~lc~ of torJ !411~rcs 
IC Pac~J~e ~Vl: .. !:'or c~ 
At t~is tl-e ~e ~ecl~ej :0 f-;ie-cnt a ,'ast'c :~ 
!!Val~Jtl0n cr"~rJ' st~essln'l t"(! rc .. ~~oxy !ll'c/::Jla~. 
;he ~r~9r~., hJj two 7l1" ~.rts' 
-1. T~e qese~c, ~ ~n~lrc~rl~~ 'CllJ~lllty ~rcup 
c;~dJctcd J ::;;erlturc Cj:'~ 3r~ 1.;~O ho~~ 
el~vated t~7~cr.1tJre, hi9~ ~ ."Q.tV. ::J;eratl ; 
life test ~tll1:'r~ ov~r :~.~:C E.= .. 6/ 
'o/::Jl~c de/'c~\ (r:- sev=n e.f'?rc~t ler~crs. 
Tt.e results c' :t.ls A~r~ Ar,! re~~'rj ~y 
il. L .. CJS In ,·.;;rll. !J7~ :r~, .~l J.: ~-I!I 
c~rr~late ~cl1 with the e/ai"Jtlcr. ~re~ente~ 
tereln 
z ~'p ~Jnu·act~·,ec ~ ~ C~ Gro_~ per'a~~~ ar 
e4tcnsiv~ c~ll~a!lon ~rc~r~-. ~tlll:1~~ 
~rcductlon hdr~ware and ~rccesses. ~·,ch ~lll 
b~ tr.~ ~31n source of data 'or t~lS ~a~er. 
·he follo,,'n; r.·~e ... ,)Jor ste_' =~flre t~e evaluol-
:icn p:a~ ~ev!!lop~d by -Jnwf.'twr·r.~ < ~ ~~ 
• Ven~or S~lnars and Plant S.r/eys 
• User ?lant S .. rveys 
• 
A~51 
.- ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
T'le ;lI"OC .. ct scl~~:.J ;01" eva~L'J:l'n Con~'~tcd mainl) 
0" 7:r.) T7L ana ~ore ,;'! t~e s~~l ( ~rL Cll"c"lts. .1 
Sul"'/el was ~:"~uc:c~ of t'le -JJCI' st.~pll~rs' com~~tic 
~14nt; anc S~ ~~I"S ~~r~ r~ld to ~~'n ~\ ~~c~ back-
gro~r~ JS pcsi:~ie on ~Jc~~ge tests dlrC~CJ condurted 
by Y.1rlO~S ~e~CJl"s. 5,7,'.11' ;liJnt \'SltS ~"~ ccnf~rcn­
ccs ~c·e hpld ~lt~ ~I '~: othtr rajJr I: users .ho ~cl"e 
's~,:essfully US1"Q s.~s:.1ntlai ct.antl:lCs of (coxy B/ 
~o\olac IC's. These VI~ltS resulted In three conelu-
510r.S. 
1. ~e "JC to ~c"'c~ exhaustive ~I"oduct t~perJ­
ture pl"o(,les to ass~re t,.1t ~e hJd no severe 
nc~ s~ts. 
~e (-It It :~)I,~~le :0 ~'rl:/ t~e \cncor's 
cla'-s ~o a -2~:r .;", .. t.tl.:"' 1n "'orC1·"J prc~­
lc-s l"'~ t" ''-.11 ,n:er-,t:, ... ts \ot1t., t'ie [:;cr..j 
3/~,c.JldC :~~'~~es 
3. ~e ~~~tej t~ ~erfJ~ \ C01tro~~cd ~ul~d ~f a 
~Jd.,t':'J J~ ..... ': ij' ~_.! ..,~ ... ) ~~I-"('~L~ to 
eva'4a:e al~e~~J:'ve :C SCP~~nl~' :rcc~sscs 
an~ t~e le\e:s of rel'J~,llly achle/e~. 
~hp pr~~~~t te~;~rl:Jre :~o··~e~ i~dlc~t~~ t~dt 
:r~'·~ .. ere 0'1:)' 4 CJl.. :~ oi s"ecI' ,C ;lOI'lts (}f ~:ll"~cl n 
a~~ t~cse cr~·~ be a,~c ~~a:e~ ~J ~;~cial c~,·~~ sel-
ec~ en, j" ~c~essar/. 1: svbs~cJent,/ pro(e~ to ~e 
~r" ":cssary. 
TO \ed', :he v~n'!or~' c1Jlr~ to t:Jw/ 3':.ovolac 
Cl:~.j"e ir:"rJvC"'e~:~, l thr.r-Jl \" ~k test ",\S cCllcuete.! 
II: :~:crle(~ 1n F1';4' e:. :.~ J ~J!.l~ 0 co. •• 1rlS~". 
:~:O jevlces ;f : .... 0 ::I pl~stlC ,r' l~OO CC.IC~~ of tile 
"~, ":ox/ e ~_vJI.1C :: ~ Cdell 'rc- J veneors: .. cre SM~­
-,:: : tc ~"C test S~.~cnce 
~eY1C~~ :~3t (di1·~ ste, e~c ~~plJc~~ wl:~ otker 
c~~: ~~/lces 0' t~~ SJ~e ~r ~1~~1 ~ot ~o ~~J: sec ;OOC 
,'e:e~ ~Are ,- -len .~:,~ s~~ ec!cd ~o st~-~ ~ trr~v~~ ~. 
-~c r~s~lt~ are ~j~~14:ed ,~ fl~J"? 2 l~d :r~ ce"cl~slc~ 
,_ -~'1'OI .. S. Si"t~ :"'\.~ J:d :;tldstlCS ~.~e"'(":e1 7.:' 
totd: &~11~r~s aCPJtO~'ll r~:J~(O :~ bcndl~q ~ro~le~s. 
w":~ t~e I"e .. E~~IJ ~:~ovolacs e,:~r,enced rone. 
T~e con:rol1p~ ~~il~ of A~ ~~S '~rT~ra'~ ~dS t~cr 
H"ltlate:: .!~ Jut',r,: in ;1C'J"~:. ~~rdlp C .. tJ .... 'C :C'\ 
~P'" t" ~e J5e:: a~ ~.p :c.-car'sr~ :'IJ~(, Jrd ~e'e qb~r: 
ft: >.ecI!1 ~r~ceS~l'~ Jlter rC:~'ftt frc~ :rp .e~~:1" 
excc't t"'e :,...,. scrt·'r'''1 :~S:'i ")r:~ n 1n .,~. p 5 ~f j. u;. 
~. ~r~ d ;~C~~ a~~ 6'~Q !edk :C~: ~~~ P~"'JIT~d In J 
t;.\o :'Ie ~rcr. ~-\c" 1.}: to:_ '''t c'J~l·"-:d:'lon ,'1' P:J~tlC 
:~ s. tOlr :::: st,'c .! .. ~ E::.y :':"J.l'l.t. 11'\ e.lc."""" (,t\ .. ,;-
~~Ir S~~je~:~~ ~J d:~ ~. t~e te~~s !~scrt~~d ,n F'~~~e 
';r t.~H C'rc~~ 
T~e ~r:Ar ~r~~~ ~rc:eSl 1( ~~~ ~Jr~ d~ :~~t ,nl~~ 
.e .~re Pt~'Cr-\~9 ~n dll ol~ ~:/~~ piJ~tlC ~ro1~ctlcn 
=,~rt~ a~ -:t'le :1-e c·· 'nltl .. t'n-: ~"'1~ ":'l..dJ Af,! (col: 
~t"'! ' .. nl:-'!...., I·e!;~rl"l~~p ::roces= "-1':. 1 ~o'-:'-e iut 'JJ.I~l­
I ':It.C"l .to" ~"er-!: "f\~~r-1t'!"'Cl!S Ifjl~C'" .. c1 !)v 11:~~ 
h,;~ tc~;~r!!~re ~= :; ;~rc:lcn~ a~~ ~~~l~c:r~c ~cst~. 
JS \no.n .~ :n~ Vel JW ~r:v~. .~~ ~~1 ~r=Jj ~roc~~~ 
~e : :>1!:l'fe~n tresc e.l.:.re""es •• ~.~ ::J~~l!n.! :1~e -, I( 
~a~ ~re~~~e~lne~ for tae~ ;r~~~ ~s sn:~~ 1~ rl~urp ! 
.~~ ~~~=c~e 0 1 t~e<. V~r1Jt,crs ~JS ~J tr3C< t~e l-:act 
c· ~er~J1" C~J~;tS c~ ~c~, ~~o~~;~ c:st dr~ ~erfo~~,~ 
A~ny aspects of our process not rela:ed speciflc,lly 
to IC's ~er~ ~l:o studle~ and a goo: -any In:erestln; 
!'~ln9S were lc~med that are unrelolted to thlS IC ;lack-
',l::C evaluHlon. 
'Process Re~u Its 
60th the IC's arc ~rlnted w-rl~~ Jsse-~lles ('~~'.) 
In pach control1~d qroup were ~olcr cc~eC ~rljr to te-
qlnnlrg t~~ J:s~~ly/te~t ~r,cess, 7he :~ree ;on:ro' 
qroups wrre c~re(ulll tracked t~rj.gh e~cn step of the 
~Jnufacturln' precess drc :~e 'npllrt Cata -: s~~arl:ed 
In Figul"e 5 '!I"ccrlng Inst'ectlon res.t ~e5Jits· and I" 
Fl,:ure 6 'In "rocess tdllures". In each case :he ca:a 
rp:Jresents cor.fl~-~~ fJ:led eevfcps only. ~11 inval:d 
r'i!Jects, Ir.correc~ :>'Jl1s tly ·ee~n.':1Jrs, etc. k3VC tce~ 
~.rqed fren tfte 1Jtd all In-procp~, re;e:~~ that rc-
:~.t~1 qoo~ el~ct"'Cllll ~p.e alsc t"~~al ro-~ teste~ 
:~ assure :hat a :her~~1 lnte~ltt~n; ~1d nct e\1st. 
I: 1S 1nter~~~ln~ ~J "ot~ !rat t~~ 7ct~1 • ~e~ect~d 
~ bot" r,)~re 5 ~r~ r'r.Jr~ ~ lcr :c~~'P J~~ :~~x, :/ 
~1voldc is J~~rox'-at~l\ :~e SJre, ~~epejS :-! ole 
;-. )":t1C ... .,t~l • ~~lCC:I"'~ 's frCl'" :.5 :.c 3 tl:es 91 ea:er 
~"dn :he Ccrjl;, 
It was ot.r jeslrc t~ rstJ:I t-.s~ ~M~t·~lled 
~d~C: :emlrJls or. " ,: ... ~t"i.-P~ ~~te w~e".! ft~ :.: ... ld 
clGsely "'onit(}p ~"elr tJPr(orr-..lnce ,n act.J.!! ~se .Ii! 
I¥t!re veri &VI t •. 4na:c i.., ·"at 1 t"l=;'· : .. S:O:-'!9'I lr.s:!11a-
t'on kJ~ sct~d ... 'c~ •• =e ~Jce cl~:e .~ t~e ·vnt Jt :~c 
!.l-e ·"ese ur.ltS .. .;u:..: ~e ... ..:'~~" :,:, ~"':. ~rp.a"~er"e--; .. 
dere ~Jd~ :: ~c :~r ~l!e 1r~:ll ~~lC'" a~: ;.~de all 
r\r.A "~nalr srrVl'::l'~. oS!:: ... 1t'1 ·J-:!.c~y :;!':711 ~,ans 
·"rCl~~ho .. t t-,,, eVJ1_,:,clI ren;.!. -".s .!s:~reQ ccr:'~­~,tJ of "Jltite'"ljr:e s .• :)rt. tlc~t .::.,~rol :-:e" &al'-
wre catJ r~por:l~q J'I- ~"e CJPJ~,llty :: C: Cl!t.!lled 
~~~ JrJ co"~~rcrt ta,lure J~~I)\'~ 
AS Jf ~ .. !! 1~ • .. :. •• .: th,s Sl:: r.: ~~C~_:.C~ f~r 
J,~CC ~c.rs, .~ cr ~ .~rrC.·~J:e,( -. ~~f.S ~: 72 
"~ur-; rer WPt'I\ lS s·v .. r. 1n ;h~ .. r~ i "'r.1S "'l .. ~ uS c.:~t" 
:0 m,lilcr ~~': cper,~lr:~ ro~rs .~ t~e thl":e contrel.e: 
~ullc lC ~ro~ps. 
~verv p~~ f~1~wre t~1: occ~r"c; ~n st·~ ~II~ fe-
t'dired 'r~11nt dr:: .~p, .C ~Jl'wre~ t-:",f'U· ... ";. ;:1" ... re 
~ .~ 3 t~buld:"cn C' !ne !~ f411~re ~ate~ ~, :ontrc~ 
~rcuo ~"~ :1 :~ PJe'~~p t{~P. :~ e!:~ 'n~'Jr=e ~~~ 
rpOJj '/· ... \"I~C pJr-:." ~~C.4 .' ,,~ " ;~ ~S .. :JC JS :t"C 
CC~u~'cS. w~'le trp ~1~ ~t)ie ~.~r~~. ~ ~.aS~lCS arc 
approx"~c1tell 3 t't""es 4'lor"p tnar ."': ";er~·,:!,. 
CC~Doncnt failure JnlllyS1S ,.~~ 'i"'::l",n :"',it SP\'(\~:l 
~( t~c old stjlp ~ldstlr ""Jr~; ,~ ~~r~·n- l~~~r. 
-'t:r~ts, wrer~l~ rc~r 1( -rl 3 ~:, ~I '~~~~a: ~Jl1-
..,f .:~ V/l,Q !J·)"C ., 1 ;,.nj~cr~ -i"C: ! ~ 'rrlC were' ,..~,.~ 
'l,~ .... rCI). t:l!r.rJ:·C'n~' ~'.e ... ~~ . ... ,. . .; .. :' Jr.j ~( .. "'1-
~'v". :0 ~ "'0 ~nter-·~~t"~:~ .S G --:· ... r ~~;,»~ ,. oldst'c 
Ie ""'.~rJ\~r'I')~ts 4"'1<:) ~~l' .. rf'e 1!. .. ~.,.t!, _ ,: ,:"=~rst 
cloi -s 1'0(' tP1c E;o.<y ='/'.C.CllC -"'1: rtj ..:;-;:( ... nc~. 
:,c." ~h'S ~tw':v",c ",":'J!('C'" !-'!: :~ ... _:0'1 :1 
'.avo· iC -:J!~e: ~~.~ ~''''''e :"e .:'-:.l.J,c":' ;j" :~ .. : : 
:\: .. J.::e1 !ev·ces ," ~.Jr .l:,~11CI!: .. ~ a-j ~ .. !: we C~ .. ; 
~:"\:c :~c- lntC":~d"~eJ=ly ~lt .. ~v~ :he .. ~~ ,r ~A:~~· 
~lv" :C)" .r. :ur"'. r' t c~c :'1·-~ , :~c ::;~f' 51"., .. -1.:(. 
~o:1i~q ~O-:Q'n~\ IPCJ~C f~~ lr; .~"':~ J' :~r:·~: ~nl­
a!c~ ;Iro::b.t~S. 't 1'; ~t~11 =OSS1~ ., :~ .J ..... a ;rO.,!:lc"" 
,1 t~e ICicer's :vn~·-: ~Jc~1re~ e: : .. t ~f ::-~·o 
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Sire" ~''11~ is 1 ,;eiv to ~ 1 lot ":"'c,'· ~ r ... chl,.r'. we 
,· .. ' ..... ~'tl'LI "n "h:c,:,r I rt'''C'~f •• ,.. ...... :, ... -; .. ""I)r r",4.' "01 
r.:".c~ 'e :-, .. (",., ... 'hJt 1" :,,"1~s " ~ .• t'j' ';'~I. j .. " "".,.. 
It .. ·~ ~/cle ( .. j~O:: to ... ~f}C. l~ t,l' l..!t,J r"I1"."l,.11 .,y 
a ,,~ ,.. ... ,.1 SC" .. 4',..,"'" 7~<>: ~f') .. i:'S " -... ~ ~[1t":'l'ly 
1!f\s1r:"~1 :C!J: s t \.!·C'1' .... e. "JI J flv,f :;1""': of 
"'e : .... C., -; I' \=~ct·~, .''''1 ':,1 " .""JC ~r iC'st ~ecJt::"(e 
~rl~ ~~Illtec fr.\!'! tI.I' ~tl..!1 
~~ wo~la :"A t1 trl"~ h. !. r·'r~/. Ctfccrrr o~ 
rl~'1' :pe',lt,crs. for hl~ ~~~IS' .I.C" In Irr"jcl".''l:INI 
th1:' S~t.~1 ~"d fr"'':l!..(I'1t Irccur"t;~·r·. In(1 ::. :}"n .. cl~. 
.. r~nl;~" flel il~ 11·.Y It '::\'\ :\r.l)/'i'''. ~'"Jcr eu~tn"soj 
"~:t- . ~. 'lbt..f;J'1f'QIIC, " ... (" hi'; l~\"fo1nl C 10 ;,erfol"nrc; 
tno! 11ta d~a'y~ , r'!'1I..rt. I 'n !"t~ ' .. t'dv. "lrv ,.! ~O~:J 
11"~ ·0 I',~r'''i~ ,:~r- 1l .... r ... ~lat ... ," ·0 U'P -J ,-.JI Ie ".l"'U· 
.td':!. .." ... ~~,,. '-I' !,.,. • ~', ~I". 'r .... ~ "" ~("Il'llr~ w1!,- \.~ 
.!"1 ~~>t jitl .r f" No~ I 11 fclt"n', He! ttl ft-., \t!'·.e"ll 
C:'1~r -ar .. "Jct .. rers \o.~1 ,H'tlC';,'!"d In I,d.lr·r\" 014,;-
C .. :!.t .. 'i$ or t""i ;rcl'p"," .. U' 1r· ... • :~ revCIJ.,·rwn: 
1. .' E Su .. jh .... ;., i'(''- ..... .."crc.!'~,rr '( r C!'r,'f"'Il' C;'~t' 
p~JS·'r.. ie ?,l~ • .l"Gl .,. ! Ii? j)!.'lt·i'''f' C~-Inut(!,. ~ystclT"". 
?-C~ ~!'n'S ~f .~E[ ?~;11~llltl ""/~'C< 5)-~osi~n. L~s 
·ie;dS. I.~vtda. ':'prll.:7;: 
~ :- "'. :"~t!\. "(;,,,,, .. , ~i':iH) Lrt r'1 fe's • FlrA~ 
$ .... , J'f. a ~ "1er el.~II:~S '!.lc.,ine\ IntcrJ'1611 r"'"ort 
;~~~(src~ ~~r': ='. lC7~ 
C" "llk 
:'ccu'" ·1\1". :"'1.,. 
;"0 [''"" .Z.!(j 
~'el~:i '~e n •. '.:)rl 
.~ "JI; rt!t;r .. ~d hlS :::"~ clt'(,.(,: 'rOo' C,\rn.r:i .. , ~'\!lllJn 
l·~. -,".,.~ l?~~ ~r': t ... ":. hf"e" (,f'"' J j,- 11 !l,,,.'j ,.Jt'lt;e 
:~ ( ~. !oro",: C':U1C" t'''-:' """I,.,(·C' .... ""· Cur"l "; ~-! ;'J~t 
z: Itlrs. Pc ".i n (I" fl-·~t!1 .t""" ft'~er "nr~ 1n ("'en· 
;'.t~1"" ." .... ,,1::1 e": 1" .. -1 f-:., 'rd q,.l1 '11 1 .y :,';S "'arcl" \lllt1th 
:r:, It 0 0'11) ~lect,.!c "',:..,_. ~-'\ C .... r:..tcr C\/\:C~t; 
~'I . dr~ 51""t'" [!, :'1~" .. ; 'Jrl'nnf'\ nlv r,.,or tJ "1$ 
~r"" ". Il~Sl rll-,".!. .l~ ~ I ... c· r ,. ;"~I' .-:": I·t'is.:;~dn .... 
~ .... :",,"!·iCr"', ,rc T!"c .'Iv -:: 1 Q scr ·f_ .... !n tf',,~ :)1l"l'r ~Id$ 
pe"-'orr-l!~ "..hl'" \ ,.~ wa .... ~,...J1e,.. Q!I;~.,t llnIJc.r. 
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Epc,) i! 
Ilo\olac 
rotal 
a,.;:-," I ~e1 TC!JI 
Qt, I 14:, I ,OtJ I 0:) , Teste:! ;:~J'd : I ;!!st.:!d ?cj':!; I et, I Qty I 'lty I Q:y I ~ Tested ;:eJ'd : Tested Pc,,~ 
loS I 1.9 1425 I 18 I 1.3 I 4370 I tJ7 
26 I 0.8 1575 I 13 0.03 9S7J 92 
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Appendix A.S Manufacturer Information Request Letter 
BOEING AEROSPACE COMPANY PO !lOI( 3999 Seattle. Wa\hongton 98124 
HIS 88-43 
A DIYISlon of Th. Boelnq Company 
April 6, 1979 
Ooeing Aerospace Company is perfonmng a resclrch contract for IIASA/MSFC, Huntsville. 
Alabama, to determIne the fe3slbllity and guidelInes involved in the use of plastic 
el'capsulated semiconductors for space appl ications. A-:. a resul t of the init1al data 
gathering studies, it has been found that a number of users of molded devices are 
experiencing qU1te acceptable failure rates. 
The next step is to determine the position of the semiconductor manufac~urers in regard 
to reliability assurance through the application of low or m1nimal cost screening compa-
tible with the low cost goals of plastic usage. Your assistance 1S requested t~ parti-
cipate in technical discussions directed to answering three basic questions: 
o What screens does your company feel are the optimum screens for such a Comm~rc1al 
High RelIabIlity (CHR) program? 
o What would be the cost adder for each of the sugg~sted screens, based In a pur:hase 
lot size of 1000 parts? 
o What predicted relIability number can be expected as a result of impos1ti~n of the 
suggested screens, and what 1S the predIcted reliability number without any special 
screens beyond the normal quality assurance steps taken by your company? 
Please keep in mind that this is only a research study and that no parts procureme .. ~ is 
antlc1pated during th1S contract other than possibly small quantities of salnple parts 
for stress testing. 
There are some thirty categor1es of parts being included in this st~jy as listed in 
Attachment 1. DiscuSSions with your company would be concerned only with the parts that 
your company currently is manufacturing. 
The ~se line for the high reliability screening approach at many manufacturers is the 
approach defined by such programs as the SUPR, PEP, MACH VI, B+, and A+ programs. However, 
these programs should not be consicered as the only suitable approaches, in case there are 
other known screens that are less traditl~n31 but more effect1ve and still low cost. The 
cost parameter may be put in perspect1ve by lnd1cat1ng that it would be deslrable to add 
only 5¢ to a 15e part, 50¢ to a $5 part, and $1 to a S20 part, for the performance of 
sU1table reliability screening. Attachment L shows a tabulation of the type of infnnnation 
BoeIng would lIke to dIscuss at your facllit)" in the near future. The foregoing IS 
1ntended to be a definitlon of the areas of JlScuSSlon, ratner than a strIct constraInt 
on the type of screening that would be acceptable. 
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Page 2 
April 6, 1979 
1 will be contacting you in the next few days to set up a possible time and place 
for conducting discussions of your company's ideas for the CHR (Commercial High 
Reliability) approach. If you have questions in the meantime, I can be reached 
at Boeing in Seattle on (206) 773-1074. 
Thanx you very much for your ir.terest and participation. 
Si ncerely 
BOEING AEROSPACE COMPANY 
Donald D. Robinson 
-
Attachments: 
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31 CATEGORIES OF PARTS TO BE CONSIDERED 
MICROCIRCUITS 
BlPOL~R 
sst 
LOGIC 
TTL 
LSTTL 
5 TTl. 
HlTL 
EeL 
L1l'£'\R 
o\"PL! F I ER 
\'OL rAGE REG0L.\ ret:: 
rolSI 
LOGIC 
TTL 
LSTTL 
STTL 
HTTL 
:CL 
LSI 
LOGIC - STTL 
RAM 
MCM 
LINEAR 
ro'OS 
SSI - LCG IC - OI()S 
MSI - L(); IC - f"'OS 
LSI 
M \ CROPRCC ES SCR - ~5 
RA'\ 
WOS 
Pf'-()S 
LOGIC - ~S 
Ret-\ - FMJS 
TRANSISTORS 
BIPOLAR 
SH·\LL S lGNlL 
NPN 
~P 
pc'~F~ 
MlN 
PNP 
FET 
S~~LL SIGML 
N-Cl-'~EL 
P-C~EL 
DIODES - St-'ALL 5 I G~L ~ :E"<E.1:!. 
seRfS 
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Screen 
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01800 25325_1 
POSSIBLE LOW COST ::;CREENING OP1'IONS 
FOR COMMf~CIAL HIGH RELIALIBITY (CHR) 
Category of Part _____ _ 
r'ndit~ons Effectiveness Cost per 
Part (Adder) 
(l000 
Quantity) 
--------+-.---------+----------t----
Iii gh Temperature 
Storage 
Number of Hours: 
Tempera ture: 
--------+---------i--.---------t------
Tempera ture 
Cycling 
Burn In 
100~ Room 
Temperature 
Measurem~llt 
100% High 
Temperature 
Measurement 
-
f'igh yoltaije 
Stress 
Number of Cycles. 
Range of Temp: 
Number of Lfo"rs: 
Temperature:!: 
Functional: 
Dt: Parameters: 
AC PJrameters: 
T~mperature: 
FlInctional: 
DC Pa rameters: 
AC Parameters: 
Overvoltage Ratio: 
-
Time of Application: 
-
Number of times performed: 
1 2 3 
-
Number of times perfonr.ed: 
1 2 3 
I 
-
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APPENDIX B 
NASA PARTS SELECTICN CRITERIA FOR 
P-LASTIC ENCAPSIlLATED SOLID-STATE 
DEVICES 
~ote: The documP.nt presented in this 
apperdix i~ intended to be a stand-alone 
docllmellt. It includes the infonnation 
and selectpd charts frcm the body and 
appendic~s of this report. 
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SELECTION CRITERIA FOR THE USE OF PLASTIC ENCAPSULATED SO~ID-STATE 
DEVICES IN NASA APPLICATIONS 
1 .0 I UTRODUCTI ON 
Modern plastic encapsulated semiconductors have significant advantages for 
use in advanced electronic systems: cost. ruggedness. ava,lability, and 
freedom from loose particles. H1storically these advantages have been off-
set by a reputation of quest10nable reliability. but this picture has 
changed 1n recent years with the advent of novolac~encapsulation compounds 
that have solved many of the problems previously reported. In addition. 
the manufactur~rs have addressed thelr processing problems to improve their 
yields, with the result that plastic encapsulated semiconductors now enJoy 
an improved reputation for reliability in the users community. 
It 1s the intent of this document to define the pdrameters for maki~g the 
necessury decisions for use or non-use of plastic encapsulated s~iconductvrs 
in space or other NASA applications. Three levels of concern exist in this 
decision making process: 
o The program manager 
o The systeM designer 
o The ~arts engineer 
Each of the levels has differing concerns for the cost advantage~ reliability 
risks and availability advantages involved 1n using plastic encapsulated 
semiconductors. Table 1-1 lists the major concerns for each of the above 
three levels. ihe factors involved ~n the decision making process are complex 
. 
and continually changing Que to the increased utilization of plastic parts 
by commercial users. It 1s the intent of this document to give the 
best visabilityon the :urrent status of plastic device reliability/usage 
history anJ provide a selection guide for the safe utllizatfon o~ plastic 
encapsulated semiconductors in selected NASA systems. 
This data presented in thfs document have be~n obtained from actual field 
reliability data and vendor data. This document discusses the factual data, 
trade-off factors and risks, from the viewpoint of the three decision making 
levels. This document will be updated on a periodic basis to ensure t~at 
it is current wfth the present state-of-the-art. 
As shown in Table 1-1, the major concerns of the three decision making levels 
are cost, reliability and availabilfty. Before proceeding into the details 
of the decision making processes, a summary of the major factors involved 
fn the decision as to whether or not to use plastic encapsulated parts will 
be given. 
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PARTS ENGINEER 
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PREDICTED RELIABILITY 
rOR EACH PARTICULAR 
DEVICE TYPE FROM EACH 
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1.1 COST 
Approximately 90% of all semiconductors are encapsulated in plastic packages, 
and this body of business has become the driving factor in the ccst arena. 
The ceramic packaged parts are basically more expensive, with the additional 
cost ranging from pennies to dollars depending on the complexity. For the 
military qualified ceri!m1c parts. the C(Jst is t:ven higher alld the sdles 
quantities are even lower. Tabl e 1-2 surrrnar1zes the rr l~tive costs for two 
types of TTL m1crocircu1~s in DIP p~ckQ'les: an 55! device and HSI part. 
These are on~y two examoles out of a large quantity of sCMic~nductor d~vice~. 
The figures for advanced LSI devices such as micro~rocessors a~d ~~lorics are 
even more dramatic for t~e differences between plastic and hermetic packages. 
but the data for in nouse screened parts are not yet available for these part 
types. However for the ultimate 1n low cost parts. the plastic encapsulated 
parts are seen to hold the edge. Details of the cost trade offs are presented 
1n the subsequent secticns ~o this document for each of the different cate-
gories of part types available ranging from transistors and diodes. to LSTTL 
SSI microcircuits to LSI microprocessors and memories. 
1.2 RELIABILITY 
The overriding concern in the use or' plasti~ encapsulated sem1conductor'i is 
the reliability question. Data gathered from users of commercial plastic 
semiconductors have now been tabulated aud show that the reliability of 
plastic devices has improved so much that the technology is a viable competitor 
with hermetic devices. Figure 1-1 summarizes the most current (1977 and 1973) 
field usage failure rates for four important circuit types. Detailed plots 
of the failure rates versus time are presented in the appendix. The failure 
rates shown at the left of each box in Figure 1-1 are for parts with little or 
no screening for r~liabi1ity improvement. Several sources of data have 
indicated that there is at least a 5:1 improvement in failure rate when 
reliability scrcen~ng is invoked. This is important when one considers that 
the first column data in Figure 1-1 are mostly derived from warranty returns 
which represent infant mortality failures that are normally removpd by burn-In. 
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~ 54Lt74L TYPE} 
PLASTIC (O-laDC) 
HERMETIC (O-loPC) 
HERHETIC (-!l5 - +12SoC) 
JAN CLASS B (-55 - +1250 C) 
PLASTIC (O-loDc) 
HSl~4L TYPU 
PLASTIC (O-lOoC) 
IIEkH£ 11 (. (O-JOoC) 
IIERMETIC (-55 - t125°C) 
JAN CLASS B (-55°C - +1250 C) 
PLASTIC (O-lOoC) 
!J 8838 Screened 
BASIC COST 
.17 
.19 
.30 
$1.80 
.11 
$2.50 
$3.00 
$4.00 
$6.00 
$2.50 
ADDEO FOR HFR 
IN-HOUSE REL 
SCREEIl : TEMP 
CYCLE, BURII-JIf 
10m; ELECTRICAL 
MEAS'JnEI~EfIT 
.25 
.25 
$1.00 
.39 
.35 
.35 
$1.00 
11 
'fl 
11 
.49 'fl 
!..I Screened to a HASA Standard Flow See Tabh 1-5 for proposed NASA Standard Flow. 
TOTAl COST 
.42 
.44 
$1.30 
$1.80 
.56 
$2.85 
$3.35 
$5.00 
$6.00 
$2.99 
TABLE 1-2 RELATIVE COST FACTORS FOR BIPOLAR mCROCIRCUITS 
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1.2 RELII,BILITY (Continued) 
In the second column of each box of Figure 1-1 ~s plotted the failure rate that 
~uld be expected if the parts had been burned-in. These plots are felt to be 
conservative since the 5:1 f~prvvement factor is the minimum claimed by both 
users and manufact~rers. with the actual range being as high as 15:1 improvement 
for some usprs. 
The manufacturers perform a great ~cal ~f reliability testing and claim qu~te 
good reliability fo: their plastiC encapsulated products. The third column 
in eilcn box of Figure 1-1 shows t~~ range of 55°C failure rates claimed bv various 
manufccturers for each of tne ~~ur product tYres. These manufJcturers data 
are based on accelerated stress test data on non-burned-in parts. The 
discrepancy between the first column and tne third column data can be explained 
by the fact that the field usage ddta are primarily based on warranty returns 
wh~,;h "re pat·t rel10vals hut not n'!cessarily failures. Actual failures probably 
constitute lIZ to 1/3 of the total removals. 
The fourt~ c~lumn in each box of Figure 1-1 shows th~ r1nge of failure rates 
reported oy Reliabi1ity Andlysis C~nter for ea~h of the pruduct types 
dS screeneu to the reQuirements ~l MIL-STD-883G, Class 8 (JAN equivalent 
devices, hermetic). The data are from the 8-1 categury of Jcreening which 
means scw~ened by the manufacturers in accordance with user specifications for 
p~rts comparable to JAN parts (as opposed to marufacturer in-house 8838 
. 
equ~valent screening, category B-2). As "an be seen from the plots, tile 
. 
unscreened plastic ~arts are demonst.ating very respectable reliability figures. 
It must be po1nted out that the plastic parts data were gathered from applications 
where the environment was beni9~, such as found in around installation or 
test laboratories. However, the <!nvironment for space or othet' /{ASA applications 
can be considered as benign in ~erm~ of temperat~re variation) an~ humidity, 
the two factors felt most severely to affect the reliability of vlastic 
~n~apsulated semiconductors. This is verified-by RAe which ciaims that 
satellite applications should have a l:E ellvironmrntal failure rate multiplier 
of 0.2 while sround applicatfon have a ~E multiolter of 1.0. 
It should ~e noted that similar data as shown in Figure 1-1 needs to be generated 
for lfnear and discrete devices. However, this data is not presently available 
and wfll be added to this ~Jcument when it does b~come available. 
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1.2 RELI~BILITY (Continued) 
It has long b~en the contentio~ of some sectors of the reliability and parts 
standardization communit) that the requit'ements of rUL-H-38510 fur exhaustive 
qual1f1c.~"1on and testing or MIL-specification parts does not buy a ml!ch 
greater de~~ee of reliability than merely perfo~ing 100% burn-in and electrical 
measurement at least 2 temperatures representing important operating areas. This 
seems to be borne out by the manufacturer-performed reliability screens available 
on commercial plastic encap~ulated microcircuits. Many manufacturers advertise 
their screenin~ program as being the answer to enhanced reliab1lfty of plastic 
encapsulated mfcrocircuits. As seen by Table 1-3 there is little agreement 
between the manufacturers as to the test conditions to be used in performing 
the screens. The approach that is needed here is to generJte a set of reliabflity-
significant screens tailored to each of the different product types such that 
all manufacturers would be encouraged to perform the same screens on their 
products as everyone else is performing, and perform these screens on a 100% 
basis. 
Table 1-4 shows that the manufacturers do not even perform their advertised 
-sereens on all of their products, concentrating instead on the basic TTL 
oriented products. Most manufactures nave expressed a willingness to perform 
some reasonable screens on even their advanced technology devices. and to 
this end a NASA standard flow for screening of plastic p~rts would be a 
significant contribution to the reliability control and improvement for plastic 
encapsulated parts. 
The ingredients of the NASA Standard Flow are as shown in Table 1-5. It should 
b~ NASA oolicy that these standard screens would be performed on all plastic 
enc~psulated microcircuit$ for all or any NASA contracted electronic designs. 
The benefit would be that the order quantities for parts with the special 
screening would be increased above the quantities resulting from individual 
contractors ordering quantities for just their own purposes. 
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1.3 AVAILABILITY 
The third factor of concern. that of availability. works in different ways 
for advanced LSI products compared to mature high production products. 
Generally speaking, new products of the LSI complexity are first introduced 
in hermetic packages and are not available in plastic until the high production 
process are well under control. When the plastic encapsulated devices are 
finally introduced, their pr1ces are very low compared to the hermetic parts. 
Thus the availability of plastic in new technology devices is somewhat 
limited. 
Hcwever. fo:- the more commonplace high production mature products. plastic 
encapsulated parts are generally much more availabl~ than their hermetic counter-
parts as shown in Figure 1-2 Availability here translates into delivery times, 
with the plastiC parts being available in a few weeks or even days, while the 
hermetic parts may require months. This is particular true for high reliability 
parts whfch must undergo reliability screening. 
1.4 DEVICE TYPES ADDRESSED 
The device types to be covered by this document are listed in Table 1-6. 
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MICROCIRCUITS 
Bipolar 
SSI 
t'tOS 
HSI 
LSI 
logic 
TTL 
LSTTl 
STTl 
Hm 
Eel 
linear 
Ampl; fier 
Voltage Regulator 
Logic 
TTL 
LSTTL 
STIL 
HTTl 
ECl 
Logic - STTl 
RAM 
PROH 
Linear 
SSI - Logic - CMOS 
HSI - Logic - PMOS 
LSI 
Microprocesror - NMOS 
RAM 
NMOS 
PMOS 
logic - PMOS 
ROM - PMOS 
TRANSISTORS 
Bipolar 
FET 
Small Signal 
NPN 
PNP 
Power 
NPN 
PNP 
Small Signal 
N-Channel 
P-Channel 
DIODES - Small Signal and Lcner 
SCRs 
TABLE 1-6: CATEGORIES OF PARTS COVERED BY THIS DOCUMENT 
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2.0 PROGRAM HANAGER CONSIDERATIONS 
PRECEDlNG PAGE BLANK NOT fILMED 
The primary areas of concern for the program manager deal witn the overall systenl 
performance and reliability requirpments as well as program cost and schedule 
constraints. This section addresses the major decisions a program manager should 
make when considering whether or not plastic encapsulated devices should be used 
in selected applications for space systems. 
The three main areas that need to be addressed by the program manager are: 
- Reliabllity - Can the plastic devices meet payload reliability 
requirements? 
- Availability - Do the schedule constraints of the program favor the 
generally more available plastlc parts? 
- Cost - What is the life cycle cost for using plasti~ parts as 
compared to hermetic or Mil-qualified parts? 
Because of the continual changes in the status of plastic encapsulated sl!miconductors. 
no specific rules can be identified. What this section will provide is the identi-
fication of the means for obtaining sufficient aata for making an optimized decision 
on the use of plastic encapsulated semiconductor devices. 
2.1 RELIABILITY 
Data obtained from actual field data has shown that. wh2n screened properly. 
plastic devices are as reliable as their military (extended temperature range) 
equivalent. However. the basic question to be answered is: How will plastic parts 
affect the MTBF of each individual subsystem. 
Generalized crite~ia for using plastic parts are shown in Table 2-1. In high reli-
ability/single point fa,lure applications. the safest way to proceed is with fully 
qualified devices (MIL-STD-975, Grade 1 or 2. or equivalent). However. depending on 
the grade of devlce chosen, the lead time for obtaining the parts can be very long (Table 
2-2). In cases where s~hedule con~traints are tne driving function, then the computation 
of the individual subsystem MTBF based u~on plastic parts should be made. If the MTBF 
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2.1 RELIABILITY (Continued) 
of the subsystem using plastic parts meets the requirements of the program. 
then these parts should be strongly considered for use. It should be noted that 
the ~roject Parts Engineering organization has access to and can provide failure 
rate numbers for a wide variety of plastic parts in aiding the MTBF calculation. 
Field data has shown that the acceleration f!ctors associated with MIL-HOBK-217C 
are extremelY conservat,ve and should not be used where actual field reliability 
data is known. 
2.2 AVAILABILITY 
The availability of general categories of plastic devices. as compared to mllitary 
type devices, is sho\<Jn in Table 2-'3. The time shown in this chart includes 
release time. buyer time. tran~portation time. receiving tests, and shipment 
into stores. This chart shews that. in general, plastic devices are more readily 
available. If there is a tight schedule problem associated with a particular 
program, plastic parts can help alleviate part delivery problems. 
The availability of plastic encapsulated devices varies from part type to part 
type. The Parts Engineering organization can glve specif1c details on each part 
type. The general rule, hcwever, is that plastic parts are more readily available. 
2.3 COST 
The cost benefits of using plastic encapsulated devices can be broken down into 
four main areas. Thesl~ areas are: 
- Part Procurement Costs 
- Design Costs 
- Manufactur1ng Costs 
- Life Cycle Costs 
Table 2-4 gives a compar1son of potential cost savings associated with each area. 
In parts procurement, the data to-date 1ndicate that there 1S an approxlmate 
30% cost savings assoclated with the use of plastic encdpsulated devices. Although 
the magnitude of the cost savings wl11 vary from device type to device type. a 
cost savings is as~ured in the procurement cycle. The magnltude of the cost 
savings will depend upon the part type ~nd part count In a partlcular subsystem. 
This figure can be obtalned by contactlng the Parts Englneer;ng organizatl~~. 
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2.3 COST (Continued) 
The cost savings associated with designing with plastic encapsulated parts will 
again vary based upon the design itself. There are approxi~1te1y 10% more functions 
in plastic encapsulated parts than in hermetic devices. For a recent design 
(to be used experimentally in space) an AID converter was needed. One p1dstic 
encapsulated device was select~d 70r tr.e function. To perform a similar function 
in henmetic p~ckages would have required five integrated circuits and would have 
consuwed three times a~ much power. Therefore. incr~Jsed availd~ility of functions 
(in plastic pacKages) allows for increased flexibility in ~cveloping a design. 
The magnltude of the cost savings can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. 
In th1 ar-a of manufacturing. there is no apparent. cost benefits with the use of 
plastic encapsulated devices. The only possiole benefi~ relates to Sectlon 2.3, 
~VAILABIlITY. With plastic encapsulated pa~,s generaily more available. they can 
better support manufacturing schedules. In the area of parts storage, handling, 
board insertion. soldl..'ability. cleaning aJ"!d part marking, there is no clear cost 
benefit. Aiso. since field data has ~~oHn that pla~tic encapsulated deVlces are 
-as reliable as their hermetic counterpatt~ (screened to b,sically the sa~ condi-
tions), there is no substantia1 cost pe~ality Lssociated with the procurement and 
stor~ge of plastic encapsulated devices to suppo~t mQ~ufacturing related failures. 
The life cycle cos~s (LC~) fo~ hardware equals the syste~ acquisition cost plus 
the support costs. Fi~ure 2-1 ~hows a typicJl life cycle cost for an ~rbitrary 
number of systems. It shows that tre LCe varies a~ a function of MTBF. This 
figure is based in mathematics and verified by 000 field usage data (there is in-
sufficient NASA data to-'J"tc to verify the curve for NASA applications). however, 
it shows the ge~cral relationship between acquisition cests. maintenance costs, 
and lee. 
When considering the use of plastic encapsulated pa,·ts. it will be necessary to 
determine the effect 0+ these devices on lee. This can be done by computing tile 
MTBF of a partlcular subsystem based upon plastic encapsulated parts and MIL-grade 
he,metic device~. The difference in MTBF. in c0nJunction with data as shown in 
Figure 2-1. will inulcate the potential cost ~avings/lo$s associated with plastic 
encapsulated ~evices. For example. lf the MTBF comes out to bl 800 hours for the 
Mll-rrade parts and 700 hours for the plastic parts. there will be a negligible 
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2.3 COST (Conti r.ued) 
impact on LCC. However, if the MIL-grade parts yield an MTBF of 400 hours and the 
plastic packaged parts have an MTBF of 200 hours, there would t~en be an order of 
magnitude difference in LCC. 
A cost analysis based upon the specific NASA application should be performed by 
a Cost Analysis group. This type of analysis will determine the overall life 
cycle costs and any penalty costs associated with plastic encapsulated devices. 
As mentioned earlier, field experience has shown (for a benign environment) that 
the fallure rates of equally screened plastlc and hermetic devlces are very co~­
parable. It is Lelieved that the LCC will not be adversely affected by plastlc 
devices. Detailed failure rates on all types of plastic parts are avallable from 
the Parts Engineering organization. 
2.4 RISK ASSESSMENT 
The decision as to whether or not to use plastic devices will require good communi-
cation between the Program Manager and the Design, Parts and Cost Analysis organiza-
tions. The basic risks to be considered are: 
PROGRAH MANAGER 
- Can plastic encapsulated semiconductors meet reliability requirements? 
- Are there cost constraints that favor plastlc encapsulated devices? 
- Are there schedule constraints that favor plastic encapsulated devices? 
- Is LCC minimized with plastic encapsulated devices? 
DESIGN ENGINEER 
- Can performance criteria be satisfied with plastic encapsulated devices? 
PARTS ~NGINEER 
- Are there qualified devices/suppliers? 
- Are the devices reliable? 
- Are there prefer~ed parts? 
If the answer to any or all of these questions is "yes", then there will be a 
sufficient justlfication for the use of plastlc encapsulated devices. 
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3.0 SYSTEM DESIGNER CONSIDERATIONS 
This section will describe the selection criteria to be used by the designer 
for determining whether or not to use plastic encapsulated devices in system! 
subsystem designs. The four main areas of concern for the designer are: 
Are the plastic devices on a NASA 
approved preferred parts list (PPL)? 
Performance parameters of specific devices 
Availability, particularly of new technology devices 
Derating factors such as: 
* Thermal - based on system design and packaging 
* 
* 
Voltage - based on devices capabilities and power 
supply voltages available 
Current - based on power supply capabilities. 
Each of these factors will ce discussed below. 
3.1 UTILIZATION OF PREFERRED DEVICES 
All plastic encapsulated devlces selected for use in NASA designs should be checked 
to ensure that they are on the project/NASA Approved Parts List. This parts list 
will be prepared by the proJect Parts Engineering organization using parts listed 
by NASA as acceptable for use in NASA programs subject to lot qualificatlon tests. 
3.2 PERFORHANCE PAAAilETERS. 
The actual system design engineer 1s usually only concerned ab~ut how the 
individual parts will perform in solving a system design problem. This is 
not to say that considerations such as cost, realibility and availability 
should be ignored, but these are often pushed from the forefront by the 
urgencies of "getting ~he design released". 
It ts a common occurrenc'" that circuit designers will use commercial, plastic 
parts to perform their circuit design breadboarding, and then require very 
tightly specified parts for their released production design. This desire 
for tight specification of parameters will present a problem in the use of 
plastic devices and this problem must be recognized. The problem stems from 
the fact that the commercial grade plastic encapsulated parts have their 
parameters specified over only the temperature range of OOC to 700C, and the 
specification is not really a specification at all but merely the manufacturers 
data sheet. It is true that the manufacturer guarantees that hi~ product 
will meet the limits of the data sheet, but to collect on the guarantee, 
the user must perform the required tests and ret~rn the failing parts to the 
manufacturer. 
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Thus the user of commercial grade parts must be prepared to accept parts that 
have per~ap~ wider parameter limits over a narrower temperature range of 
operation as a consequence of t~J cost savings afforded by th~ use of these 
parts. This applies w~ether the parts are plastic or commercial hermetic 
parts. However, in view of the designers proclivity to use the commercial 
parts in breadboarding, this may not be a great hardship, particularly 
if the designer can be assured that the parts will be at least 100% tes~ed to 
the data sheet limits at 2SoC and 700 or l~.OoC as part of the reliability 
assurance screer.in9 process. It is felt t~lt application of imaginative 
circuit design techniques can overco~e any problens that may be caused by 
use of parts that are tested less rigorously than MIL-s~ecification part~. 
The trade off that must be made the~ oy the design engineer, is whether the 
additional cost of the JAN or equivalent part is justified by the tight speci-
ficat10n of its parameters, or whether the looser parameter control of the 
plast1c encapsulated part'cdn be tolerated in the interest of reduced costs. 
As a general rule, if, in the performance of the worst ca5e analysis, a 
particular parameter of the plastic devices is not adequately specified, it 
should not be utilized. If an unspecified (or loosely specified) parameter 
is not critical to the design, then the plastic device should be used. 
3.3 AVAILABILITY 
From the design engineers view point, availability means the immediate prospect 
of obtaining breadboarding and developmental parts. as opposed to the longer 
range availability of production parts for assembly of deliverable ~ystems. 
One of the greatest advantages of plastic encapsulated parts is ttat they 
are generally available in distributor stock or. very short notice, with t,,~ 
result that the designer can proceed expeditiously with his d.sign. In the 
case of advanced technology parts however. the new devices are generally 
introduced in hermetic pacKages, meaning that for tAese parts the hermetic 
parts are more available. HOI'lever. it is these new technology parts that are 
at the extreme upper end of the cost scale. and switching to the plastiC 
encapsulated vers10n at the ea~liest opportunity is important from a cost 
standpoint. 
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3.3 AVAILABILIn' (Continued) 
Generally speaking, these new technology parts would not be available in JAN 
or even military configuration for a long time, by which time the plastic 
encapsuidted parts would be available. Purchase of new technology parts to 
specification control drawing to achieve the equivalent of a JAN parts results 
in the 1Il0st expensive part possible, and thus both cost and availabil ity 
concerns are answered best by the early choice of plastic encapsulated versions. 
3.4 DERATING FACTORS 
It has long been a basic tenet of high re1iability system design that reliability 
can be greatly improved by the use of rigorous derating rules on semiconductor 
operating t~pcratures. voltages and currents. The Arrhenius activation energy 
of 1.0 ev is the generally accepted value for all semiconductors with the 
possible exception of certain failure mechanisms. In fact the manufacturers 
all dispute the 0.44 ev activation ener4i called for in MIL-STD-883C,. and 
insist that their data show that 1.0 ev ;s correct. The impact of a 1.0 ev 
activation energy on the reliability of semiconductors is shown byaccelera-
tion charts (see Table 4-3). These charts indicate that by merely 
restraining the junction temperature of the semiconC:uctors to 4SoC instead of 
5SoC causes the failure rate to decrease by factor of 3.4. a significant chang~. 
and if the Junction temperature is reduced still further to 350C the failure rate 
would be improved by a total factor of 12.5. 
VoltalJe derating is not lIormally thought oossible wit~, .-~r(o';ircuits. but in the 
case of CMOS ICs, there is a wide range of operating voltages ~ossible. 
The experience of several of the users of plastic encapsulated CMOS micr~circuits 
has been that it is desirable to minimize the possible leakage currents in 
high impedance circuits. thus for CMOS it would be important to use the lo~est 
possible power supply voltage for these devices. The same policy would aiso 
seem to apply to NMOS LSI Circuits for which there is a choice between thos~ 
operating at 5 v only as compared to those operating at +12 v, +5 v and -5v. 
One manufacturer reporte~ that a high voltage screen was useful for the ~5. 
+12 v memorfes but not for the +5 v RAHs. indicating that there is a significant 
di fference in the voltage stresses applied to parts ~t the high~r voltage. 
----------------
--------. 
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3.4 DERATING FACTORS (Continued) 
Certain types of advanced NMOS LSI microcircuits employ scaled down geometries 
to achieve much denser chip layouts. This scaling also affects the oxide 
thickness, resulting in gate oxides as thin as 400 Angstrons compared to 1100 
Angstrons for older ciru1ts. With a ~OO Angstrom gate oxide even a 5 volt 
device is subjected to extremely high internal voltage stresses and this 
could poso) a reliability problem. Here, the derating process l-iould consist of 
selectfon of older unscaled device types tnat can operate at just 5v instead 
of ~ 5, l2v. to keep the voltage str~sses as low as possible. 
While no voltage derating factor can be attached to microcircuits. the message 
should be that the lowest voltage parts should be chosen when possible. It 
should be noted that the lo~erfng of supply voltages, particularly on CMOS, 
may reauce drive capability, noise margin and speed. These factors should be 
investigated during the design phase. 
For discrete semiconductors. the rnain derating factor identified by the part manu-
facturers was th~ junction tB~perature. The approach used in determining the 
derating applied to a discrete semiconductor should be that the voltage, current, 
or both should be derated as much as possible to result in the minimum possible 
junction temperature. The fai;ure mechanisms of these devices follow the 
Arrheni~s curve in the same manner as microcircuits. and thus an activation 
energy of 1.Cev can be assumed. Thus, the temperature derating facters of 
Table 4-3 can be applied to the junction temperature of discrete semiconductors. 
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4.0 PARTS ENGINEER CONSIDERATIONS 
4.1 RELIABILITY 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
The responsibility for assuring the reliability of the plastic encapsulated 
semiconductors to be used on a NASA project will fall directly upon the parts 
engineering organization for that project. All possible low cost techniques 
will have to be employed to control the reliability of the incoming product 
because of the lack of control over the manufacturer's production processes 
implied by the use of commercial products as opposed to ~il-qualified products. 
The techniques to be used in relia~ility assurance will include: 
o Selection of part types that are In hlgh volume productlon 
from several manufacturers. 
o Quallflcation tests on sample parts from each of the manufac-
turers to search for process factors that are out of control. 
o Purchase of all plrts to a reliabllity screen that is either 
the w~nufacturers high reliability screen (such as SUPR II 
or PEP) or is a NASA specified screen as defined by a NASA 
Standard Flow for reliability assurance. 
o Application of suitable derating factors to the design guide-
lines for the use of the parts in the particular NASA system. 
o Selection of part types in such a way that known reliability 
problems are avoided. such as high voltage devices. certain 
types of ellOS. and devices that operate at high junction tem-
peratures. 
o Insistence that the tt.ennal design of the system provide for 
low thermal resistance for the heat producing se~iconductors 
so as to keep the semiconductor Junctlon temperatures low. 
o Plant visits to selected part manufacturers to address particular 
reliability problems that are uncovered in the quallficatl0n 
and testlng process. 
o Development of procedures for 100% incoming inspectl0n of all 
plastic encapsulated semiconductors by all users. 
o Publlcatlon of parts selection lists design guidelines for the 
proper selection and application of plastic encapsulated 
semiconductors by the deSign engineers. 
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Parts Selection. Perhaps the most important factor to be considered in the 
selection of plastic encapsulated parts for use in NASA systems is the volume of 
production for the part types. No parts should be selected that are in limited 
production or in prototype production. Only parts that are in full production 
and are widely available in distributor stocks should be selected as candidates 
for procurement. 
The reason for this is that only when a product line is in high volume produc-
tion will the manufacturer be concerned about the yield to the pOint where he 
will institute production controls that will ensure that his product is free 
fr~~ process control problems. 
This means thJt exotic new devices and technologies should be not used in plastic 
packages, but should be approved for use only as custom specification (Specifi-
cation Control Drawing) parts, in hermetic pac~ages. The combination of new 
or exotic technology with the added uncertainties of plastic encapsulation with 
all its lack of user control over the manufacturer~ processes will lead to 
serious jeopardy of the reliability as~urance process. Plastic encapsulated 
semiconductors can be used reliably, but only if the product is standard, proven, 
high production product, with production q'Jantities measured 1n the millions 
rather than in the thousands. 
Qualification Considerations. In addition to the imposition of reliability 
screening requirements on plastic encapsulated semiconductors, it will be necessary 
to conduct qualificatiJn testing on each lot of parts received for use in 
deliverable electronics systems. Many of the users of plastic encapsulated 
devices have in-house prcgrams of device qualification aimed at searchlng for 
possible lot or1ented problems in the products being purchased. 
The qualification appro~ch recommended is one of comparltive evaluation of the 
integrity of the products as received. This means that plastic encapsulated 
products would be purchased from several sources, subjected to qualification 
testing and then compared as to their relative performance capabllities 1n the 
Qualification tests. Any manufacturer's product that is markedly poorer in the 
response to the tests would be elimin~ted from the set of parts to be used on 
the program. 
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Table 4-1 defines a set of qualification tests that have been suggested as useful 
by users and manufacturers of plastic encapsulated semiconductors. It is I~com­
mended that these tests be built into a NASA standard document for the control 
of the relidbility of plastic encapsulated semiconductors. 
The qualification process for a new part type will have to be tailored to each 
of the technologies considered for use in any NASA program. Different device 
types require different tests to be applied to uncover any unique process or 
performance Jnomol ies. There are some bas ic qualification tests hQl"ever that 
can be applied to all products in plastic packages. These are as shown in Table 
"-1. COllslstlng of autoclave (pressure pot) tests. temper,lture-humidity bias 
(85°C. BS~ RIl) and some form of high temperature operatlng 1 He. In addition 
to these tests. certain device types would require exploratory testing uSlng 
such stresses JS temperature cycling. thermal shock. over-voltage stress testing, 
and extensive applicJtion of three temperature testing (-40°C, 25°C and 125°C 
or 1000e) of electrical parameters and truth table functl0nallty. 
As an eXJmple of special tests that might be applied to perform qualification 
of different devices, it has been found by one user company that linear op-amps 
can be accelerated to failure by application of a differential input of 24 
volts to the input leads. This causes an acceleration factor of 1000. and can 
be used to compare the relative performance of different ma~ufacturers prod~cts 
under identical test conditions. Such a test set up is shown in Figure 4-1. 
It is also recommended that delta measurements be mJde on linear microcircuit 
parameters. As another example. one manufacturer recommends that in addition 
to the Table 4-1 qualification tests. an effective qualificatl0n test for power 
transistors would be power cycling tests. 
The reason for performing qualification tests is to obtain datJ to be used in 
evaluating the integrity of the various manufacturers' products. Host user 
compcnies that perform Qualification tests compare the results from the different 
companies and reject the manufactur~rs whose products seem to deviate from the 
norm es tab 1 i shed by the other manufacturers. The deci s i on as to the degl'ee of 
deficiency must be made by parts engineering organizatio~on a case by case basis, 
rather than reiying on or even establishing a NASA-Qualified list of parts. It 
can be se~n that any overall NASA qualification process would negate the cost 
advantages afforded by plastic encapsulated parts and thus lead the user to 
use Mil-Qualified hermetic parts instead. 
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Reliability Screening Requirements. Low cost commercial parts of the nature 
of plastic encapsulated parts have only recently become available with relia-
bility screening performed by the manufacturer. It has been the experience of 
the users of plastic packaged parts that there is a significant advantage to 
having some form of reliability screens performed on their parts prior to 
installation in their systems. And the manufacturers have indicated that there 
is a signifit.ant reliability improvement effected by the use of these screens. 
The maJor decislons facing the parts engineer concerning the use of reliability 
screens for plastlc encapsulated parts revolve around the matter dlscussed 
in Table 1-3: none of the manufacturers ~erform their reliablllty scrcenlng 
in Just the sa~e way, with the result that there is no standardlzed scree~ 
that can be applied to all parts in the same sense as is found with Mil-qualified 
parts. There are two options available to the parts engineer: 
o Call for the parts to b~ screened to a NASA Standard Flow 
which is to be defined and negotiated by further work with 
the manufacturer~, but which would resemble Table 4-2. 
o Call for the manufacturers to perform parts screening to 
their own in-house programs where these programs are available 
for the part types of interest (see Tables 1-3, 1-4). Of 
the various options available for manufacturers' In-house 
screening, the following minimum screens for mlcrocircults 
should be covered: 
• Temperature cycling 
• Pre-burn-in electrical measurement or functional test 
• Durn-in for the equivalent of 168 hour~ at 12SoC 
• Po~t-burn-in electrical measurement 
Note that the proposed NASA standard flow for microcircuits can easily include 
a requirement for burn-in, since the manufacturers already have the capability 
to perform thlS screen. But for discrete semiconductors such as translstors and 
diodes, the manufacturers generally do not have any burn-in facllitles and 
would not agree to pC!rforming any type of burn-in. It is recolTlTlended that alternate 
tests should be employed to assure the integrity of the dlscrete semiconductors 
parts. These tasts are as shown in Table 4-2 for transistors. In the event that 
burn-in of discrete semiconductors is really felt to be an important lngredient 
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of a particular NASA program. the decision should then be made to use JANTX 
parts instead. since these parts do receive burn-in and the cost diff~rential 
is minimal. 
In the course of the discusslons held with both users of plastic packaged parts 
and the manufacturers of the parts. a number of special screens were identified 
that would be desirable but which would entail a significant cost adder to 
implement. 
o Overvoltage stress tests. Effective for some parts but expensive 
to 1mplement because it requires changing of automatic tester 
test tapes. 
o Delta measurements on certain linear microc1rcuit parameters 
before and after burn-in. 
o Temperature cycling over a wider temperature range than normally 
performed. 
The trouble with special screens above and beyond the standard reliability 
screens performed in-house by the manufacturers 1S that they upset the normal 
flow of parts through the extremely high volume production and delivery cycle. 
Anything that forces the manufacturer to perform unusual handling or test1ng 
that differs from hlS normal flow generally causes slgn1ficant cost increases. 
Most manufacturers perform their reliabil1ty screening at their off-shore 
facilities. and the paper work and spp.cial handling required to achleve custom 
screening present formidable logistics problems. 
For this "eason it would be imperative that NASA develop and negotiate an 
agreeable set of reliability screens (a NASA Standard Flow) for plastic encap-
sulated parts that all manufacturers could agree to. if it should be necessary 
to try to screeh all parts from all manufacturers in the same manner. Table 4-2 
lists the screens for indiv1dual part types. 
Deratlng. Each NASA system will have d1fferent operat10nal characteristics that 
will require differlng parts applicat10n requirements. It will be the funct10n 
of the parts engineer to interpret these program-un1que characterist1cs and 
define the deratlng factors necessary for each of the parts types selected for 
use ~n the program. Derat1ng will have to take lnto account the standard 
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factors of voltage stress, current stress and thermal stress associated with 
any high performance deSign, but in addition, there must be derating factors 
applied to the plastic encapsulated parts used on the program. 
The primary derating factor of concern for plastiC packaged parts is the voltage 
stress applied to the parts. Data from the industrial users of plastic encap-
sulated parts indicate that the failure rates for high voltage parts is generally 
higher than for the low voltage parts, particularly for transistors. For CMOS 
microcircuits, it would be recommended that the lowest possible supply voltage 
be used in any deSign, since there seems to be a correlatlon between Vcc voltage 
and fal1ure rate. both from the users standpolnt and from the manufacturers 
qualification test data. The manufacturers of transistors and rectifier dlodes 
also recommended that the voltage be derated on these devices by se1ectlon of 
higher rated parts for partlcu1ar app11cations. While the same precautions 
probably should b~ applied to hermetic parts as well, there seems to be a feeling 
in the industry that the mlgration of ionic contaminants is accelerated in plastic 
encapsulated semiconductors by the application of high voltages, and thus it seems 
prudent to derate the applied vJ1tages as much as possible. 
The reliability of semiconductors can also be improved by lowering the junction 
temperature of the devices. Table 4-3 shows the acceleration facto~s for failure 
rates at different operating temperatures. In general. the operating junction 
temperature should be minimized to maximize reliability. 
Parts Selection. The primary duty of the parts englneer in the selection of 
plastiC encapsulated parts for NASA applications is the identification of those 
part types from manufacturers that pose reliability problems stemmlng from out-
of-control processes. It wlll be the functlon of the parts eng1neer. basec on 
the results of the qualification test data and other data sources, to tell the 
deSign engineers about the parts that must not be used on the specific prcgram. 
Since there wll1 be a NASA Parts Selection List (PSL) or Preferred Parts List 
(PPL) for p1astlc encapsulated semiconductors, the parts englneers must lnterpret 
the partlcular system design requirements in terms of the devlce types available 
and thereby create a program approved parts llSt. This list is necessary for 
the deslgner to 11st the parts he needs on his assembly drawlng parts lists. 
The particu1Jr manufacturers' part numbers that are found to be undeslrable for 
use in a program must be identified to materiel and to the assembly shop, so 
that precautlonary ~~a~ures can be taken to make sure that the suspect parts 
do not get lnsta11ed lnto deliverable s}stems. 
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Another area of parts selection that mu~t be addressed by the parts engineer is 
the choice between specific technologies in terms of acceptable reliability 
or failure rates. Table 4-4 lists nlicrocirc~it failure rates and Table 4-5 lists 
transistor failure rates for a wide variety of parts as reported by various 
industrial users of plastic encapsulated semiconductors. Based on the conservative 
factor of 5:1 for the improvement in reliability afforded by burn-in screening, 
burned-in commercla1 plastic encapsulated parts could be expected to have lower 
faliure rates than unburned-ln parts as reported by the users, and this is shown 
by the second column of data. Table 4-4 also lists (third column) the failure 
rates that the manufacturers claim for their parts 111 the non-burned-in 
configuratlon. The fourth column of data presents the failure rates reported 
by RAe for hermetic microcircuits in certain selected categories; these parts 
were screened to the requirements of MIL-STD-883 Class B, by the manufacturers, 
but were not JAN Class ~1nicrocircuits. 
Thermal DeSign. It is not enough for the parts engineer to insist on thermal 
derating of the parts to be used on a program. He also has the responsibility 
to insist that the thermal design of the system will provide the low thermal 
resistance paths necessary to keep the semiconductor junction temperatures 
within the limits called for in the thermal derating plan. This means that 
the parts engineer must participate in the deSign reviews for the thermal de~ign 
to argue for the reliability needs of the electronic parts. The particular 
problem faced by the use of plastic encapsulated parts is that these parts 
cannot stand extended exposure to internal temperatures greater than IS00C 
because of the degradation of the plastic material that results above thlS 
temperature. 
Plant Vi~its. Suppliers of plastic encapsulated parts should be vislted by the 
parts englneerlng organizatlon for each project to negotiate and solicit their 
active cooperatlon in meeting the rel1abillty obJectlves of the partlcular 
NASA program. This will be particularly true when the NASA Standard r10w is 
developed for screening parts in a manner different than the manufacturers' 
eXlsting rellabillty screening process. It is also lmprotant that the manu-
facturers be made aware of problems that are uncovered by the quallfication 
testing done on incomlng part lots. These can often be best co~unlcated by 
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I ACTUAL FIELD EXPECTED FAILURE MANUFACTURERS I 
I FAILLIRE RATE RATE RANGE IF PREDICTED 55°C 
TECHNOLOGY I YEAR RANGE - BURl/ED IN FAILURE RilTE, 
I NO 1.l1lRN IN 
I 1/ MIN !I MAX 1/ MIN 1/ NAX 1/ turl !/ NAX I 
SSI BIPOLAR MICROCIRCUIT 
TTL 1978 .0045 .03 .0009 .006 .00068 .0041 
LSTTL 1978 .002 .005 .0004 .001 .0005 .0012 
STn 1977 ,78 .0lB .033 .0036 .Oj3 
ECL 1978 .02 .04(b) .004 .008(b) 
L1t1[AR AI1P 1978 .025 .09 . .005 .0018 .0039 .0125 
FIXED VOLTAGE (a) 1978 .045 .075 .009 .015 .01 
REGULATOR 
VARIABLE VOLTAGE (a) 1978 .1 .15 .02 .03 
REGULATOR 
NSI BIPOLAR HICROCIRCUITS 
TTL 1978 .013 .024 .0026 .0048 .0041 
LSTTL 1978 .004 .042 .001 .008 
STn 1977 .007 .45 .0014 .09 .0041 
ECl (b) 1977 ,78 .036 .044 .0072 .0088 
LSI BIPOLAR MICROCIRCUITS 
STn & RAt! 197·1 .03 .07 .006 .014 .0088 .138 
SSI CHOS LOGIC MICROCIRCUITS 
PLASTIC 1977 ,78 .01 .25 .002 .05 .001 : .005 
HERMETIC (b) 1977 .78 .03 .05 .006 .01 .OG16 
-
LSI N~K)S NICROCIRCUITS 
------------
HIC~OPROCESSOR 1977 ,n .05 .17 .01 .034 .006!; .05 
HEIIORY 1977 ,7U .045 .07 .009 .014 .Oll5I .025 
-
11 %/1000 hours TABLE 4-4 
HI:.LD USAGE HICROCIRCUIT FAILURE RATES IN PERCENT PI:.R 1000 1I0URS 
(a) IIERHET I C AND PLASTI C BOT II I NCI UDED 
(b) IIERNETiC 
tli 
JAN LEVEL B OR 
SCREENED TO 
JAN LEVEL B 
(BURNED IN)(b) 
1/ mN 1/ HAX 
.0022 .11 
.0063 .15 
.016 .71 
I 
.087 .12 
t::I 
-? 
N 
VI 
l.J 
N 
~ 
-
". r 
TRANSISTOR TYPE YEAR ACTUAL FIELD FAILURE OR REMOVAL RATES 
MIN MAX 
BIPOLAR SHALL SIGNAL 
NPN PLASTIC 1977 ,78 .0053 .08 
HERMETIC 1977 ,78 .02 .1 
PNP PLASTIC 1978 .017 
HERMETIC 1978 .025 t:=' 
-0) 
m 0 I , N 0'1 BIPOLAR POWER VI 0 W 
N 
NPN PLASTIC 1978 .05 .13 VI I 
... 
HERMETIC 1977,78 . , .068 .098 
PUP PLASTIC 1977,78 .036 
HERMETIC 1977,78 .06 
JFET SHAll SIGNAL 
PLASTIC 1978 .045 .075 
HERMETIC 1978 .006 .04 
TABLE 4-5 
FIElD USAGE TRANSISTOR FIALURE RATES HI PERCEUT PER 1000 HOURS 
L 
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means of plant visits. The main point in the conduct of plant visits is that 
the use of plastic encapsulated semiconductors requires a close working 
relationship between the user and the manufacturer. if the acceptable reliability 
is to be maintained. This relationship cannot ba maintained by purchase orders. 
but requires face-to-face contact. 
Jncomh.g Inspection. In addition to the 100'; electrical testing done by the 
manufacturer. (and even redundant 100: testIng as suggested by tne NASA Standard 
Flow) each user of pla!;tlc encapsulated semiconductors must be prepared to 
p~rform lOO~ incomIng receIving in!pectl0n. This should consist of loot electrical 
measurement of the electrical parameters and functIonality at least at 2SoC and 
at other temperatures if possible. The parts engineering organization will be 
responsible for defining the electrical test requirements to the quality assurance 
organization that will perform the receiving inspection. 
Parts S~lection Lists and Desion Guidelines. The parts engineering organization 
will be responsible for preparation of the appropriate documentation for communi-
cation of the plastic parts technical information to the deSign engineers and 
other management personnel affected by the decision to use plastiC encapsulated 
se~iconductors. The NASA part Selection Lists will have to be interpreted and 
translated into the needs of the particular project with exclusions and additions 
as necessary to meet project performance and relIabIlity needs. In addition. 
NASA design guidelines will have to be related to the particular system under 
deSign to effect a maximum match between the capdbilities of plastic packaged 
parts and the requirements of the system. 
4.2 AV~lLABILITY 
One of the reasons advanced for the use of plastic encapsulated se~iconductors 
is that because of the imnense quantities of the parts produced there should 
be much better availability of these parts than for MIl-qualified parts. This 
situation is not always the Clse. however. and is a changing picture depending 
on the demand for ~ach individual part type. A figure such as Figure 1-2 
should be constructed by cooperative efforts between the parts engineers and the 
materiel organization so that part~ which exhIbit long lead times can oe avoided. 
As a general rule. selection of parts that have several suppliers will result 
in improved availability of the parts. even though the de~1nd might be quite 
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high. In view of the reluctance of some manufacturers to agree to perform 
special screens, even to a NASA Standard Flow, it might be expected that the 
imposition of any special screens for reliability improvement would result in 
ag~ravation of the availability problem. However it will be found that while 
one manufacturer might be reluctant to comply, the next one will be very coop-
erative and agreeable, with the result that availability might not be difficult 
at all. The significant factor to be considered is that every part nu~ber in a 
parts list must have a separate determination of its availability made on a 
continuing basis (say month by month) to ensure that the rlght types of parts 
are selected for production assembly. This will permit the tradeoff to be made 
between delivery schedules, cost and reliability. 
One other factor to be considered in the analysis of the availabillty question 
is choice or avoidance of advanced technology parts. Designers have a way of 
wanting to use the most advanced parts possible, whether they are available or 
not. If advanced technology parts such as certaun large, fast mc~orie~ are 
selected and the m,,;lufacturer is only shlpping parts on allocation (only a 
certain percentage of each order will be filled each month), then severe program 
schedule delays will result. Generally speaking, the advanced part types are 
introduced in hermetic packages rather than plastic packages, with the result 
that if the program is counting on low cost plastic parts and only hermetic 
parts are available, the schedule picture could be dangerous. The Solutlon would 
be to encourage designers to emphasize more mature technology parts in their 
designs, particularly when plastic encapsulated parts are to be used. 
4.3 COST 
The question of cost advantages for plastic parts has been covered briefly in 
Section I, where an example was gi"en for the cost adders lnvolved wlth plastlc 
encapsulated semiconductors purchased to several reliabillty screening options. 
Detalled cost data are not currently availabie for all of the manufacturers of 
plastic devlces. The data are gOlng to have to be obtained by formal requests 
for budgetary estimates for performing the NASA Standard Flow on each of various 
part types under consideration. When these data become available, they wlll be 
added to this document for additional guidance in the development of a rationale 
for the use of plastic encapsulated semiconductors. 
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One of the things that must be recognized i., the comparison of costs between 
plastic packaged parts and hermetic parts (particularly JA~ product~) is th~ 
cost of parts engineering and parts qualification that mu~t be added to the plastic 
parts. Since the JAN parts are already qualified, the parts engineering costs 
are somewhat reduced. However, for the commercial parts. where is a significant 
cost for negotiation of purchase agreements, performing qualification tests, 
monitoring of the manufacturers, follow up on ~arts that fail qualification. and 
maintenance of standard parts lists that cover all of the approved manufacturers' 
part numbers. These costs must be added onto the purchase costs at a rate 
detcnnlned by dlvld1ng the total costs per part number by the total quantity 
of the part to be purchased for the program. If, for eXlmple, it ta~es three 
man months (480 hours) to perform all of the parts englneering and qualification 
testing on a single part number from one manufacturer. the cost would be approxi-
mately 480 hours x 540 per hour, or 519,200 for the lot of parts. If the purchase 
quantity is only 1000 parts. the cost adder woul~ be 519.20 per part to be 
added onto the approximately S.50 per part purchase cost. 
If howe.er, the qualification tests could be e~tended to an entire family of 
30 ulrt types, resulting 1n the $19,200 parts engineering cost being spread of 
30,QOO parts instead, then the parts engineering cost adder would only by 
$.64 per part to be added to the S.50 purchase cost. The specific cost trade 
offs would have to be computed for each proJect and for each set of parts. 
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TABLE 1: . FIELD USAGE FAILUW£ RAT~ DAlA TABULATED BY PART CLASSIFICATION 
I loN" rR SRC PART CLASS PART " SCR EN't PK DEV HRS t/lKHR FAILS 
\ 
-----------------------------"-------------------------------------------_ .. 20q 73 J DIODE BRIDGE ASSY - lb 5 P 1.1 E6 .00089 0 
208 73 J DIODE Lt:D 10 5 P 9.1 E~ .0010 8 
038 77 B DIODE LED 
-
17 7 P 2.7 Eb .012 
cOQ 73 J DIODE PwR lb 5 P 1.9 E9 .003'1 b2 
cOb 73 J DIODE REF 
-
10 5 P 5.0 E8 .002 337 
197 7b H DIODE SS 17 5 P 1.7 E10 .001 
037 77 B O!ODE SS 
-
17 7 P 2.8 E9 .O07~ 
203 77 H DIODE SS 
-
17 5 P 8.7 £8 .001b 28 
205 n J DIODE S .. ITCHING 10 5 P 2.7 Ell .00058 IS7l 
207 n J DIODE ZENER 10 5 P a.o E8 .OU18 0 
122 78 F LSI BIPOLAR PROM 10 5 P 8.a Eo .011 0 
281 72 SA LSI BIPOLAR RAM Ib b P Q.l E.o .128 
2Sq 1b .ue LSI CI10S COUNTER 4020 13 5 P 4.5 Eb .021 0 
252 70 RAC LSI ECL PROM 1307 13 5 P 8.6 Eo .023 1 
007 7a A LSI LINEAR 10 5 P 1.0 Eo .058 0 
015 74 A LSI l.INEAR 10 5 H 2.4 ES 0 
.. 024 7a A LSI LINEAR lb 5 P 7.a Eo .012 0 
032 7a A LSI LlNEAR 10 S H 1 • 1 Eo .082 0 
---017 7a A LSI NMOS 10 5 H q.3 ES 0 /' 
034 74 A LSI NMOS 
-
16 5 H 4.2 ~b .022 
" 108 70 G LSI NMUS MPROC UP0800 lb 5 P 1.1 E,7 .05 
257 70 tHC LSI M10S MPROC 3850 12 9 P '1.3 E7 1. 1 Q02 
109 77 G LSI NMOS ~p~oe UPb800 11 5 P i.a E7 .157 
,SIS 77 RAC LSI NMOS P1PROe Z80 13 5 p a.7 Eo .10 0 
253 1b R:.e LSI r.:'IUS RAM 2102 13 5 P t .2 Eo .07b 0 
2Sq 77 QAC LSI "''''05 IHoM 40Qtl 13 5 .? &.4 ~tl .Oa Q 2 
20" 77 RAC LSI NMOS PAM 409b . 1.3 C; 1"1 3.1 E.o .17 4 
121 78 fa LSI "''''OS !.AM 10 5 P 3.3 E.C1 .020 0 
lo~ 70 G LSI NMOS If(.RAM 2102 10 S P 5.7 U .vo 
1bb 77 b L~I "''''US l"RAM 2102 10 5 P 1.2 EI:I .Oi 
107 78 b LSI ,..110S lKRAM (li02 10 S P 1.0 EI:I .055 
219 n J LSI P".OS laOQ tb 5 H 2.3 Eq .011 c30 
22b 15 J LSI PMUS 1404 12 S t1 Q.2 Eo .v22 0 
203 75 kAC LSI P"1(jS 13 & H 1.8 U .13 c2 
19c? 10 H LSI PMOS 17 S P 3.0 E8 .Oqc;, 
2bl 70 lue LSI PI'10S 500Q 13 5 H J .2 E..7 • 1 c;, 10 
202 70 rue LSI PMOS 1013 13 5 H 1.0 f7 • 1 1 q 
03Q 77 b LSI PMUS 17 8 P v.s Eo .25 
...... -........ l oq 77 H LSI P"1uS 1 7 5 P 5.1 E7 .005 31 
2311 77 RAe. LSI "'''G5 13 7 P 2.4 E8 .OiC; 07 
OCIO 18 b LSI to'M(JS 17 8 P 0.5 E.o .010 
27b Ie. :;~ LSI P"10S CHAR GEt. - 10 0 r 8.22~0 .02Q 
280 72 SA. LSI PMOS RAM 10 b f' 5.0 E.8 .010 
217 72 SA LSI PMOS ROM 10 0 p 5 E7 .Ov71:1 
279 72 SA LSI PMUS SIR 1b b P 1.0 E7 .041 
255 1b RAe LSI PMOS SIR 5007 13 5 P 2.5 E.7 .12 28 
ito 73 D LSI RAM MODULE 12 Q C 1.5 E.o .002 u 
113 73 D LSi tUM "ODUl.t 12 a C 8.7 Eo .31 2" 
111 1" D L.SI RAM MODULE 12 
" 
C 1.5 E.o .002 v 
114 74 l) LSI RAI'4 I'IODULE 12 a C 8.8 E.o .2\1 1 1 
112 7S 0 LSI ~A" MODULE 12 4 C q.2 E.5 .22 1 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
TA~LE 1: FIELD USAGE FAILURE RATE DATA 
OF POOR QUALITY 
TABULATED BY PART CLASSIFICATION 
LN. YR SRC PART CLASS PART " SCR EtiV PK DEY HRS %/IKHR FI 
-----------------------------------------_._ .. _._--_ .. ------------------.. 
008 74 A LSI STTL 
-
10 5 P 1.6 £0 .058 0 
010 74 A LSI STTL 
-
10 5 H 3.2 Eo .025 0 
025 74 A LSI STTL 
-
10 5 P 9.6 Eo .044 3 
033 74 A LSI STTL • 10 5 H 1.4 Eo .Ob3 0 
132 7b G ,",51 Eel 10102 10 5 H 2.9 E7 .10 
133 17 G HSI EeL 10102 10 5 J1 7.2 £7 .033 
134 78 G H51 ECL 10102 10 5 H 7.8 E7 .0"4 't--
005 74 A 1151 HTTl 10 5 P 5.1 Eb .018 0 
0111 74 A 1151 HTTL 10 5 H 8.0 ES .25 1 
023 74 A H51 HTTL 
-
lo 5 P 2.3 E7 .027 5 
031 74 A H51 HTTL 1 1 5 M 3.5 E.o .02b 0 
2J,5 77 RAC M51 L5TTL 12,13 4 P 2.3 E7 .U24 0 
2~1 77 RAe t4S1 L5TTL 25LS15 12 5 P 2.0 Eo .03b 0 
lTl 70 G 1151 L5TTL FF 1QLS74 II) 5 P l.b E7 .013 
174 77 G H5I l5TTL FF 7QLS74 10 5 P 8 E7 .008 
175 78 G " HSl L5TTl FF 7"lS74 II) 5 P 2.0 E8 .008 
217 73 J M51 lTTl • 10 5 P 3.7 £9 .Obb 242 
~50 71 RAC H51 PMOS • 13 9 P 2.b E9 .052 1321 
005 714 A ,..51 STTl 
-
10 5 P 2.2 E7 .03~ 7 
013 74 A HSI STTL 10 5 H 3.3 to .028 0 
022 74 A HSI STTL '1 b 5 P 1.1 E8 .OO7b 7 
030 7U A 1151 5TTL 10 5 H 1.7 E7 .0055 0 
25u 7b RAC HSI STTL 
-
13 5 P 5.2 E7 .03b 17 
toO 70 RAe MSI 5TTL 3207A 13 5 H 3.5 Eo .021) 0 
23" 77 ;,AC M51 S TiL 13 q P 1.1 E.7 .OlQ 1 
244 77 ~AC M5..l STTL 5 7,10 11 2.4 Eo .038 0 
185 7b b M51 STll FF 74574 10 5 P 5." ~b .0'1 
lab 77 G ",SI STTL FF 74574 10 5 . P 1.5 E7 .007 
l~ 7 H; b M51 STIL FF 1qS7u II) 5 P 2.2 E7 .O14~ 
218 73 J 1151 Tll 10 5 P 3. 1 ~9 .012 351 
00'1 74 A H51 TTL II) 5 P 9.b t7 .025 22 
012 14 A MSI TTl. 10 5 H 1.5 E7 .014 1 
021 74 A 1151 TTL 
-
10 5 P 7.3 e8 .OO7b S3 
029 74 A M51 TTL 10 5 t1 1 • 1 E8 .0OOb 0 
222 75 J MSl TTL 12 5 P S.7d Eb .01b \I 
230 77 flAe MSI TTL 13 4 P 3.2 Eo .13 3 
237 77 kAC "'51 TTL 12 4 P 4.9 Eo ."19 U 
24~ 77 iue M51 TTL 5 3,b H (j.8 E7 .001Q 0 
2Ub 77 "CAe "'51 TTL b 3 H 1.3 b. • 1 b 1 
247 77 RAe M51 TTL 4 /), 1 (J 
" 
~.3 U .!Jull 0 
24b 77 RAC MSI TTl. 10 2,3 H 3.u U .VeS 7 
~49 77 Rio' ,..51 TTL 13 7 .., 1.7 Eo .O~4 0 
275 72 5A ,..SI TTL FF 10 b P S.b E8 .022 
119 7b G MSI TTl. FF 7u7u 10 5 P 2.4 t8 .024 
180 77 G 1'151 TTL FF 7474 10 5 P 2.3 E8 .021 
119 7e F ",51 TTL FF Ib 5 P b.o EI) .u14 0 
161 16 G ,",51 TTL FF 1Q74 10 5 P 3.2 Ed .0235 
274 72 Slo HSI TTL GATE 10 0 f.I 1.7 E8 .023 
118 78 F ",51 TTL GAlE 10 5 P 7.7 ~b .Ol~ U 
21u 73 J PH010 ISOLATOR 10 5 P 2.0 E9 .b3v bJ I 
1uu 10 G SCR CIOoSe? 10 5 P 1.b U .OQ2 
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TABLE 1: FIELD USAGE FAILUR~ RAT~ DATA TABULATED BY PA~T CLAS5lFlCATlO~ 
LN. YR SRC PART CLIoSS PART " SCR ENV PK DEV HRS X/1KHR FAI 
.---------~-----------~---------------------------.----------------------145 77 G SCR C10b62 1b 5 P 1.6 EE .11b 
14b 78 G SCR C10b82 Ib 5 P 1.q E7 .Oq 
191 7b H SSI CMOS 
-
17 5 P 2.5 E9 .004 
196 77 H SSI CMOS 
-
17 5 P 5.1 E7 .OO2b 'I 
22q 77 K S5l CI10S 
-
11 5 P 4.9 E7 .017 7 
115 78 F SSl CMOS GATE HEM4qOOP 12 5 P 8.4 ES .24 1 
098 7b C 55l EeL 13 5 H 1.7 E7 .Obb 11 
101 10 C 5Sl f.CL 13 5 P 9.3 E7 ,041 38 
Oqq 17 C 55l EeL 13 5 H b.8 E7 .038 2& 
102 77 e SSl EeL 13 5 P 2.5 f8 .029 70 
100 78 e 55l EeL 13 5 H 1.0 f8 .035 35 
103 78 C 55l E.Cl 13 5 P 2.5 1:.:;, .021 51 
129 70 G 551 EeL GATE 10102 10 5 H 3.q E7 .039 
13G 77 G S5l EeL <..ATE 10102 10 5 H o E7 .0:)1 
131 18 G 551 EeL GATE 10102 10 5 H 7.~ £7 .039 
003 74 A 551 HTTL 10 5 P 1.3 £8 .013 15 
011 14 A 55I JiTTL 
-
lb 5 H 2.0 £7 .0045 0 
020 74 A 55! HT1L 10 5 P 1 E8 .003 lq 
028 7lJ A 5SI HTTL 10 5 H 1.1 Ea .0000 0 
270 72 SA 55l l.IN lb b P 1.0 E7 .026 
271 77 
" 
551 LIN CUSTOM 12 8 P 5.2 E7 .0079 
003 77 8 55l LN 10'" pwR 17 7 P 'I E7 .05 
080 10 C 55l L~ UP AMP 1.3 5 H 7.7 f8 .051 3q, 
083 70 C 55l L.N uP AMP 13 5 P 8.7 E7 .008 59 
lq~ 70 H S5I L.r-. OP AMP 741 17 5 P 3.b Eq .001 
lqq 7::- M S5l l.~ OP AI1P 1458 17 5 P ".0 Ell .002 
041 77 b SSI LN OP AMP . 17 7 P 8.1 Eq .05 
081 17 C 55l L.~ UF AI<P 13 5 H 1.5 Eq .0';)0 72, 
08a 11 e S5l LN UP AMP 13 ~ p 1.8 E:.8 .02b 13' 
11:13 77 <.. 55! IN OP AMP LM741 10 5 P 3 ~I:S .007 
200 71 H S5! L.N OP AMP 1458 17 5 P 2.0 E,8 .010 ~ 
082 76 C 55l l~ OP AIo1P 13 5 H 7.7 EB .u;>q 50 
085 78 C 55! L.N UP AI'IP 13 5 P 1.1 Eij .022 2" 
120 7& f S51 LN OP A~P 10 5 .. 3.4 Eo .027 0 
1b4 78 G 55l LN OP AMP LM141 10 5 P 3.9 E8 .087 
1b2 70 G 55! L~ OP AMP L"1741 10 S P 3 E8 .10 1 
2Z0 13 J 55l LI'oj vL.T REG 11:1 5 P 2.8 E9 • a 11 30 
22';) 15 J 551 LI'. VLT RE,G 12 5 P 4.0 to .ue3 u 
227 75 J 5S1 LI'oj VLT REG 12 5 t1 4.0 1:.0 .u23 0 
080 70 C 5Sl LN VLl RG FIX. - 13 5 11 3.3 E7 .0qU 30 
08t) 70 C 55! L."- VL T PG FIJ. - 13 5 t1 5.0 E7 .07u 35 
08Q 1b C 55! L.N 'Ill RG FIX - 13 5 F- 4.1 E 7 .Oq? 3t 
153 70 G 55l LN 'Ill RG FIX - 10 5 P 1.47 U .127 
042 77 B 551 l.t-. vLT RG FIX - 17 7 P 2.2 E.q • 1 1 
087 71 C 55I LN vLT RG FIX. .. 13 5 H 4.5 E7 .002 ~c 
OqO 11 C 551 Lti 'ILl RG FIX - n 5 p 1.1 ~8 .103 11 
154 71 G 551 L~ liLT RG FIx. - 10 5 P 1.7 E.1 .1~ 
OQl 7e e 55l L.N VLT RG FIX - 13 5 P 7." E7 .0"5 3~ 
155 7& G 551 LN 'ILl RG FIX - 10 5 P 2.7 E7 .073 
OQ2 70 e 5Sl LN vL.T RG VAR - 13 5 H 1 .2 l& .122 1 , 
OQ5 70 C 5Sl LN 'o'LT RG vAR - n 5 p b.3 Eo .320 2( 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
TABLE. 1: F lELD USAGE:. FA!LU~E RATE OATA TABULATED BY PART CLASSIFICATION 
LN/J YR SRC PART CLAS4) PART. seR ENV PK OEv liRS %/1KHR F. J 
~------------------------------------------------------_._------------------15& 7b G SSI L~ 'ILT RG VAR - 10 5 H 4.6 E7 .175 
09l 77 C 5Sl LN VLT RG VIoR - 11 5 H 2.0 E8 .112 29~ 
090 77 C SSl LN VLT RG VAR - II 5 P 1.5 E1 .298 '14 
157 77 G SSI LN VLT RG VAR - 10 5 H 4.5 E7 .li 
09Q 78 C S5! LN VLT RG VAR - 13 5 H 1.2 E6 .100 118 
097 78 C S5l LN vLl RG VAR - 13 5 P 1.1 E.7 .140 1& 
158 78 G SSl LN VLT RG VAR 1& 5 H S.9 E7 .124 ; .:-' ..... 
22q 75 J SSl LSTTL 12 5 P 1.80 E7 .0051 '0 
232 77 RAe SSl LS TTl. 12,13 q P 1.3 Eo .1.17 0 
170 7b G 55l LSTTL GATE 74L500 10 S P 3.8 E7 .01 
171 71 G S5l L 5TTL GAlE 74LSOO It> 5 P 1.0 Eti .005 
-172 78 G 5Sl LSTTL GATE 74LSuO 1b 5 P 2 E.8 .002 
215 n J S5l LTTL 10 5 P 1.4 E10 .0047 bStJ 
002 74 A SSl STTL 10 5 P 1.9 E1 .00'19 0 
01u 74 A SSl STTL Ib 5 H 3.0 Eo .02& 0 
019 74 A SSI SlTL 10 5 P 1.1 E8 .0029 2 
027 7Q A S51 SrTL 10 5 H 1.0 E 7 .00& -0 
223 7S J SSl STTL 
-
12 S P 1.77 Eb .052 0 
231 71 RAC SSl STTL 12,13 4 P b.8 Eo .014 0 
238 77 RAe S5! STTL 5 0,10 Ii 4.'1 E& .021 0 
182 70 G 5Sl STTL GATE. 7qSUO 10 5 P 3.0 ~7 .017 
183 71 G ~S1 STTL GATE:. 71.1S00 10 5 P '1.5 E 7 .018 
- 16~ 78 G SSl 5TTL GATE 74500 10 5 P 8.1 E7 .02 
2b5 72 SSM S5l TT~ 12 'I tt 1.5 U .O2~ 3 
2bO 72 SBI"I ~sI TT~ 
-
12 
" 
h q.q ~o .051.1 4 
207 72 S6M 55, lTL 17 4 11 4.7 Eb .Oq3 1 
2b8 12 5eM SSl TTL 12 Q P 3.3 Eo .028 0 
2bq 72 SSM S5! TTL 12 Q p 8.4 E:t> .02'1 1 
270 72 SbM 55l TTl. 17 Q P 1.5 E:7 .022 i 
210 73 J SSl TTL 10 5 P 9.1 Eli .OOQO 807 
001 74 A 551 TTL 10 5 P 1.5 E.7 .042 5 
009 71.1 A 55! TTL 10 5 Ii 2.3 E.o .o" 0 
Ole 74 A S5! TTL 
-
1b 5 P 1.3 E.8 .005 5 
02b 1u A SSl TTL 10 5 H 1.q E7 .01.15 0 
221 75 J 55! TTL 12 5 P 1.02 tb .0qO Il 
226 77 
'" 
55! TTL 11 5 It' ".q 1:.7 .0:5 0 
233 77 ;UC ~51 TTL 12,13 4 P 5.5 Et> • ,) 1 7 1.1 
239 77 tHC 55l TTL 
" 
0,10 tt 7." E1 .0027 1 
241.1 77 RAe S5! TTL 5 3 t1 1.7 E.7 .012 1 
2"1 77 tHe 55! TTL b 3 
" 
5.8 E:.o • 11 5 
24~ 77 JUC 55l TTL 10 i 
" 
1.7 t.7 .025 3 
243 77 RAe 55l TTL 13 7 H 2.0 E.o .1.130 II 
273 72 SA S5! TTL FF 10 0 P 3.2 E.~ .022 
117 78 F 5Sl TTL FF 
-
10 5 P 5.5 Et> .017 U 
272 72 SA S5I TTL GATE 10 b P 1.9 Eq .012 
110 70 G 5SI TTL (,ATE 7uOO 10 S P 3.'1 E8 .021 
177 77 Ii SS! TTL GATE 7'100 10 5 P 3.5 E.b .020 
lib 78 F S5l TTL GATE. 10 5 P 2.1 U .004'1 0 
178 78 G 55l TTL GATE 7'100 10 S P ".0 1:.0 .u.) 
10Q 70 C SSlIH5l CMOS 13 5 tt 3.0 E,7 .05b 2r 
107 70 e 5511'1S1 CMOS 13 5 P 3.5 t.B .02Q l\. 
B-70 
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TABLE .1 : FIELD US,t,GE FAILURE RATE DATA TAaULATED BY PARl CLASSIFICATION 
t LN. YR SRC PART CLASS PAIH tI SCR ENV PK DE~ HRS X/1~HR FAI 
--------_._._-------------------------.-----------------------------.----
. 105 77 C S51/HSI CI'10S 
-
13 5 H 1.1 Ea .033 34 
108 77 C S51/11S1 CMOS 13 5 P b.8 Ea .025 170 
lOb 78 C 551/1'151 CMOS 13 5 H e .1 E7 .031 2'5 
109 78 C 5S1/HSI CHOS 
-
13 5 P 4.1 E8 .02" 99 
ill 73 J TRANS PltR NP~ 
-
10 5 P 5.0 ES .013 b8 
Ob8 7b C TRANS pwR NPN 13 5 H 2.9 Ee .Ob5 laa 
071 1b C TRANS PwR hPr-. 
-
13 5 P 1.9 E8 .077 lqb 
123 7b G TRAN~ PIIIR NPN T1P!IA 10 5 P 0.2 Eb .022 
120 70 b TRANS P",R NP"" T1P"7 10 5 P 1. oE 7 .053 
Ob9 77 C TRA"IS P"R ""PN 13 5 11 b.O £8 .0bO 390 
072 77 C TRANS PI'iR NPH 13 5 P 3.8 fS .005 2"0 
12Li 77 G TkA"'S PI'IR tiPN T1P31A Ib 5 P 1.2 E7 .059 
127 77 G TRANS pwR ",PN TlPLi 7 10 5 P 1.5 E7 .23 
07C1 78 C TRANS PI'IR NPN 13 5 H 2.8 E8 .098 274 
073 78 C TRANS P"R NPN 13 5 P 1.1 Ea .050 87 
125 78 G TRANS PwR NPN TlP31 A 10 5 P 1.2 E7 .Ob9 
128 78 G TRANS P .. R NPN - TlP4 7 10 5 P 2.5 E7 .127 
212 73 J TRANS pwR PNP 10 5 P 11.5 E8 .023 100 
07u. 10 C T~AI'4S pwR PNP 13 5 P b.9 Ee .OLi7 32 
017 70 C TRANS P"R PNP 13 5 P 9.7 f8 .058 50 
035 71 d TRA"iS P"R PNP cN17Li 17 7 H 3.b E9 .03 
075 17 C TRANS P"R PNP 13 5 H 1.5 E6 .055 131 
018 77 C TRANS P .. R PNP - 13 5 P 2.0 E8 .03Li 08 07b 78 C TRANS P,,~ PNP 13 5 t1 7.3 ~8 .000 LiLi 
G79 76 C Ti\A~S PIlOt".( PNP 13 5 P 1.1 Etl .03b 38 
CSt> 1e; C TOANS S5 NFET 
-
p. 5 H 3.37 £8 .028 q" 
059 70 C TRAN~ S5 NFET 13 S P 2.1 E.ij .081 173 
141 70 (j T~A~S 55 NF€T lb 5 P 1.1 t.8 .131 
150 10 G TGANS 55 NFEY Ib S /'1 8.0 Eb .032 
u57 77 C T~A~5 55 NFET 13 5 t1 7.0 £8 .0~1 3~0 
ObO 77 C TRANS 55 NFET 13 5 P Q.O Ea .0Bb 33q 
148 77 (j TiU~5 S5 NFET 10 5 P 1.2 E6 .120 
151 71 b TRANS SS NFET 10 5 H 2.0 E.7 .005 
05& 78 c PHNS 5S NF"E T 13 5 t'I 4.1 E8 .OQ4 182 
Obi 7~ C TRA~5 SS NFET 13 5 P 2.0 E.B .07b 152 
lLl9 7f:. G TRA~S 5S NFET 1b 5 P 1. b ~ij .07S 
152 7~ G TRAI-.~ S5 "4FU 10 5 /'1 2 .1 0 .020 
210 B J TkA!'I5 55 "4PN lb 5 P Li.o E.9 .010 Li~O 
OULI 70 C ll:U ... ~ ~s NP~ 13 5 /'1 1."'1 EQ .025 355 
OU7 70 C riH ... ~ 55 NPN 13 5 P 3.b E9 .017 ~qtl 
135 70 (j TRANS SS hPN 2N2222 10 ~ /'1 5.3 E.7 .022 
138 70 G lRA"'S 55 NPN 2N221Q 10 5 t1 7.2 E.7 .090 
141 7b G TRANS S5 NPN cN34Jq 10 5 t1 7.1:3 E7 .12Q 
lSq 70 G liaNS S5 NPN cN3QOLi 10 5 P 1. 'I E9 .02L1 
186 10 G TRANS 55 NPN 2N5S51 Ib 5 P 3.2 Ea .085 
19S 70 H TR4NS 55 NPN 
-
17 5 P 2.Q EQ .0045 
03t> 77 6 TRA~S 55 NPN 17 7 P 2 EQ .01 
!. OtiS 77 C liH"45 55 NPN 13 5 H 2.92 EQ .02u 703 
OQts 77 C TR'\h5 SS NP~ 13 5 P 7.0 E.Q .01b 10 en 
130 77 ~ TRANS 55 "lPN 2N2222 10 5 t1 7.0 E7 .0215 
13Q 77 G TRA"4~ 55 NPN 2"1221<1 10 5 t'I 8.0 E7 .OU3 
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TASLE .1: FIELD USAGE FAILURE RATE DATA TABULATED BY PART CLASSIFICATION 
LNfI YR SRC PART CL,ASS PART II SCR E~V PK DEY HRS %/IKHR F, 
----------------------_._-------------.----------------------------------142 77 G TRA~S 5S NPN 2N3'139 10 5 H 8.2 E7 .09& 
1~0 77 G TRANS SS NPt-, 2N39(J'I 1~ 5 P 1.8 E9 .020 
189 77 G TRANS SS NPN 2N55~1 Ib 5 P 4.0 E8 .080 
201 77 H TRANS SS NPN 
-
17 5 P 1.3 E8 .002b b 
04b 78 C TRANS SS NPN 13 5 H 1.b E9 .025 39b 
0'19 78 C TRANS SS NPN Il 5 P 3.b E9 .013 4b6 
137 2N2222 -5 E8 .019 -- . 78 G TRM'S 55 NPN 10 H 9.'1 
-. 
-~ 
ltlO 78 G TRANS SS ~PN 2N2219 10 5 H 1.0 E.8 .03 -
143 78 G TRANS S5 NPN 2N3'439 1b 5 H 1.0 EB .105 
101 78 & TRANS S~ NPt~ 2NH04 ~o 5 P 2.3 E9 .015 
190 18 G TRAr-..S SS NPN 2N5551 10 5 P 5.0 f8 .003 
U02 10 C iRANS 5S PFEl 13 5 H 1.9 E1 .005 0 
005 10 C TRANS SS PFET 13 5 P 9.2 E7 • 031 29 . 
Ob3 71 C TRANS SS PFET 13 ~ H 1.'1 E7 .030 2 
Oob 17 C TRA .... S SS PFEr 13 S P 1.1 E6 .033 35 
Oblt 78 C TRA1-4S SS PFET 13 5 11 7.9 Eo .012 0 
Ob7 78 C TRANS SS PFET 11 5 P 5.5 E7 .0'12 23 
21l 73 J TRANS SS P~P 
-
10 5 P 3.b E8 .0~9 102 
050 7b C TnANS SS PNP 13 5 H 1.2 E9 .027 315 
053 7b C TRANS SS PNP !3 5 P 2.'1 E9 .023 550 
051 71 C TRANS 5S PNP 13 5 H ?3 E.9 .020 58~ 
05Q 77 C TRANS S5 PI'IP 13 5 P 5.0 E.9 .021 10'11 
202 77 .., TRANS SS PNP 11 5 P .3 ~~ .002b b 
052 i8 C. TRANS SS PNP 13 5 H 1.1 E.9 .025 21' 
055 78 C TlUr.s S5 PNP 13 5 P 2.7 Elf .017 'It. 
19b 70 1'1 TRAN S5 PNP 17 5 P 2.9 £9 .00'15 
ORIGINAL PACE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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TABLE: 2: FIELD USAGE FAILURE RATE DATA TAbULATED IN USER SEQUE~C~ 
LN. YR SRC PART CLASS PART • SCR ENV PK DEV HRS ~IlIl.HR FAILS 
-~---------------------------------------.-------------------------------_.-001 74 A 5Sl TTL • 10 5 P 1.5 E7 .042 5 
002 74 A SSl STTL • 16 5 P 1.9 E7 .0049 0 
003 14 A SSI HTTL • 10 5 P 1.3 E6 .013 15 
004 74 A HSI TTL 
-
10 5 P 9.6 E7 .025 22 
005 74 A M51 STTL 
-
10 5 P 2.2 E7 .039 1 
0\15 7" A M51 HTTl 10 5 P 5.1 E.o .018 0 
007 7ll A LSI lINEAR 10 5 P 1.0 Eo .056 0 
008 74 A LSI STTL 10 5 ? 1.0 Eo .058 0 
009 7/J A S5! TTl.. 10 5 H 2.3 Eo .04 0 
010 7u A S5I STTL 10 5 H 3.0 E.o .020 0 
011 7u A SSl HTTL 10 5 H 2.0 f.7 .0045 0 
012 74 A M51 TTL 10 5 H 1 • ., E7 .014 1 
013 74 A MSI STTL 10 5 H 3.3 Eo .028 0 
014 7u A HSI riTTL 10 5 H 6.0 E5 .21) 1 
015 74 A LSI LINEAR 10 5 H 2." E5 0 
016 74 A LSI 5TTL 10 5 H 3.2 Eo .021) (I 
~. 017 71l A LSI NMOS 10 5 rt 9.3 E5 0 
016 1Q A 551 TTL 
-
10 5 P 1.3 E.8 .005 5 
019 74 A 551 STTL 10 5 P 1.1 E8 .0029 2 
020 74 A 551 HTTL 10 5 P 7 E6 .Ou3 lq 
021 7" A H51 TTL 10 5 P 7.3 E8 .007b 53 
022 74 A MSI STTL 10 5 P 1.1 E8 .0070 7 
023 7" A MSI HTlL 10 5 P 2.3 U .027 5 
024 74 A LSI lINEA~ 10 5 P 7.4 Eo .012 0 
025 74 A LSI ~TTL 10 5 P q.o to .04a 3 
Clo 74 A S~1 TTL 10 5 H l.q E7 .001) 0 
027 74 A 551 STTL 10 5 H 1.0 E.7 .000 U 
02B 74 A S51 I'll h. 10 5 h 1.1 E8 .00Ud u 
029 74 A 1151 TTL 10 5 1'1 1 • 1 E6 .0001:1 0 
03" H A HSI STTL 10 5 H 1.7 1:.7 .0051) 
" 031 74 A M51 nTTL 11 I) H 3.5 Eo .020 0 
032 74 A LSl LlM.AR 10 5 H 1.1 E.o .082 0 
C33 74 A LSI STTL 
-
10 ~ H 1.4 Eo .003 u 
03u 74 A LSI NM05 10 5 rt Q.2 Eo .022 
" 035 77 t! TRANS P"R PNP 2N17a 17 7 H 3.0 E.9 .03 
030 17 d TRAf.j5 55 NP"-I 17 7 P 2 Eq .01 
037 77 B DIIJDE 55 17 7 P 2.8 Eq .OO7u 
038 77 B DIuDE LE.D 17 7 P 2.7 E.o .Ol~ 
039 77 tJ LSl PI'4US 17 8 P u.~ Eo .25 
ouo 78 r; l51 POlUS 17 6 P 0.5 Eo .010 
041 77 B 551 LN OP AMP 17 7 P 8.1 ~q .05 
ou2 77 B 5Sl L~ 'fLT Rr. FIx - 17 7 P 2.2 ~9 • 1 1 
043 17 B SSl L'" AM P",R 17 7 P 4 E 7 .Os 
04Q 70 C TRANS 5S NPN 13 5 t1 I.UQ Eq .O2~ 355 
OQ5 77 C TR4NS 55 NPN II 5 H 2.q2 EQ .021l 703 
040 78 C TRANS 55 NPr-t 13 5 H 1.b ~q .02S 3Qo 
OU7 7b C HUNS 55 "IP~ 13 5 p 3.0 ~q .017 5q() 
048 77 C HU~S 55 NP~ II 5 P 7.0 Eq .010 10cU 
049 78 C TkAI'-45 S~ "4PN 13 S P 3.b Eq .013 Qb8 
050 7b C THAN5 55 PNP 13 5 t1 1.~ Eq .027 315 
051 77 C TRANS SS PNP 13 'S rt 2.3 E.q .O~b 1)85 
B-7l 
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TABLE 2: FIELD USAGE FAILURE RATE DA1A TABULATED IN USER SeQUENCE 
LN' YR SRC PART CLASS PART " SCR ENY PI( DEV HRS X/1KHR F. oS 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
:152 78 C TRANS SS ONP 13 5 H 1.1 E9 .025 280 
053 7b C TRANS SS PNP 
-
13 5 P 2.4 E9 .023 550 
05~ 77 C TRANS S5 PNP 
-
13 5 P 5.0 E9 .021 IOU 
~ 055 78 C TRANS SS PNP 13 S P 2.7 E9 .017 4bO 
050 7b C TRANS SS NFET 13 5 H 3.37 f8 .028 94 
057 77 t .T R ANS S5 NFET 
-
13 5 H 7.0 E8 .051 35b 
0'58 78 C TRANS 55 NFET 13 5 H 4.1 £6 .044 162 
059 70 C TRANS 55 NFET 13 5 P 2.1 E8 .081 173 
ObO 77 C TRANS SS NFEl 13 5 P 4.0 E6 .0Bo 339 
ObI 78 C TRANS S5 NFET 13 5 P 2.0 E8 .070 152 
002 70 C TRANS 55 PFEl 13 5 H 1.9 £7 .005 0 
003 17 C TRANS 5S PFET 13 5 H 1.4 E7 .030 2 
OM 78 C TRANS 5S PFET • 13 S H 7.q co .012 0 
Ob5 70 C TRANS SS PFET 13 5 P 9.2 E.7 .031 29 
Obb 77 C TRANS SS PFET 13 5 P 1.1 E8 .033 3S 
Ob7 78 C TRANS 55 PFET 13 5 P 5.5 E7 .042 23 
Ob8 7b C TRANS P .. R NP~ 13 5 H 2.9 E8 .005 188 
Ob9 77 C TRANS PI'IR NPN 13 5 H b.O E8 .000 390 
070 78 C TRA~S PwR NPN 13 5 H 2.6 E8 .09es 274 
071 70 C 1RANS pwR NPN 13 5 P 1.9 £8 .077 14b 
072 77 C TRANS pwR NPN 13 5 P 3.6 E.6 .Oo~ 240 
Cl73 78 C TRANS P.,R NPN 13 5 P 1.7 E8 .050 67 
014 70 C TR.'NS P.,R PNP 13 5 P b.9 E8 .047 32 
v75 77 C TF~A~IS PwR PNP 13 S H 1.5 t.6 .05~ 1 • 
07b 78 C TRAU5 PIOI~ PNP 13 5 H 7.3 f.B .vbll 4'-
077 70 C TRJl~5 P"R P~P 13 5 P q.7 E8 .1>53 5b 
078 77 C TF.A~5 P"R P~P 13 5 P 2.0 E8 .034 b8 
079 78 C TRAN5 Ph" PNP 13 • 5 P 1 • 1 Ed .030 38 
080 7b C 5SI L"t uP AMP 13 5 t1 7.7 E,8 .051 3q3 
USI 77 C 5S! L"I UP A"P 13 5 H 1.5 Eq .050 720 
082 78 C 55! LN OP A"'P 1 3 5 t1 7.7 E.8 .039 3014 
083 70 C 53l LN UP A"'P 13 S P 8.7 E7 .008 59 
08Q 77 C S5l LN OP AMP 13 5 P 1.8 E8 .020 139 
085 78 C 55I IN OP AMP 13 5 P 1.1 Ed .022 2Q 
060 70 C 55l IN IU Rb FIX - 13 5 t1 3.3 E.7 .0qO 30 
087 77 C 55l L'" vLl RG FIx - 13 5 t1 4.5 E7 .002 50 
086 70 C 551 IN 'tU RG FIX - 13 5 H 5.0 E7 .070 35 
0&9 70 C 5SI LN \Ill RG FIX - 13 5 P tI.l E7 .OQ2 30 
090 77 C 551 LN vLl RG F llt - 13 5 P 1 • 1 cB .103 11 ~ 
Oql 7b C 55l LN IILl RG FIX - 13 5 P 7.4 E7 .0,,5 B 
092 7b C 5S1 l~ 'Ill RG vAR - 13 5 .., 1.2 E,b .122 lu7 
093 77 C 55l LN 'ILl RG VAR - 13 5 /1 2.b E.b .112 290 
09" 78 C 55l LN vLT RG VAR - 13 S H 1.2 £8 .100 118 
/ .. OQ5 70 C 531 LN VLT RG 'tAR - 13 S P b.l £b .32u 20 
090 77 C S5I LN \lLT RG VAR - 13 5 P 1.5 E7 .298 44 
097 78 C SSl LN VLT RG VAR - 13 S P 1 .1 E7 .140 10 
096 70 C S5l ECl 13 5 t1 1.7 E7 .Oob 11 
099 77 C 55! ECl 13 5 H b.8 E7 .03e 20 
100 78 C 55l ECL 13 5 H 1.u E.8 .035 35 
101 7b C 55! Eel 13 5 P 9.3 E1 .Otll 3f 
102 77 C S5l ECl 13 5 P 2.5 EB .02Q 70 
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TABLE 2: FIELD USAGE FAILURE RArE DATA TABULATED l~ UStR SEQUE~CE 
lNtI YR SRC PART CLASS PART • SCR ENV PK DEV HR5 %/1KHR FAllS 
---------------------~----------------------------------------------------_. 103 78 C 5S1 ECL 13 5 p 2.5 E8 .021 51 
104 7& C SSI/HSl CHOS 1:; 5 H 3.& E7 .05& 20 
105 77 C SSlIHSI CMOS 
-
13 5 11 1.1 E8 .033 34 
lOb 78 C S51/11S1 CHOS 
-
U 5 11 8.1 E7 .031 25 
107 7& C SSl/HSl CMOS 13 5 P 3.5 1=:8 .029 101 
108 77 C SSI/MSI CMOS • 13 5 P b.8 £8 .025 170 
'109 18 C SSln1S1 CMOS 13 5 P Q .1 E6 .024 99 
-110 n D LSI IUM MODULE 12 4 C 1.5 Eo .002 a 
111 7~ D LSt RAM MODULE 12 
" 
C 1.5 Eo .002 0 
112 75 0 LSI RAM MODULE. 12 . 4 C 9.2 E5 .22 1 
113 n 0 LSI RAM MODULE 12 u C B.7 £0 .31 25 
114 14 D LSI RAM MODULE 1~ 
" 
C B.8 Eo .20 17 
115 78 F 5S1 CHOS GATE HE}14900P 12 5 P 8.4 E5 .2~ 1 
I1b 18 F S51 TTL GATE 10 5 P 2.1 E1 .00U4 0 
117 78 F SSl TTL FF 10 5 P 5.5 Eo .017 . 0 . 
118 78 F MSI TTL GATE 10 5 P 7.7 Eo .012 0 
119 78 F 1'451 TTL FF 10 5 P b.b E.o .014 0 
120 18 F SSI l~ OP AMP Ib 5 P 3.4 Eb .027 0 
121 18 F LSI NHOS RAI'4 10 5 P 3.3 E.o .028 0 
122 78 F LSI ~IPOLA~ PROM 10 S P 8.4 Eo .011 0 
123 70 G TRANS ?"R NPN . TlP31A 10 5 P 0.2 Eo .022 
124 17 G TRANS PI'IR NPN TlP314 10 5 P 1.2 E7 .059 
125 78 G To(A~S P,..R NPN TlP314 10 5 P 1.2 E7 .009 
120 70 G TRANS PI'IK NPN TlP41 10 5 P 1.M.7 .053 
121 77 G T;oANS p .. " hP1-I TIP47 10 5 P 1.5 E.7 .23 
128 78 G nu~s Pi'll'( NPN TIPIJ7 10 5 P 2.5 E7 .127 
129 10 G S51 ECL GATE 10102 10 5 H 3.9 E7 .039 
130 77 G 5Sl ECl GATE 10102 10 5 H b E7 .031 
1.H 18 (j S5l ECL GA TE 10;02 10 5 t1 7.5 E7 .039 
132 70 ~ HSl ECL 10102 10 5 H 2.9 E.7 .10 
13l 77 G MSI EeL 10102 10 5 H 7.2 E7 .033 
134 78 G MSI ECL 10102 10 5 1"1 1.8 E.7 .044 
135 10 G T~A~S 55 NP~ 2N2222 10 5 H 5.3 E.7 .022 
no 77 G TRANS 55 NPN 2~2222 10 5 H 7.0 E.1 .0215 
137 76 G Ti(AN5 SS ~PN 2NC222 10 5 H q.4 E8 .019 
138 70 G TRANS 5S NPN 2N221Cf 10 5 H 7.2 E:7 .090 
13q 77 G T~A~S SS NPN 2N221q 10 5 11 8.0 1:7 .043 
140 78 G TRA~S ss NPN 2N221Q 10 5 11 1.0 E8 .03 
1 (j 1 70 (, TRAr.S S5 NPN 21'43"39 10 5 H 7.8 U .129 
142 77 G TlU~S S5 NP', cN3Q3~ I tI 5 H 8.2 E7 .uCf/j 
lQ3 78 G TRA~.S SS NPN 2~3u3q 10 5 H 1.0 £:.8 .ll15 
144 70 G SCR CI0062 lt1 5 P 1.0 U .u9c 
1 Q5 71 G SCR CIOob2 10 5 P 1.8 EE .110 
140 78 G SCR C10082 10 5 f' 1.q E1 .OQ 
147 10 
" 
a TRANS 55 NFET 10 5 P 1.1 E.8 .131 
148 77 G TRANS 55 NFET 10 5 P 1.2 E6 .120 
111q 78 G TRANS SS ~FET 10 5 P 1.':1 fB .075 
150 70 G TRANS 55 NFET 10 5 11 8.0 Eo .032 
151 17 G TRANS 55 NFET 10 5 H 2.0 £7 .005 
152 18 G TRA~S 55 NFET 10 5 1'1 2.1 n .020 
153 70 G SSl LN VLT RG FIX - 10 5 P 1.a7 E7 .1~7 
8-75 
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TABLE 2: ~lELD USAGE FAILURE RA1E DATA TABULATED IN USER SEQUENCE 
LN. YR SRt: PART t:LASS PART • St:R ENY PK DEV HRS %/lt<HR F. 
# ------~-----------------------------------------.-----------------------_ .. 154 77 G 5SI LN VLT RG FIX - It» 5 P 1.7 E7 .1~ 
155 78 G SSI LN VLT RG FIX - 1& 5 p 2.7 E7 .073 
.15& 7& G 55I LN VLT RG VAR - 1& 5 H 4.8 E7 .175 
.. 157 77 G sSI LN VLT RG VAR - 1& 5 H 4.5 E7 .17 
158 78 G 55I LN VLT R~ VAR 1& 5 H 5.9 E7 .124 
159 70 1; TRANS 55 NPN 2N3QOl.l 1& ,5 P 1.4 E9 .021& 
.. . .... 
.-. 1&0 77 G TflANS S5 MPH • Z~3qOQ 10 ' 5 P 1.6 E9 .020 :.-_ .'". s _ ..... 
1&1 78 G TRANS 55 NPN 2NHOI.I 10 5 P 2",3 E9 .015 ." . 
, -' 
lb2 io G 55! LN OP A~P L"HI 10 5 P l E6 .101 \ . 
103 77 G 551 LN OP AMP Lt4741 10 5 P 3 E8 .007 ~ 
Ibq 78 G 5Sl LN OP AMP LM74i 10 5 P 3.9 E8 .087 
lbS 70 G LSI NMOS lKRAH 2102 10 5 P S.7 E7 .00 
lbo 77 G LSI NMOS lKRAH 2102 10 5 P 1.2 E6 .07 
11)7 78 G LSI NI'40S IKRAH 2102 10 5 P 1.0 E.6 .055 
1&6 7b G LSI ",M05 HPROC UPbBOO It> S P 1.1 E7 .0-:' 
Ib9 77 G LSI NMOS MPROC UP0800 11 5 P 1.1.1 E7 .157 "~ 
,170 70 G SSl 1.5TTL GATE " 7QLSOU 10 5 P 1.8 E7 .01 . '-:-- '-' 171 77 G 55l LSTTL GATE 74L500 10 5 P 1.0 E8 .Ou5 
172 78 G 55l L5TTL GATE 7qL50CJ Ib S P 2 EB .002 
In 70 G MSl LSTTL FF 7qLS7Q Ib 5 P 3.b E7 .013 
174 77 G H51 LST TL FF 74L571.1 10 5 P 8 E7 .008 
175 78 G MSI L5Tl~ FF 74L57q 10 5 P 2.0 E8 .008 
170 70 G 55! TTL GATE 71.100 10 5 P 3.Q E6 .021 
177 17 G 55l tTL GATE 7QO\) 10 5 P 3.5 EB .020 
178 18 G 53! TTL GATE -7400 10 ~ P 4.0 E8 .03 
17q 7b G :-lSI TTL FF 747u Ib c P 2.Q £8 .021J 
160 77 G "51 1 TL FF 7Q7Q . 10 S p 2.3 E8 .021 
lBl 7B G HSI TTL FF 7107lJ 10 5 P 3.2 t8 .Oi3S 
182 70 G 5Sl 5TTL GATE. 7asuo 10 5 P 3.b E7 .017 
163 77 G SSl STlL GATE, 74500 Ib S P 4.5 E7 .018 
184 78 G SSl 5tTL GATE 71.1500 10 5 P 8.1 E7 .02 
185 10 G MSl 5TTL FF 7457'1 10 S P 5.1.1 ~o .Oq 
180 77 (, M51 5TTL FF 71.1574 1" 5 P 1.5 E7 .007 
187 78 I? I1S1 5-:-1L FF 74S7Q 11) 5 P 2.2 E7 .01a2 
188 10 G TRANS 5S "4PN 2N5551 10 5 P 3.2 E8 .085 
16Q 77 G TRANS 55 NPN 2N5551 10 S P '1.0 E.8 .O~U 
lqO 78 G TR1",S S5 NPI-f 2N5~Sl 10 5 P s.o t8 .Otl3 
l cH 70 H 5Sl CI;OS 17 5 P 2.5 Eq .01.14 
lq2 70 H LSI P lo4 05 17 5 P 3.tI E6 .ou5 
193 70 t1 55l LN OP At'lP 71.11 17 5 P 3.0 Eli .01.11 
1'~4 7b 11 55! L~ OP A!4? 11.1513 17 5 P 4.0 Eq .01.12 
195 70 11 TRANS SS ~PN 17 5 p 2.9 Eq .1.104-:' 
190 70 H TRAr- 55 PNP 17 5 P 2.9 Eq .OOllS 
lq7 70 H DiODE. S5 17 5 P 1.7 ElO .001 
lqe 71 H sst CHOS 
-
17 5 P 5.1 E.1 .0020 4 
19q 17 11 LSI PP'!Q5 
-
17 S P 5.1 E7 .005 31 
200 77 11 5Sl Lh OP "'~P 11.1513 17 5 P 2.0 E8 .010 1.1 
201 77 H TRAPiS S5 NPN 17 5 P 1.3 1:.8 .0020 b 
202 77 11 TRAP'4S SS PHP 17 5 P 1.3 E,8 .0020 b 
203 77 H DIODE. 5S 17 5 P 8.7 E8 .0010 2f 
204 73 J DlODE. P~k lD S P l.q Eq .0034 Dc. 
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TAI:!Lf. 2: FIELD USAGE. FAILUkE RAlf. D_IA TABULATED IN USER SE(WE.NCE 
LN. YR :iRC PART CLASS pARr. SCR f.NV PK DEV HRS 1/11\HR FAIL~ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------205 B J 1)1 ODE S"lTCHING 10 5 P 2.7 E.ll .00056 1~71 
20b 73 J DIODE RtF 10 5 P S.o E8 .002 337 
207 73 J OluOE ZENER 10 I) P 4.0 E6 .0018 0 
206 73 J DIODe. LED 10 S P q .1 f6 .0010 8 
20Q 73 J DIODE BRIDGE ASS\' 
-
10 5 P 1 • 1 E.6 .000Sq 0 
210 73 J TRANS 55 NPN 10 ~ P q.o f.q .010 "So 
211 73 J TRANS P"R NPN 10 5 P s.o f8 .013 b8 
212 73 J pa~5 P"R p~p 10 ~ P Q.S f6 .023 100 
213 73 J rRA~5 55 PNP 10 5 P l.o t6 .02q 102 
214 n J P~ulu IS11LATO~ 10 ~ p 2.0 Eq .030 011 
215 n J 55! LT Tl 10 5 P 1.tI E.lu .!lotl7 1;»"0 
210 n J S!>l TTL 10 5 P Q.! E:.Q .ouqO 607 
217 73 J MS! LT 1 L 10 S p 3.7 e.q .Oot! 242 
218 73 J MSI Tl~ to 5 P 3.1 E.Q .012 351 
21Q n J LSI Plo10S 1404 10 S H 2.l Eq .011 230 
220 73 J 55! LN VLT REG 10 5 P 2.8 e.Q .011 307 
221 7S J 55! TTL 12 5 P 1.02 Eo .OQO 0 
222 7S J M51 TTL 12 S P S.76 Eo .010 0 
223 7S J S5l STTL Ie? 5 p 1.i'] Eo .OS2 0 
224 7S J S5l L5TTl 12 S P 1.BO E1 .0051 0 
22S 7S J 551 L"- VLT REG 12 S P q.o E.o .02l 0 
220 75 J L!ll PMO!l 1"0" 12 5 t'I q.2 Eo .022 
" 227 7S J 551 LN vLT ~E(j II S H ".0 (() .023 u 
228 77 1\ SSt III 11 S P 4.q E7 .Ul~ 0 
ceQ 77 1\ SSl C.f040~ 
-
1l ~ P ".q E.7 .017 7 
~3t: 71 tHe LSI P"os 13 7 ~ 2.u ~8 .O~Q 07 
2:; 1 77 t<AC S::d 511L 12,13 c p 0.8 Eo .01'1 
" 232 77 RAe 551 lS T1 L 12,15 ~ ... 1 • .\ ttl .07 0 
2B 77 WAC ~~1 til 12,13 'I p 5.5 to .U17 u 
2~Q 77 RAC H~1 STll 13 4 P 1 • 1 t:.7 .OIQ 1 I 
235 77 Ih ': 1'151 LS tIL 1C!,ll ~ P 2 • .\ t:7 .u261 0 
c?3b 77 HAC "51 TTL 13 'I P l.2 to .1.\ .\ 
2ll 77 WAC. M~! lIL 12 4 P ".q Eo .01Q 
" 236 77 ~AC :'51 STTL '5 odO h 'I." ll' .Oil \) 
2lQ 77 IHC SSl ITL 'I 0,10 tI 7." E7 • uo27 I 
2'10 77 IHC. 551 TtL ';, l tI 1 • 7 t:.7 .Oll 1 
iUl 77 ~AL 5Sl I t L b 3 H '::I.b e.o • 1 1 '::I 
2612 77 RAe 55l tTL 10 2 tI 1.7 t7 .\)~'::I 5 
2"'l 77 KAC SSl TtL 13 7 h c.b to .ulo \I 
2L1u 77 kAC H~! S r t L '::I 7, 10 t1 2." to .050 0 
2'15 17 hAC. M51 TlL. 5 5,0 h U.d U .ulII'f v 
24() 77 IHI. "~l TIL b l N 1 .5 to • 1 () 1 
2'17 77 t(AC "51 ttl 'I 0, 1 u H tl.5 f.7 • U 0 I 1 u 
2118 77 HAC M~l TtL Iv cd M 5.u t 7 .02S 7 
2uQ 77 hAC M!iI TTL 
-
13 7 tI 1 • 7 lo .u'Ju 0 
250 lb RAe "SI STTl II S P 5.2 1:.7 .050 17 
2S1 77 reAL MSI UIIL 25LS1'J 12 5 P 2.b ltl .030 iI 
252 7t1 hAC L~1 EeL PRO'" 130 7 13 5 P o.t\ lo .1l25 I 
2Sl 10 IUC l~' "-"'uS ~AM clue: 1.\ '::I ... 1.2 ttl .uTb v 
lSll 71 WAC l. ~ 1 "'I"us ,; U' uOQo l.S 5 P o.U to .Ol.l~ 2 
25'::1 70 IUC LSI PI4l)S S/~ 5007 15 ., P 2.'::1 U .12 2~ 
8·77 
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TABLE 2: FIELD USACE FAILURE RATE DATA TABULATED IN USER SEQUENCE 
LN" YR SRC PART CLASS PART' SCR ENY PK DEY HRS 1/1KHR FA 
-------------.. ------------------.------------.--------------------------~.-2Sb 71 RAe HSI 
2S7 7b RAC LSI 
256 77 RAt LSI 
259 7b RAC LSI 
2bO 70 RAC MSI 
2b1 7b RAC LSI 
2b2 7b RAe l.SI 
2b3 75 RAe LSi 
2b" 77 HAt LSI 
2bS 72 SBM 55! 
2bo 72 S8H 55! 
207 72 SBM 5Sl 
2b8 72 S8M 55! 
2b'l 72 S8M SS! 
270 72 S6M SSl 
271 77 K SSI 
272 72 SA 55l 
21.5 72 SA SSI 
271.1 72 SA HSI 
275 72 SA MSI 
27b 72 SA 5Sl 
277 72 SA LSI 
27& 72 SA LSI 
27Q 72 SA LSI 
260 72 SA LSI 
201 12 S4 Uil 
PMOS 11 9 
NMOS MPROr. 3650 12 q 
NMOS MPRGC zao 13 5 
CMOS COLHHER 4020 13 5 
STTL 3207A 13 5 
PMO~, 5009 13 5 
PMO!, 1013 13 5 
PMOS 11 b 
NMOS RAt-' Q09b U 5 
TTL 12 1.1 
TTL 12 
" TTL 17 
" TTL 12 1.1 
TTL 12 l.I 
TTL 17 1.1 
LIN CUSTOM 12 a 
TTL GATE 10 b 
TTL FF 10 0 
TTL GATE 10 b 
TTL FF 
-
10 b 
LIN 
-
10 b 
PMOS ROM 1b 0 
PMOS CHAR GEN - 1b b 
PMOS SIR 
PMOS ~AH 
DIPOLAH RAH 
10 b 
Ib b 
10 0 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
"F p"--. otiALlTY 
8-78 
P 2.b E9 .052 1321 
P 4.3 ~7 1.1 4b2 
P 4.7 ib .lb b 
P 4.5 Eb .021 0 
H 3.5 Eb .02b 0 
H 1.2 E7 .15 Ib 
H 1.0 E7 .11 
'!I -
. 
-
H 1.8 E7 .13 22 
H 3.1 Eo .17 La 
t1 1.5 E7 .028 3 
11 q.q Eb .os" Q 
11 1.1.7 Eb .01.13 1 
P 3.3 t:o .028 0 
P 8." Eb .021.1 1 
P 1.5 E7 .022 2 
P 5.2 E7 .0079 
P 1. q E9 .012 ~ 
P 3.2 E8 .022 • 
P 1.7 E6 .023 
P 5.b E8 .022 
P 1.b l7 .028 
P 5 E7 .0078 
P B.22Eo .029 
P 1.0 E7 .01.11 
P 5.0 E8 .019 
~ 1.1.1 Eo .128 
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TABULATION OF THE DATA 
The data gathered from the users of plastic encapsulated semiconductors described 
in the body of this report were tabulated in a single listing for analysis on a 
year-by-year basis. The listing was first arranged in order of user as shown in 
Table 0-1. The line number is a convenient key for location of any specific 
entry. The year that the part was made is indicated by "YR". The source of the 
data is indicated in the "SRC" column which lists the codes for the various user. 
The next column is the general classification of the parts, basically following 
the designations indicated in Table 2. (see page 11) Where the part number was 
known, it is entered in the "PART #" column. In many cases, the data covered 
a variety of different part numb~rs and the specific part number for the entry 
could not be listed. The "SCR" column identifies the screen tnat the parts 
received prior to installation in the operating equipment, and the "ENV" column 
defines the operating environment seen by the parts. The codes for these two 
columns a~e defined in Table 5. (Page 16) The type of device package is ~efined 
in the "PK" column, in which P means plastic, H means hermetic, and C means 
ccra~ic with polymur sealing. The number of operating device hours is listed 
for each part type in the "DEV HRS" column which uses the exponential notation 
to represent the decimal multiplier (e.g., 1.5 E7 means 1.5 x 107). The failure 
rate of the part type is given in percent per 1000 hours, and the number of parts 
that failed is listed 1n the uFAIlS" column when it was known. 
To facilitate the plotting of the failure rates as a function of time for each of 
the part types, a re-sort was made of the data listing so as to list the data by 
~art classification. Table 0-2 gives the same data as Table 0-1, but here the 
data are arranged first by part class1fication and then by year • 
0-2 
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TAdLE 0-1 F-II:.LD USl\liE FAILURt ~Alt DATA TAtiULATED IN USE~ SI:.\,/Ut:.NCE. 
" 
LNtI yR S~C pun CLASS PART 
" 
SC~ ENV Pte. DE.v HRS ~/l"'I1W FAILS 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
001 70 1\ SSl TTL 10 '5 P 1.5 E7 .OIJ? 5 
002 7U A 5:,1 S 1 TL 10 5 P 1.Q U .IlOU~ v 
1103 70 A SSI HTTL 10 0; P 1.3 I:.B .01.) 15 
00" 71J 1\ MSI TTL 10 5 P q.o E7 .025 22 
UO';) 7u A I1S1 STTL 10 5 P 2.2 U .IlH 7 
u05 7U A 1151 H TIL 10 5 P 5.1 t:.o .018 0 
001 7U ,. LSI LINEA~ 10 5 P 1.0 t:.o .OSB U 
Ol)tl IIJ A LSI 5TTL 10 5 P 1.0 co .1l';8 0 
Ov9 71J 1\ 55I TT:.. 10 5 H 2.3 Eo .\JIJ 11 
Olt) III A ;,51 !'3TTL 10 5 H .3.0 1:.0 .\J20 11 
011 1 J 1\ ~Sl HTTL 10 5 H 2.0 t:.7 .0045 0 
\ilc! 74 A M;5I TTL 10 5 H 1.':l E.7 .1l14 1 
v 1.) lq A :-1S1 5 TIL 10 5 t1 .3.3 Eo .028 v 
V\IJ 74 A H51 HT TL 10 S H 8.0 1:.5 .c'; 1 
Ul~ lu A LSI LIf'lEA~ 1tl 5 H 2.4 ES U 
\J1tl lu A LSI srTL 10 5 H 3.2 Ctl .1l2':1 U 
v17 7 ,! A LSI ~~MlJS 10 '; H Q.3 E5 
" 018 7..j A 5SI TTL 10 5 P 1.3 E8 .005 S 
01'1 llJ A SSI STTL Itl '5 P 1 • 1 E8 .0029 2 
v~u 14 A :iSI HTTL Itl '; P 7 EB .Ou3 lQ 
Ucl 14 A ;.lSI TrL Itl c; ,J 7.3 E8 .v070 ';3 
022 71J A ~SI :H TL Itl 5 P 1 • 1 Ed .01l70 7 
023 /4 A MSI HT 1 L Itl 5 P 2.3 U • IlCl 5 
V24 711 A LSI LINEAI'! 10 '5 P 7.1J Eo .012 
" 025 7u .. LSI ~rrL 10 5 P Q.o to .VIJIJ .3 
020 71J A 5S1 fTL 10 5 H 1.9 E7 • V 0';) U 
<')27 74 A 551 5rTL 10 5 H 1.0 E.1 .000 0 
021i 74 A 5SI 11 T r L 10 ':l H 1. 1 1:.8 .000d 0 
vc9 14 A "'51 TTL 10 5 H 1 • 1 E8 .O"O~ Il 
1..'.3 u 7~ A 1'151 ~TTl 10 5 H 1 • 7 t:.7 .v05':1 Il 
u.sl 1~ A 1151 HTTl 11 ':l H 3.') E.o .02tl v 
032 llJ A l~l LlNI:.AR 10 5 H 1 • 1 Eo .1l82 v 
vB iu A LSI STrl 10 ':l H 1.u Eo .00.3 V 
u34 74 A LSI '4MlJS 10 5 t1 1J.2 Eb .0U u 
v55 77 t:! I~A"lS ~1'It-/ ~NP 2N 1 7~ 17 7 H 3.0 t9 .1l.5 
030 71 d rRAi'l~ SS NP"l 1 7 7 P 2 t:.q .vl 
1137 77 t:! OIlJOE ~~ 17 7 P 2.8 E.Ll .IJ071J 
v3~ 77 d Olul)t LtO 11 7 P 2.7 to .1l12 
vH i7 d LSi P'1lJS 17 d tl O.':l to .2';) 
040 l~ ~ LSI P"'US 1 7 8 P u.s Eo .vlt1 
V" 1 17 d 5:,1 LN 0" AMp 17 1 tJ 8.1 I:.Q .ll5 
""2 i7 ~ :,!;t L" vlT 11\> Fix - 17 7 P 2.~ t9 • 1 1 045 77 d 5SI L~ .\1'1 ~ ... R 1 7 7 P /J t1 .05 
V4., 10 C HANS ~s ~jp~ 13 ~ H 1 .-JIJ E.~ .O2':l 5':l,;) 
lluC, 17 C T"<AN~ S:l 'l/Pi~ 1.3 5 H 2.Q2 EQ .Ve-' /0 /) 
01J0 7:1 \,. r~A~:, ~:" ,,~ r~ U ':l H 1. b t q .Ile':l 5'10 
u"7 10 C T~A,,"~ S~ o.,jp~ 1.3 '5 P 3.b tq • I) 1 7 ':l~tl 
• Vllo 17 C , .. ,,"';, 5S '.P"-I 1.3 5 fl 7.0 Eli .vlo luQ5 
v'lQ 7t'> C 'kA,j~ S~ \,,~ 1.3 0; p 5.0 E9 • u 13 40d 
0" II If:> C r~A .. s ::'S "NP 13 5 t1 l.~ E9 .uCT 51':l 
V'll 17 L T ~ A .. ~ ~;, Pt-jP 13 '5 H 2./) ttl .U~O ':l~':l 
0-3 
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T AHLE 0-1 FIELD USAGE FAILURE I-lArE OA 1A TA~ULATED If'4 IJSEI-l SI:.UUtNCE 
"" L"''' yR ~RC PAIH CLASS PART tI SCR ENV PI( DEV HI15 ~/1KI1~ FI 
----------------------------------------------------------------------.-----
OSc 78 C T~ANS SS PNP 13 5 11 1 • 1 Eq .Oe5 21)0 
u53 70 C r~AN~ 55 Pr-.P 13 ~ P 2." E'I .02,) 550 
US4 77 C TwAII4S 55 PNP 13 ~ P 5.0 Eq .Oel 10"1 
UC)~ 7M C ToJANS 5S Pt-lP 13 5 P 2.7 Eq .017 "oU 
050 10 (. TRANS 5S NFET 13 5 11 3.37 ~8 .oct! q" 
057 71 C TRANS SS NFET 13 5 H 7.0 1:.8 .051 3~0 
OSH 1':3 I- TRANS 5S r-..FE.T 13 5 11 ".1 E.t! .0"" 182 
OSq 70 C Tt<A"I5 85 NFE i 13 5 ., 2.1 EI3 .Oti1 1 7.3 
Uol) 77 C rRAN5 5!> 'JF I:. 1 13 '5 P ".0 td .Obo 3,39 
001 7~ C T~ANS S5 "IfET U 5 ., 2.0 t:.t) .070 152 
voc! 10 C TRAr-.S 5S t'FEJ U 5 H 1.-1 E.7 .005 0 
\)05 77 C p~ Ar~S 5!> PFET 13 '5 H 1." t:.7 .O~O 2 
Vb" 78 C T~ANS s~ PFET 13 S H 7.9 to .012 0 
u05 70 (. T~AI~5 SS PF t::T 1.5 ~ P 9.2 t1 .031 2q 
voo 71 (. TKAI'45 55 PFET 13 S P 1 • 1 Etl .035 3S 
u07 78 C T~AN5 S5 PHT 13 S P 5.':> C7 .o"c 23 
oot) 10 C I ~A;~5 Pl'd~ NO"" 13 5 H 2.9 E8 .005 18t1 
Uoq 77 C fI~AN!:l t'~1{ NPr-. 13 5 ~ b.O E8 .000 390 
o 7u 78 C r~A""!> P .. R I~PN U 5 H 2.8 t:.d .0~tI C7" 
071 70 C I~ANS P .tI~ NI'''J 13 5 P 1.9 EB • tJ 77 1"0 
u72 77 C TRANS tJ ... ~ NPN 13 5 P 3.13 1:.13 .00':> 240 
1J7j 78 C rRAN!> p,oj~ NPN 13 5 to' 1.7 1:.13 .o~o t!7 
07" 70 C T~ANS t',ojt( PNP 13 5 P 0.9 HI .0,,7 32 
075 17 C IJ.lA~S Pi'll( PI\jP 13 5 H 1.5 Ld .o~':> 15 ' 
07b 78 C T~ANS ...... ~ PNP 13 5 t1 7.3 ttl .vbU "I 
u77 70 C T~A~5 P ... ~ P~tJ 13 ~ P 9.7 E8 .u58 Sb 
u 7~ 77 C Tt-IAN5 Prl~ P~P 13 5 P 2.1I E~ .03Q b8 
\)79 78 C TRANS Pl'tk p,~t:- 13 5 p 1 • 1 ~ri .030 3~ 
• tJ8 u 10 C 55l L~ uP AMI' 13 5 11 7.7 t:.8 .051 393 
081 77 C 5Sl L~ ut' A"'fJ 13 5 H 1.5 1:.'1 .u50 72b 
v82 7~ C "::~l loN uP AMP 1 3 ~ H 7.7 E.~ .0.)9 30~ 
OIH 70 C 5Sl L .... UP A~P 13 5 P 3.7 E7 .oo~ 59 
"~,, 77 C SSi L'II uP AI"P 13 5 ~ 1. H ttl .020 139 
OtiS 113 C SSI LN UP AMP 13 '5 P 1 • 1 I:.tI .ou ell 
u80 10 C 55! LN vU RG !-Ix - 13 5 H 3.3 t 7 .090 3u 
v87 17 C \)51 LN vLl RG FIx 
-
13 5 H ".1;) t7 .u02 1;)0 
O~tI 10 C 5S1 loN vLT RG F I x 
-
13 5 H 5.0 t7 .070 35 
Ut:l4 10 C 55! LoN v l. T RG FIx 
-
13 5 P ".1 E.i .U'Ie 56 
uqo 77 C SSI loN \Ill ~l. F I ~ 
-
13 ~ P 1.1 Ed • 1 U 5 11 e 
091 lH C 5:'i l"l vLl RG f I x 
-
13 5 P 7.q E.7 .u,,') 3.3 
\)92 10 C ~Sl LN '{L T ~l> "A~ - 13 5 t1 1.2 !:.~ .12e 1~7 
UQ 3 77 C ~~1 loN "LT ~l. yAk 
-
13 ~ 11 2.0 tt:l • 11 e ~90 
,,9'1 7,J., C :,:,1 L~ vLT ~(, VA~ 
-
1 3 5 t1 1. e 1:.13 • 1 u u 1 1 ~ 
UQ 5 70 C 5S1 L~ vL r ~G VA~ - \3 ., ... 0.5 to .~2u 2u 
U90 7i C S.>I LN v L r fo((j VAt{ 
-
13 ~ fJ 1 .5 t7 .2Q8 
"" 047 1t!t C 5:,1 l .... vLT ~l. vA~ 
-
13 Cj P 1 • 1 E.1 .1"" 10 
\l9~ 70 L ~Sl t.CL 1.5 I;) H 1 • 1 E.1 .\loo 1 1 
u9'1 77 C ~\)l teL 13 'j H b.b t7 .v~c c:o 
100 7,.. C '::'51 tCl 13 5 H 1. u t:.o .u.s., 5') 
10 1 70 C SSl E:CL 1 .) 5 P 9.3 t 1 .o,,1 .sd 
Il1e 77 C :'!>1 teL 1.3 5 t' e.~ E.b .Oc"l I~ 
0-4 
\ 
\ 
___ 9' ........ ......---... ---~ 
0180-25325-1 
r AdLE 0-1 FltLI,) u:;,AGE FAlLU~E. ~ATE OATA TAtilJLATED IN uSI:.~ StOUt.",,!.!:: 
Lt-t# YW SHC PAId CLASS PART # SCR ENV p" D£V H~S 'X./ll\hk F4 
------------------------------------------------------------------------.;. 
103 18 C 5S! I:.CL 13 5 p 2.5 1:.1:1 .\!~1 ~l 
loa 10 C 5!JlIHSI CMUS 13 ~ 11 3.b tl .0'Jo 20 
lll'J 77 C ;)~l/MSI C"luS 13 5 H 1 • 1 E8 .Ojj 34 
lOt) 78 C .'J~d/I1S1 C'10S U 5 H b.1 E7 .O.B c!S 
107 7b C $S1I'151 CMOS 13 5 P 3.S Ed .Oc!~ 10 
10~ 77 C ~SI/MSI C""US 15 5 ~ 0.1:! I:. I:! .O~~ 11\ 
Ill9 78 C 551/"151 CMOS 13 5 P ~. 1 E.~ .024 qq 
110 13 0 LSI HAM I'1uOULE 12 IJ C 1.S to .002 \) 
11 1 7.J 0 LSI ~A'1 MOUULE 12 (j C 1 .5 Eb .1102 I) 
1 12 7r;, I) '-~l ~.\~ MOLlULi: 12 a l Q.2 E:, .Cd 1 
113 n tJ lSI .. u. '1 ,",ODULE 12 (j C ~.1 Eo .31 25 
1 1 <4 7<J I,) L.!:ii ~'\M MODULE 12 -.I C ~.rl Eo .20 1 7 
1 1 'J 7t\ F ~Sl C :1LlS GArf. MtM4QOllP 12 ~ P d.1J E'.> .t!<J 1 
110 78 F SSl ITl ("ATE 10 5 P 2.1 t7 .0044 0 
111 iB I- SSl TfL FF 10 5 P 5.S Eb .v17 0 
1 II:! 7" F 1'151 TTL GAlE 10 5 P 7.7 to .1)12 0 
11q 7rj I- M!)I TTL FF 10 5 P 0.0 to .vl~ 0 
12v 18 F SSI LI'. Ot' AI"P 10 5 P 3.4 Eb .UC7 \l 
121 7t4- F LSI NMUS RAM 10 5 P 3.'s 1:0 .Uc!d 0 
\ 12~ 7tl- F L31 tj[t-OLAK ~RU'1 10 5 P t1.~ E~ • III I II 12.) 70 lj 11'C'\N~ tI,,~ .... PN TIP.HA 10 ~ .., 0.2 tb .1)~2 
\ 12u 77 G T~A'l~ P",H ",Pili I1P31A 10 5 P 1.2 E7 .1.15~ 
125 78 G T"fA~S P,.,R NPN TlPH" 10 ~ P l.~ E7 .uo~ 
120 10 G 1 "IA/Io5 l"o'tH NPN TIPl.l7 10 5 P 1. ot 7 .0':>.5 
127 71 G T~A"~ P"'k NPN T1tJI.I7 10 ~ f' I.S E7 .23 
121) 18 G To(At-.:) p",1'( NPN TlPI.I7 It> 5 f' 2.~ U .1n 
124 70 lJ 55! I:.LL GATE 101\)2 10 I;) ti 3.Q f.7 .03Q 
13u 17 G S::ll tel GAlE 10102 10 5 H b E7 .0.51 
l.H 7~ u SSI I:.CL GAfE lulo~· It> 5 11 7. ~ E 7 .llH 
l,)2 70 G MSI t::CL Itll02 10 5 H 2.Q E7 .10 
1,).) 11 (, "lSI tel 1"'102 10 5 ,.. 7 • 2- t.7 .035 
15~ 7rj lJ M!>l ELL Itll0c:! 10 S M 7.tj t:.7 .\)".~ 
US 70 G T~.\'-IS 55 .... PN cN2222. 10 5 M 5.3 E7 .\J~c 
130 17 l> T~A~~ S~ 'ljPN 2"2222 10 ':> M 7.0 E.7 .\)21~ 
131 7E- G r .. A\S $S 'iP'/ c'll22C:!~ It> ~ t1 q.-.I 1:8 .\)lq 
1.)0 70 u T ~.H;S s:; -..1":"4 2NU14 10 '5 11 7.2 t:.l .O~b 
13Q 71 u T'HO"s 5S "If'''' 2~2c:1<1 10 5 H 0.0 t.7 .01.15 
loJu le- G T':;A'Ij~ ~5 'Ij~'" ~'4221q 10 ':> H 1 • \) E.d .u.s 
1 <J 1 70 u TRAt .... :, 5S ~PN 2 .... .s~5q 10 5 11 7.d t1 .12Q 
III':: 77 G I t-l.V.5 ~!) \If'N cN.3434 10 5 M ~.2 t7 .Il~d I 
1 ~ j lr' I> I~A:;.3 $:, '1tl"l 2"l3"'54 1 co ~ t1 1 • u 
, 
td .1 vI;) 
1<.14 10 lJ :lCK 1.100tl2 10 'J I" 1.0 t.l .\J'4c 
1115 77 u SCr< CI000e 10 ';) P 1.d £E • 1 10 
IJo 1'3 b 3Ck Cluod'? 10 '5 ~ 1.Q E7 .04 
147 70 LJ T~A""'5 S~ .... HT 10 ':> 
'" 
I • 1 td • 1.3 1 
lilt! 71 G HA~:l :,:, -.F I: r 10 '.> tl 1.2 E.~ • I cO 
1"''1 lFo li T~~NS S~ r-;F E r 10 ') P 1 .0 tB • .J 7:' 
15v 70 u r~.l.":) s:; "F e. 1 10 ') M d.v to .:) 52 
1.,1 77 u. ! "f :. ,\:) ~s ~F t: r 10 '; H d.lI t7 .lIO';) 
152 7~ u r..JAt-.:, s., ~Ft r 10 <; H 2. : f.1 .'Jco 
153 10 I> ~Sl L'./ ~ L r ~I.J FD 
-
\0 5 tJ 1 • oJ 1 E7 .127 
0-5 
_ ... r-_ -.--
D180-25325-1 
T A t:>L I; 0-1 .. J.ELL> uSAGE FAILUkE RATE OATA TABULATED IN USeR SElJUI;NCE 
L~tJ H~ SHC PAId CLASS PAIH 
" 
SCR tNV ?~ DEV H~::; ~11~I1R F; 
------------------------------------------------------.-------------------_. 
154 17 G S~I LN VLT KG Hx 
-
10 ~ P 1.7 E.7 .1~ 
15S 18 Ii 5S1 L1'o vLT t<G FIX lb c;, P ~.7 U .073 
15b 10 G 5S! L"4 ~LT RG 'yAH 
-
lb S Ii LI.8 t7 .17~ 
157 77 Ii SS! LN VLT R(' VAt< 
-
11) 5 H LI.S E7 .17 
l~d 78 G 5S! LN vLT IotG VA~ 11) 5 H s.q E7 .124 
I'3Q 7b G TRAI'4S SS I-.iP'oj 2'1.3QO~ 10 S P 1.LI E9 .02L1 
1bO 17 G TRAt-.lS :is ~p~ c:~HOu lb 5 P I.B 1;9 ~ (21) 
101 78 G Tt<ANS SS "-41'1'1 2N3(hl'~ 10 5 P 2.3 !:Q .015 
102 '0 G SS! ,-N UP AMP LM741 10 5 p .3 Ed • 10 1 
ltd 77 to SSI L~ OP AMP LM141 10 5 P .3 £8 .007 
lbu 7':5 G SSI L'l UP AMP L~7101 10 5 P ~.q t.8 .Od7 
lb5 It! (, L::'! N7'1US l~KAM 21u2 10 ';) p 5.7 E.l .00 
100 71 G LSI I-.iMOS lKRAi'1 2102 10 ':) P 1 .2 t.8 .07 
1b7 7t5 G L~1 N1-4US lK.RAM 21u2 10 ':) P 1.0 Et:l .055 
108 10 G LSI ;'o4'111S MPIWC UP0800 10 S P 1.1 E7 .u5 
10Q 77 G LSI NMUS ,..PROC uPoBoO 11 5 P 1.LI E.7 .157 
17u 10 G SSl LSTIL GAlf luLSllu 10 5 P 3.8 EI .01 
171 77 G ~Sl LSITL GAlE 7L1LS\lO 10 I;) .l 1.0 1;6 .ou5 
17~ 7B G S::'1 L~TTL GATE 7uLSOO 10 5 tJ 2 E.6 .uu2 
173 70 b "'SI LSTTL FF 74LS7u 10 5 P 3.0 f:.7 • \I 1.3 
17" 77 G 11::;1 LSTTL FF 7IJLS74 10 5 P 8t;7 .008 
175 713 G MSl LSTIL FF 7IJLS74 10 5 P 2.0 E8 .\)08 
170 7b G SSI TTL GATE 74\)0 10 5 P 3.4 -e-8 .021 
177 77 (, SS! TTL ('AIE 7~Ou 10 5 
'" 
3.5 ~6 .020 
176 76 to SSI TTL ('ArE 740u 10 5 P LI.o E8 .u.3 
17'1 7b (, ~SI TTL FF 7474 10 5 P 2.~ t8 .1l~4 
1~0 71 G 1'1::,1 ITL FF 7471J 10 5 P 2.3 Etl .1l21 
181 71:3 (" MSI TTL FF 7~7u 10 '; P 5.2 1:.8 .uC3~ 
182 70 to S'51 STTL GATI:. 7uSvO 10 5 P 3.0 E7 .017 
1 d 5 17 G ~SI S TTL GATt. 7~SuO 10 5 tJ /J.5 E,7 .018 
lt1q 78 to S~1 S I TL GAlE. 7~SI.l\l 1b 5 ~ 8.1 E7 .\le 
18~ 10 Ii ~'S I S TTL F F 7~S7L1 10 ~ P 5.4 to .u~ 
1~0 71 (, ,..~! S T r L FF 74:)7q 10 '5 P 1.5 E7 .u07 
lt17 78 G MSI STTL f-F 74S7~ 10 5 p 2.2 E7 .01u2 
18t! 10 (, TRA~S ~s NPN 2"-IS~~ 1 10 S P 3.2 t.d .085 
18Q 71 G T~ANS SS .... ~"'J ~N55S1 10 5 p ~.O Ed .udv 
I I.)\) 18 Ii I~AI'IIS SS .... I'N 2NS')51 10 ~ p 5.0 t:.d .005 f 
/ lQl 70 H 5S1 L'1US 1 7 '5 P 2.~ t:.\# .uv~ 
I l<1e 70 H LSI P"'03 1 1 '5 p) 3.0 1:.8 .1l4~ 
1~.3 '0 H S~1 LN lJ~ A~P 741 17 '5 P 3.0 t."I .vvl 
lq4 10 n ::'SI LN 01-' A "'I-' 1"5'3 1 7 '5 p) 4.U e~ .ov2 
1<15 70 H THA'IS ~::, ~P"4 1 7 '5 P e. Q H • \) U u ~ 
1<10 70 M TiofA\ 55 p.~p 1 7 5 r' 2.4 E9 .v0 45 
lQ7 10 H UIlJ0t SS 1 1 5 P 1. 7 till .001 
lQS 71 H ::'SI C'1uS 17 '5 P 5.1 U .\Jv20 
" 1qQ 77 11 LSI P'-lO~ 17 5 r' '5. 1 E7 • v 0':> .)1 
200 77 M ~::,! Lt. OP A'1P lu5t1 1 7 5 P 2.0 E.8 • u 1 0 .,j 
21)1 77 1'1 I "AI'IIS ~~ .... p., 17 5 P 1.5 t8 .vv20 0 
cUe 77 11 I -? .v.:> :,,~ ?I'II.~ 1 7 5 r' 1 • .) t:.tI .1l020 0 
cO.3 71 M UIUUf. S~ 1 7 5 P d.7 t.tI .01)10 ~tI 
c?Ou 7!J J l.llU0t. pJ ... t( 10 5 P 1."1 EQ .uu5u 0, 
0-6 
\ 
. -. /-- ~ -,- _ ......... _ ... -~--.-- ............... -;;-.. "..... .. :..- ~.-.-- -
-. - ~. --~ .... ......--.,....~--..-- ~ -.--.. ----- -..,.---.. ~-- ---... ~......... . 1 
---- - - - -- - - - - - -
D1S0-Z532S-1 
r TA~Lt:. 0-1 folELO USAGE FAILUkE ~AjE DATA TAtjULATED IN U~ER SI:.QUE/ljCE 
/ 
"-
LNII r~ SRC PART CLASS PART II SCR I:.NV PK DEV HtfS %/IKtiR FAILS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------_.'-------
205 73 J l>l ODE S~lTCtiIN6 10 5 tJ 2.7 Ell .OOO5d 1~71 
.. 200 73 J DIUOE:. ktF 10 5 P 5.0 E8 .002 337 
201 13 J OIuuE ZENER 10 ., !oJ LI.O E8 .001d 0 
208 73 J 0101)1:. LED 10 5 P 9.1 Ed .0010 b 
2U9 13 J DIODE tHHOGE ASSV 
-
10 5 tJ 1 .1 £8 .00089 0 
ilo 73 J TRANS SS ~tJN 10 -; P LI.o E9 .IHO ~'.jo 
ell 13 J TIo/AN!:! PI'jN NPN 10 5 P 5.0 E8 .013 08 
212 73 J T~ANS P ... R p~p 10 ~ P LI.S E8 .IJe5 100 
215 13 J T KAlIS SS PNP 10 S p 3.0 ttl .029 10e:! 
~1~ 73 J PI10Tu ISOLATOR lC) 5 P 2.0 E9 .030 nIl 
215 73 J 5S! LTTL 10 5 P 1.LI E!1l .ou41 b~O 
210 73 J 5::'1 TTL 10 5 f' 9.1 E:.9 .01.190 1307 
211 73 J 1'151 LTTL 10 5 P 3.7 ~9 .000 2L12 
2113 73 J I"'ISl r I L 10 5 !oJ 3.1 E9 .012 351 
219 73 J LSI PMOS I~OLl Ib 5 H 2.3 £9 • ill 1 c:!30 
220 73 J 5Sl LN vLT R£G 10 5 P 2.8 1:.9 .11 11 307 
221 7S J SSI TTL 12 S P 1.0e Eo .1)90 0 
t!22 75 J I'ISI TTL 12 5 P 5.78 Eo • III 0 0 
223 i5 J ~:'I STTL Ie:! 5 P 1.17 Eo .052 0 
224 75 J SSl LSTTL 12 5 P 1.80 £7 .0051 0 
225 75 .J 5S1 LN VLT Rf;.G 12 5 P 4.0 Eo .023 0 
220 15 J LSI PMC,!:! lL10Ll - 12 ' 5 H "'.2 1:.0 .on 0 
227 75 J 5SI LN VLT KEG Ie? 5 H "'.0 Eo .023 0 
228 77 K SSt TTL 11 5 P LI.<1 £7 .015 0 
229 77 1\ 5SI CMOS 11 5 P ~.9 E7 .017 7 
c:30 77 tHC LSI PI.IOS 13 7 P 2.~ E.8 .029 07 
231 77 KAC S5I sIr I.. 12,13 LI p o.d Eo .Ol~ 0 
~32 77 RAC S5I L5TTL 12,13 LI p 1.5 Eo .07 0 
~33 Ii KAC !);:,I TTL 12, 13 LI P 5.5 Eo .1.117 0 
23L1 71 tHC M~1 STrL 13 LJ P 1 • 1 1:.7 .019 1 1 
~35 77 I<AC MSI LSITL 1e,13 LI p 2.3 E7 .o2L1 0 
230 17 RAC MS! TTL 13 LI P 3.2 Eo .13 3 
~37 71 KAC M:;l TrL 12 LI P LJ.9 Eo .019 0 
e?38 77 RAC :'SI STTL 5 0,l0 H 4.4 ':.0 .021 I) 
239 77 ~ AC SH rTL LI 0,10 H 7.LI E7 .1)027 1 
240 71 KAC :iSI TTL 5 3 H 1. 7 1:.7 .012 I 
2~1 71 ~AC 551 ITL 0 3 H 5.8 t.o • 11 5 
242 77 RAC ~SI TTL lu 2 t1 1.7 t..7 .025 3 
~Ll3 77 r<AC 5S1 TTL 13 7 H 2.0 £0 .030 U 
244 77 kAC MSI STTI.. 5 7, 10 f1 2."4 1:.0 .050 0 
245 7? ~AC MSI TTL 5 5,0 H 4.d U .ou14 0 
240 7, ~AC MSI TIL b 3 f1 1.5 Eo .1 b 1 
2-H 77 KAC '1SI rTL 1\ 0,10 "i 8.; E1 .vv11 II 
2~~ 77 KAC M!)1 TTL 10 2,3 H 3.LI t.7 .025 7 
~49 77 MAC 1"51 TTL 13 7 H 1 • 7 Eo .lJ~" 0 
250 l~ RAC 1'1:'1 :;,TTL 13 5 P 5.2 E:.7 .1.150 17 
~51 77 HAC MS1 L:'TIL 25LS15 12 5 P 2.0 Eo .030 v 
252 70 KAC L!:d teL P~Ll'" 1307 13 S P d.d Eo • IJ 2 5 1 
253 10 KAC L.)l "4~luS "'AM 21112 13 5 ~ 1.2 to .070 0 
~54 77 I'/.\C L;:,! '4/"U5 MAM LlO90 13 5 P o.LJ to .049 2 
25S 70 KAC L;:,l P"Ios 5/q SOOl 13 ., Y 2." E7 .12 213 
n.7 
.-.-o#_~_"_ -", ---~-- ... - ~--..--~ .. -. ~-.. 
- -- ---
D180-25325-1 
fABLE 0-1 FIELO USAGE FAILURE RAft:: OATA TABULATED IN USER SEQuENCE 
" LNII YR SHC PART CLASS PART 1#, SCI? ENV PI(. DI:.V HRS VIKHR F 
, 
----------------------------------------------------------.---------------. 
250 11 ~AC MSl PMUS 13 q P 2.1.) E9 .052 1321 
~S7 /0 ~AC LSI ~I"OS MPRuC 3B50 12 q P 4.3 E7 1.1 ~O~ 
2'5d 77 RAe LSI NMuS MPlhJC Z130 13 5 P 4.7 Eo .10 b 
~5q 70 kAC LSI CMOS COUNTER 4020 13 5 P 4.5 1:.0 .021 0 
200 70 RAC HSI SrTL 3207A 13 5 H 3.5 Eo .020 0 
~bl 70 RAC LSI PMOS 50U9 13 5 H 1.2 E7 • 1 ~ 16 
202 70 RAC LSI PMOS 1013 15 5 H 1.0 E7 • 11 9 
2bJ 15 RAC LSI PMUS 13 /: H 1.8 E7 .13 22 
2b4 17 h'AC LSI NMOS RAM 4090 1.3 5 H 3. 1 to • 17 " 21>5 72 StlM SSl rTL 12 4 H 1.~ E7 .028 3 
200 12 SdM 5S1 rrL 12 
" 
H 9.9 Eo .05'1 4 
207 72 SIjI1 5SI TTL 17 4 H 4.7 Eo .043 1 
c!od 12 S8M ~51 rTL 12 LI P 3.3 to .028 0 
20"1 12 SBM 551 TTL 12 
" 
P 8.4 Eo .024 1 
270 72 SdH 551 TTL 17 4 P 1 .5 E7 .022 2 
271 77 K S;:1 I IN CUSTUM 12 B P 5.2 E7 .vU79 
272 72 SA S5! TTL GATE 10 0 P 1.9 E9 .012 
n3 72 SA 5Sl I .. FF 10 b P 3.2 Ed .022 
274 72 SA MSl T 1 L GATE 10 b P 1.7 Ed .023 
275 72 SA MSI TTL FF 10 0 P 5.0 I:.d .u22 
276 12 SA ;:;SI LIN 10 b P 1. b E 7 .028 
277 72 SA LSI tlMU~ RuM 10 0 P 5 E7 .OU78 
c!7{j 12 ;:;A LSI PMOS CHAR GEN - 10 0 P 13.221:.0 .029 
279 72 ... ~ .. LSI PMOS SIR 10 0 P 1 .0 E7 .O'U 
280 72 SA LSI PMuS KAM 10 0 P 5.0 £8 .u19 
281 12 SA LSI BIPOLAR ~AM 10 0 P 4.1 Eo .12ti 
" 
D-8 
.. 
- - ~-:--~:: -" ~--- - ---~ - _-. .. -~~--~~-.... 
- --.....----------~ ... , .... 
D180-25325-1 
r A~Lc D-2 FIELD USAuE FAIL~~E HAT~ UAJA TA~ULArI:.D In PAtH CLASSIFICArrUN 
-,' LN# YR SRe PAIH CLASS PART a SCR ~NV PK DEV H~S X/IKt1H FAILS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------.--
209 73 J UIODI:. tiRIDGE ASSY 
-
10 5 P 1 • 1 Ed .00089 U 
208 73 J DIuuE LED 10 5 P 9.1 Ed .0011.1 3 
". 
u'st:I 77 d 0luo£ Lt:.O 17 7 P 2.7 Eo .ul~ 
204 73 J DIlJDI: P",R 10 ~ P 1.9 E9 .ou,s" 02 
200 73 J DIuUI:. REF 10 5 P 5.0 Ed .002 337 
197 70 H [)IlJDE 5S 17 5 P 1.7 EIU .001 
037 17 Il LJ lUDE SS 17 7 P 2.d E'i .0074 
203 77 H DIODE SS 17 5 P 8.7 Ed .0010 2d 
20S 73 J DIlJot S ... !TCHING 10 S P 2.7 E:.11 .(1)058 IS71 
2u7 73 J DILJut:. ZENER 10 5 P ".0 Ed .UOld 0 
ld2 71; F LSI dIPULAK PtJOM 10 5 P 8." Eo .011 u 
2'11 12 SA LSI BIPGLAt-/ RAM 10 0 P 4.1 t.o .120 
c:S'1 76 /"lAC LSI eMU!:l CUUNTE.R 4020 13 5 P 4.S Eo .021 0 
252 10 !'tAC LSI E:.CL PRUM 1307 13 5 P 8.8 Eb .023 1 
OUI 74 A LSI LlNEAR 10 5 P 1.b E!> .058 0 
01';) 74 A LSL Lli4E:AH Ib 5 H 2.4 1:.5 \) 
02~ 7" A LSI LI1-4EAR 10 5 P 7.4 Eo .012 U 
032 74 A LSI LH~EAR 10 5 H 1. 1 r.o .082 0 
017 
'" 
A LSI NMUS 10 5 H 9.3 E5 0 
034 74 A LSI 1~.ioJS 16 5 H 4.2 to .022 0 
loti 70 G LSI .'4:.tuS MPROC ul'0800 10 5 P 1 • 1 E7 .05 
257 70 tHe LSI NMUS I"PRl)C 38S0 12 9 P 4.3 E7 : • 1 402 
109 77 (, LSI i'4~OS MPRGC UP0800 11 5 ... 1 • " E7 .157 
25~ 17 !'tAC LSI 1'i"'05 MPRUC l80 l.S 5 P LJ.7 Eo .10 tJ 
253 70 RAC LSI ~MU~ RAM 2102 13 5 P 1.2 Eo .o7b 0 
254 77 ~AC LSI i'lMUS ~AI'I 4096 13 5 p b." ~o .""9 2 
204 77 ~AC LSI N,..OS RAM "U90 13 5 H 3.1 Eo .17 
" 121 78 F LSI f'.lMOS RAM Ib 5 P 3.3 Eo .02d 0 
105 70 G LSI NMOS lr<.RAM 2102 10 S P S.7 f:.7 .Uo 
100 77 G L::'1 ~IMu5 I1\RAM 210~ 10 5 p 1 .2 Ed .01 
107 71J l> LSI r~MOS I1\RAf" 2102 10 5 P 1.0 E8 .055 
219 73 J LSI p,-,OS ItJ04 Ib 5 H 2.3 E9 • U 11 do 
~2b 15 J LSI t'Ml;S 1"04 12 5 H 4.2 to .02C: (l 
203 7S /"lAC L!:lI P"luS 13 b H 1.tI E:.7 .1's a 
192 7b H LSI P'4uS 17 S p 3.0 E8 .045 
201 70 KAC LSl "'MOS ~009 1.5 5 H 1 .2 El .15 10 
202 70 RAC LSI PMOS 1013 1.S S H 1.0 E.7 • 1 1 9 
039 77 tj LSI PMUS 17 8 P u.s Eo .25 
lQ"I 77 H LSI priUS 17 5 P 5.1 E7 .005 31 
230 77 RAC. LSI P"'OS 13 7 P ~.4 EB .029 07 
04U 7/:j !:i LSI """'uS 1 7 8 P 0.5 to .Ulo 
27t:1 72 ;,A LSI PMUS CMAR ('EN 
-
10 0 P 1'.221:.0 .lJ29 
2dU 72 SA LSI prws RAM 10 0 P ~.O E.d .1.119 
277 72 ;,A LSI PMUS ~ut" 10 0 p 5 E:.7 .vu7d 
d'i 72 SA LSI I-'MUS !:lIe( 10 0 P 1.0 E7 .0<11 
255 7t kA(. L:'l ~ r~lJS S/~ SOu7 1.5 c;, P 2. ~ t 7 .1 d 2el 
1 1 u 75 U LSI Io/AM MODULE 1~ II C 1.5 1:.0 .u02 0 
11 .l 13 v LSi KAM MUUUl.t 12 4 C 8.7 E.o .31 C:~ 
1 11 7q 0 L:'I -<A"I MO!)ULE 12 4 C 1.5 E.o .uo~ I) 
1 11./ 74 U LSi RA," ",aOULE 12 4 C 8.d E.o .2u Ii 
112 15 D LSI rc A'~ MUOULE 12 a C 9.2 ES .22 1 
0-9 
DlSD-Z5325-1 
TA~Lt. 0-2 ~lE.LO USA(,E FAILUkf. ~AT£ OATA TA~ULATeu BY ~A~T CLASSIFICAriON 
LNIJ yR ~RC ~AHr CLASS PA~T tS SCR Ef-fV PK DeV HRS X/IKhR F. i 
.~ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------_.-
006 7~ A LSI ~TfL 10 5 P 1. ~ 1:.0 .O~d 0 
010 /4 A LSI !)TTI. Ib 5 H .5.2 E:.o .1125 u 
02~ 7(J, A LSI STlL 10 5 P <t.b tb .O~~ .5 
v33 7a A LS1 S T r L 10 5 H 1.~ eo .005 v 
132 70 to MSI tCl. 10102 10 S H 2.q E7 .10 
IH 71 G ,..51 eCL 1010c:: 10 5 11 7.2 E.7 .03.5 
!.Sa 713 G M5I EeL 10102 1b 5 
" 
7.8 E7 .0'$1' 
(jOS II.), A MSI HfTl. 10 5 ~ c;,. 1 to .1)18 II 
01q 7-l A /'lSI HTTL 10 S H 8.0 ES .~5 1 
023 71~ A MSI 11 TTL 10 ':) P 2 • .5 r.? .on S 
u.51 70.1 A MS! NflL 11 5 H 3.~ t.o .1)20 \) 
235 77 KAC 11:51 LS TTL 12d3 I.), P 2.3 f.7 .IJ~(J, 1.1 
~Sl 77 KAC /'4SI L!> iTL 25LS15 12 5 P 2.0 to .U3b IJ 
17.) 70 Ii 1-1;)1 LSITL FF 7-lLS1" 10 ':) P 3.6 E7 .1.113 
1 7 ~ 17 lJ M~I LS TTL ~F 7"1.57" 10 S P 8 E 7 .I.lOd 
17~ 7d G MSl LS PL FF 74LS7" 10 5 P 2.0 td .ovd 
e17 73 J ""SI UTL 10 ~ P 3.7 E,q ."00 2"2 
c::50 11 /'CAC MSI P"10S 13 q P 2.6 E~ .os~ 1321 
OO~ 14 A /'lSI STTl. 10 5 P 2.2 E.1 .0,)'1 1 
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~Su 70 ~A\: MSI STTL 13 5 p 5.2 E7 .050 17 
c::oO 10 tUC !'IS! STTI. 3207A 13 5 H 3.5 to .020 0 
231.), 77 ~AC M~I !) TTL 1.3 lJ P I • 1 E.7 .01Q 1 ~ 
244 71 ~AC MSI :, TIL 5 7 I 10 H 2.~ to .038 Ii 
It\~ 70 to MS! 5 TIL FF 7~S74 10 S P S.q co .O~ 
IMo 17 G 1'I!>1 S TTL FF 7qS74 10 5 P 1.~ t7 .',Ju7 
11\7 7e. t, !'lSI srTl. FF 7"51" 10 5 P 2.2 E.7 .01"2 
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